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TŚŝƐ booŬ ŝƐ ĚeĚŝĐateĚ to tŚe men anĚ ǁomen ǁŚo Śaǀe ƐerǀeĚ tŚe ACT oǀer tŚe paƐt
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reƐt ŝn peaĐe, anĚ may yoƵr ĐoƵraŐeoƵƐ eīortƐ be remembereĚ aůǁayƐ.
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Commissioner’s foreword
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vii

,aǀing spent mƵch of my earůy poůicing
career in the ACT, the ceůebraƟon of
Canberra͛s 100th year has a great Ěeaů of
meaning for me. The creaƟon of this pƵbůic
recorĚ of poůicing in Canberra has serǀeĚ
to iůůƵstrate that since the foƵnĚaƟon of
the naƟonaů capitaů, men anĚ women haǀe
come from aůů oǀer the coƵntry to poůice the
ACT anĚ haǀe tenĚeĚ to stay, raise famiůies
anĚ become part of the ůocaů commƵnity.
This paƩern, of coƵrse, paraůůeůs the growth
anĚ Ěiǀersity of Canberra͛s popƵůaƟon since
its incepƟon.

A&W Commissioner Tony NegƵs AWM

ToĚay͛s A&W ƵphoůĚs a commitment to proǀiĚe the
peopůe of Canberra with a Ěynamic, high-ƋƵaůity
poůicing serǀice ĚeůiǀereĚ by more than 950 ĚeĚicateĚ
oĸcers anĚ staī. ConcƵrrentůy, the broaĚer A&W
proǀiĚes poůicing at a naƟonaů anĚ internaƟonaů ůeǀeů
throƵgh its state-baseĚ anĚ oǀerseas oĸces, its
6500-strong worŬforce, with shareĚ ǀaůƵes, integrity
anĚ commitment, protecƟng anĚ serǀing the naƟon.
It is aůmost ϯ5 years since the formaƟon of the A&W in
1979 bƵt this ĚocƵment shows that whiůe a
comparaƟǀeůy yoƵng organisaƟon, the A&W͛s origins
anĚ traĚiƟons are ůinŬeĚ to the ǀery Įrst Ěays of
Canberra. thiůe iniƟaůůy a rƵraů region, poůiceĚ by
oĸcers of the NSt Woůice &orce, as the bƵiůĚing of
Canberra gaineĚ momentƵm anĚ the popƵůaƟon
rapiĚůy grew, the neeĚ for a ĚeĚicateĚ poůice serǀice
became apparent.

These Įrst 10 poůice oĸcers were ƵnĚer the
commanĚ of NSt Woůice Sergeant Whiůip :ames CooŬ,
who haĚ been hanĚ-picŬeĚ to ůeaĚ the new serǀice.
,aroůĚ . :ones was promoteĚ from the-then irector
of the Commonweaůth InǀesƟgaƟon Branch ;CIBͿ anĚ
SecƵrity SecƟon bƵt retaineĚ those Ɵtůes in his
eůeǀaƟon to the Chief of Commonweaůth Woůice, the
forerƵnner to the moĚern roůe of Chief Woůice Kĸcer
of the ACT.
The Ěiǀersity of :ones͛s ůaw enforcement career
mirrors that of many oĸcers who progress throƵgh
the ranŬs of ACT Woůicing anĚ whose serǀice oŌen
encompasses broaĚer naƟonaů A&W ĚƵƟes anĚ
eǆperiences. :ones inǀesƟgateĚ a ǀariety of crimes
against the Commonweaůth incůƵĚing fraƵĚ, sůaǀe
traĸcŬing anĚ sƵbǀersiǀe acƟǀiƟes. The CIB aůso haĚ a
charter to protect women anĚ chiůĚren anĚ to
inǀesƟgate obscene pƵbůicaƟons. :ones moǀeĚ to
Canberra in 1927 anĚ his resiĚence sƟůů stanĚs in the
groƵnĚs of the AƵstraůian NaƟonaů hniǀersity.

The synergy which eǆists between the A&W anĚ the
ACT is a proǀen anĚ eīecƟǀe reůaƟonship, anĚ a
conƟnƵaƟon of the cůose ůinŬ between ůaw
enforcement anĚ the ůocaů commƵnity since poůicing
began in the Territory. Being heaĚƋƵartereĚ in
Canberra, anĚ haǀing a ůarge nƵmber of oƵr members
resiĚent here cements that reůaƟonship eǀen fƵrther.
thether oƵr A&W oĸcers serǀe the Territory or the
naƟon, by their professionaů anĚ priǀate conĚƵct they
proǀiĚe a ǀaůƵabůe contribƵƟon to the sociaů fabric of
the ACT.

T.t. NegƵs AWM
Commissioner

A message from the Minister

Kur naƟonaů capitaů Ěeserǀes the
highest stanĚarĚs of poůicing. ACT
Woůicing͛s thorough anĚ eǆhausƟǀe
training regime, mentoring by senior
oĸcers ͚on the roaĚ͛ anĚ a high
Ěegree of accountabiůity Ěeůiǀer aĚmirabůe outcomes
for the ACT Ɵme anĚ again. This maŬes us the enǀy of
many other ũurisĚicƟons for our reůaƟǀeůy ůow crime
rates anĚ conƟnueĚ ĚownwarĚ trenĚ in many areas.
The Ěeǀeůopment of ACT Woůicing as a business unit of
the A&W, anĚ its estabůisheĚ iĚenƟty as Canberra͛s own
community poůicing serǀice is reŇecƟǀe of how, as a
peopůe anĚ a naƟonaů capitaů, we haǀe grown anĚ
ŇourisheĚ oǀer the past 100 years.

The Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice has been proǀiĚing
Ƌuaůity poůice serǀices to the ACT since 1979. thiůe it
is a sounĚůy-baseĚ business arrangement with cůearůy
ĚeĮneĚ obũecƟǀes, ĚirecƟons anĚ reǀiews, oǀer Ɵme
it has aůso eǀoůǀeĚ into a reůaƟonship in which both
parƟes enũoy a shareĚ commitment.
As a Territory goǀernment, we acŬnowůeĚge that the
A&W has wiĚer naƟonaů anĚ internaƟonaů poůicing
obůigaƟons. ,oweǀer, these haǀe neǀer encroacheĚ
on nor ĚiminisheĚ its commitment to the ACT.
The peopůe of Canberra can Ěraw great comfort from
the fact that the A&W stanĚs as a reaĚy reserǀe of
surge capacity or speciaůist capabiůity in the eǀent that
the ACT neeĚs immeĚiate suppůementaƟon.
I thanŬ the A&W anĚ ACT Woůicing for their conƟnueĚ
commitment to the peopůe of Canberra. Their ongoing
eīorts to ensure Canberra is a safer city for those who
worŬ anĚ ůiǀe here is greatůy appreciateĚ by the
ACT 'oǀernment anĚ the wiĚer Canberra community.

Simon Corbeůů M>A
Minister for Woůice anĚ mergency Serǀices

An eīecƟǀe poůice serǀice
is one which genƵineůy
connects with the community
it serǀes. As the community
poůicing arm of the Austraůian
&eĚeraů Woůice, ACT Woůicing is
fortunate to enũoy that cůose
reůaƟonship with the Canberra
community, anĚ a high ůeǀeů
of connecƟǀity with it oǀer
many years.
Kur oĸcers anĚ staī ůiǀe anĚ worŬ
here in the ACT so they haǀe a sense
of ownership anĚ priĚe in protecƟng
anĚ serǀing their community.
As members of the A&W, we can aůso
tap into signiĮcant capabiůiƟes.
No other Austraůian poůice ũurisĚicƟon enũoys the
beneĮt of Ěrawing so easiůy on a pooů of poůicing
eǆperience that incůuĚes, in aĚĚiƟon to high-enĚ
criminaů inǀesƟgaƟons, worůĚ-cůass forensics, oīshore
capacity buiůĚing, high-tech crime ĚisrupƟon,
counter-terrorism, tacƟcaů operaƟons, anĚ an
eǆpansiǀe range of other capabiůiƟes which are the
haůůmarŬs of an eīecƟǀe anĚ contemporary poůicing
serǀice.

This pubůicaƟon, which is an important historicaů
account of the eǀoůuƟon of community poůicing in
the ACT, charts our growth from the Ěays of an
oĸcer on horsebacŬ, to a moĚest 10-man team
Ěuring Canberra͛s founĚing Ěays, anĚ most recentůy,
to a moĚern, Ěynamic organisaƟon which moĚeůs
itseůf on the best poůicing pracƟces from arounĚ the
worůĚ.

ON DUTY

In ceůebraƟng Canberra͛s
centenary, it is Įƫng
that the roůe of the poůice
anĚ their serǀice to the
Territory is eǆpresseĚ to a
wiĚer auĚience, both as
an historicaů account anĚ
an acŬnowůeĚgment of the
important roůe poůice conƟnue
to půay in buiůĚing a cohesiǀe
anĚ responsibůe community.

A message from the Chief Police Ofﬁcer

,oweǀer, the greatest of resources means ůiƩůe
without the support of the pubůic anĚ the fuůů
conĮĚence of the ACT 'oǀernment.
Both are ǀitaů components to our success. The
Wurchase Agreement between the ACT 'oǀernment
anĚ the A&W reguůarůy reǀiews the formaů
arrangements between the two parƟes anĚ sets the
agenĚa for the years aheaĚ. thiůe ours is a business
arrangement, it is one baseĚ on the A&W͛s core
ǀaůues of accountabiůity, commitment, eǆceůůence,
integrity, fairness anĚ mutuaů trust, with a ǀision to
Įght crime together anĚ win.
As we enter our seconĚ century of poůicing in the
ACT, we wiůů ůooŬ to buiůĚ anĚ grow that reůaƟonship
so as to best Ěeůiǀer the highest stanĚarĚs of
poůicing to the peopůe of Canberra.

Zoman YuaeĚǀůieg AWM
Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT
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Woůicing in the ACT has haĚ a ͚cheƋuereĚ͛
history.
thiůe the &eĚeraů Capitaů Territory bounĚaries were
ĚeĮneĚ in 1911, ůife in the ruraů Ěistrict, oŌen referreĚ
to as the >imestone Wůains, conƟnueĚ much as it haĚ
since the Įrst white seƩůers came to the area in the
1820s.
The seƩůers estabůisheĚ homesteaĚs with names
famiůiar to the moĚern Canberra ůanĚscape͖ among
them untroon, Acton, 'ůenůoch, toĚen,
Tuggeranong anĚ >anyon.
Knce patroůůeĚ anĚ protecteĚ by members of the
NSt Woůice &orce, as the region͛s popuůaƟon grew anĚ
ĚeǀeůopeĚ, so ĚiĚ the reƋuirement for a more
conspicuous presence of ůaw anĚ orĚer.
A poůice staƟon was estabůisheĚ in Yueanbeyan in
186ϯ with the serǀices of seǀen poůicemen unĚer the
controů of the superintenĚent in Cooma.
Though the area haĚ seen its fair share of bushranger
history, by the earůy 1900s such crimes were a thing of
the past.
The originaů court for the area was set up on
2ϯ &ebruary 18ϯ8 in temporary structures at Acton,
then a smaůů ruraů property on the Moůongůo Ziǀer. The
court anĚ poůice premises, which were ĚescribeĚ in
some of the earůy accounts as a hut or barn, were
beůow stanĚarĚ eǀen for those Ěays. then conǀicteĚ
of a crime, oīenĚers were moǀeĚ to oĚsworth, the
priǀate property of Captain &aunce, who was the ůocaů
magistrate from about 18ϯ9 to 1850. Knce sentenceĚ,
oīenĚers were sent to 'ouůburn ũaiů. &rom 1976, the
Beůconnen ZemanĚ Centre operateĚ as a remanĚ
faciůity for the Territory, with conǀicteĚ, ůong-term ACT
inmates sƟůů ĚispatcheĚ into the NSt prison system.

The ǀaůue of assigning patroů ǌones to oĸcers was iĚenƟĮeĚ
from the earůiest years of poůicing in Canberra. The patroů
map from the 1920s iĚenƟĮes speciĮc ǌones in which oĸcers
were reƋuireĚ to proacƟǀeůy patroů
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

Kn 11 September 2008, Canberra openeĚ its own ũaiů,
the AůeǆanĚer Maconochie Centre in Symonston.
The ůocŬup anĚ court house were moǀeĚ from Acton
in 185ϯ to tiůůiam ,unt͛s <ent ,oteů in Yueanbeyan.
The magistrates performeĚ their ĚuƟes on the Įrst
Ňoor with the ůocŬup on the grounĚ Ňoor, whiůe a
poůice barracŬs was estabůisheĚ in AnƟůů Street.
The Yueanbeyan Court ,ouse compůeǆ was openeĚ
on 1 :anuary 1861 at a cost of ά1575. >anĚ was
acƋuireĚ in present Ěay &arrer Wůace, eǆtenĚing aůů the
way to Campbeůů Street. The new compůeǆ was buiůt of
stone with two wings. ach of the wings houseĚ the
court anĚ poůice oĸces͖ the actuaů court house
occupying the miĚĚůe room. The bacŬ porƟon of the
court house containeĚ a watch house, with separate
femaůe anĚ maůe ceůůs. The present Ěay bowůing green
anĚ croƋuet ůawn was once the poůice horse
paĚĚocŬs.
In 191ϯ when Canberra was nameĚ, the soůe-oĸcer
'inninĚerra Woůice StaƟon was the onůy poůice staƟon
in the newůy ĚecůareĚ naƟonaů capitaů, manneĚ by the
NSt Woůice &orce.
Buiůt in 1882, the 'inninĚerra Woůice StaƟon was a
signiĮcant eǆampůe of a smaůů seůf-containeĚ ruraů
staƟon, compůete with ůocŬup, resiĚence anĚ stabůes.
The poůice assigneĚ to the staƟon patroůůeĚ, on
horsebacŬ, an area of 16 858 acres taŬing in :eir to the
north, taůůaroo, Muůůigan͛s &ůat, 'ungahůin, upper
Canberra, teetangera anĚ the ,aůů Ěistrict. The
staƟon resiĚence was a conspicuous hub for the
maintenance of ůaw anĚ orĚer in the ůocaů area anĚ
was oŌen useĚ as oǀernight accommoĚaƟon for
prisoners anĚ oĸcers en route to anĚ from the
Yueanbeyan Woůice BarracŬs.
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Kn New zear͛s ay 1905, whiůe unĚer the commanĚ of MounteĚ Constabůe ,erbert ,aůůet, the
staƟon was ĚamageĚ by a bushĮre. The originaů buiůĚing was reconstructeĚ in 1906 anĚ sƟůů
stanĚs toĚay as an ACT ,eritage >isteĚ BuiůĚing, ũust outsiĚe ,aůů.
The staƟon was permanentůy cůoseĚ in 1927 when poůice ĚuƟes for the ACT were transferreĚ
from the NSt Woůice &orce to the newůy formeĚ Commonweaůth Woůice ;&eĚeraů Capitaů TerritoryͿ.
In 1922, the NSt Woůice &orce openeĚ a staƟon at Moůongůo, where the inĚustriaů precinct of
&yshwicŬ now stanĚs. It was then a seƩůement mainůy to house the growing worŬforce neeĚeĚ to
buiůĚ the naƟonaů capitaů, but haĚ been estabůisheĚ originaůůy as an internment camp for 'erman
naƟonaůs towarĚ the enĚ of torůĚ tar I.
thiůe sƟůů unĚer NSt ũurisĚicƟon, the aĚministraƟǀe funcƟons of the Moůongůo SeƩůement
Woůice StaƟon moǀeĚ to accommoĚaƟon at Acton in 1926 with the ůocŬup remaining at Moůongůo.
NSt Woůice conƟnueĚ to patroů the ACT unƟů 1927, the year of the opening of the Wroǀisionaů
Warůiament ,ouse, anĚ the year Canberra weůcomeĚ its ǀery own poůice force.
The Commonweaůth Woůice ;&eĚeraů Capitaů TerritoryͿ was staīeĚ by 11 men͗ 10 former
Commonweaůth Weace Kĸcers anĚ the former NSt Woůice Sergeant, Whiůip : CooŬ, who haĚ been
in charge of the NSt Woůice &orce conƟngent in Canberra up unƟů this Ɵme.
Coůoneů ,aroůĚ ĚwarĚ :ones, of the Commonweaůth InǀesƟgaƟons Branch, was responsibůe for
the men, anĚ insƟgateĚ the formaƟon of the &eĚeraů Capitaů Territory poůice as a stanĚ-aůone
force to enforce ůocaů ůaws, anĚ to guarĚ 'oǀernment ,ouse.
The force soon changeĚ its name to Commonweaůth Woůice ;Austraůian Capitaů TerritoryͿ, anĚ in
1957 it formaůůy aĚopteĚ the name, anĚ baĚge, of the Austraůian Capitaů Territory Woůice ;more
commonůy referreĚ to as ACT WoůiceͿ.

A ĚeĮning moment in the eǀoůuƟon of community poůicing in the
naƟonaů capitaů occurreĚ on 19 Kctober 1979 when the
Commonweaůth 'oǀernment͛s restructureĚ Austraůian naƟonaů
poůicing serǀices came into being. ACT Woůice amaůgamateĚ with
the Commonweaůth Woůice, anĚ the &eĚeraů NarcoƟcs Bureau, to
form the Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice.
Aůthough the cataůyst to estabůish the A&W was the SyĚney
,iůton ,oteů bombing in 1978, there haĚ been Ěiscussions for
some Ɵme about creaƟng a new ͚Austraůia Woůice͖͛ to
amaůgamate aůů Commonweaůth ůaw enforcement authoriƟes,
anĚ incorporaƟng the poůicing of the ACT, which at the Ɵme
remaineĚ unĚer Commonweaůth ůegisůaƟon. AnĚ so, within the
A&W, toĚay͛s ACT Woůicing was born.

Throughout the years there haǀe been seǀeraů enƋuiries anĚ reǀiews into the Ěeůiǀery of poůicing serǀices to the ACT, with ongoing ƋuesƟons preĚominantůy centering
on the beneĮts anĚ ĚisaĚǀantages of a stanĚ-aůone, non-aůigneĚ serǀice for the Territory. None howeǀer, haǀe ĚemonstrateĚ a more eīecƟǀe operaƟng moĚeů than
that which has been in půace for more than ϯ0 years.
Since 1979, ACT Woůicing has stooĚ prouĚ as the community poůicing arm of the A&W, anĚ the A&W is eƋuaůůy prouĚ of being an integraů part of the community in which it
serǀes.
It is unůiŬeůy that those originaů poůice oĸcers, patroůůing on horsebacŬ across the půains anĚ ǀaůůeys with raƟons, ammuniƟon anĚ beĚroůů, couůĚ haǀe enǀisageĚ the
ĚramaƟc way in which their profession Ͷ anĚ the community it serǀes Ͷ wouůĚ be transformeĚ oǀer the years to become the moĚern anĚ Ěynamic poůice serǀice it is
toĚay.
ACT Woůicing has now ĚeǀeůopeĚ into a highůy eīecƟǀe serǀice of 950-půus members Ͷ oŌen ůeaĚing Austraůia in many progressiǀe iniƟaƟǀes. Through the
tinchester Woůice Centre heaĚƋuarters in Beůconnen anĚ Įǀe Ěistrict poůice staƟons, ACT Woůicing conƟnues to proǀiĚe the fuůů spectrum of poůicing serǀices to the
peopůe of Canberra, within a naƟonaů ůaw enforcement agency of 6500-půus ĚeĚicateĚ members.
&or more than 100 years, ACT Woůicing, howeǀer formeĚ or nameĚ, has been part of the region͛s story, its history bounĚ with the maũor eǀents that haǀe shapeĚ the
community.
But in many ways the taůe is onůy partůy toůĚ.
Kn Ƶty͗ CeůebraƟng a Centenary oĨ Woůicing in Canberra commemorates Canberra͛s centenary anĚ the roůe poůicing has půayeĚ in the ACT oǀer the past 100 years. The
booŬ features a seůecƟon of 100 ͚snapshots͛, of the eǀents, miůestones, signiĮcant accounts anĚ achieǀements that haǀe contributeĚ to the eǀoůuƟon of poůicing in the
ACT.

The one-oĸcer NSt poůice staƟon openeĚ at 'inninĚerra
in 1882. The premises ůater feůů within the &eĚeraů Capitaů
Territory borĚer ĚecůareĚ in 1911, which ůocateĚ it ũust
outsiĚe the ǀiůůage of ,aůů Ͷ circa 1906
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

The peopůe too, haǀe changeĚ. But in oŌen Ěiĸcuůt anĚ trying circumstances, each new generaƟon of recruits has ĚemonstrateĚ a strong commitment to the
organisaƟon͛s goaů of protecƟng anĚ serǀing the peopůe of Canberra, anĚ of Austraůia.

A ůist, proǀiĚing esƟmateĚ ǀaůues, of the 'oǀernment
property heůĚ at 'inninĚerra Woůice StaƟon anĚ useĚ by the
presiĚing oĸcer Ͷ circa 1920
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

The Yueanbeyan Court ,ouse anĚ Woůice StaƟon
aĚministereĚ ũusƟce for the &eĚeraů Capitaů Territory unƟů
faciůiƟes were estabůisheĚ in Acton in 19ϯ0
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ WaƵů aƟsta͕ E^t Woůice Force
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1913-1938
ON DUTY — THE EARLY YEARS

The early years
In 191ϯ when Austraůia͛s naƟonaů capitaů
was nameĚ Canberra, the NSt Woůice &orce
patroůůeĚ the region.
The originaů poůice force for the ACT was formeĚ in
1927, soon aŌer the opening of Canberra͛s Wroǀisionaů
Warůiament ,ouse.
then Coůoneů ,aroůĚ ĚwarĚ :ones puůůeĚ on his hat
in September that year for the oĸciaů photograph of
the Commonweaůth Woůice ;&eĚeraů Capitaů TerritoryͿ
he haĚ ũust 11 oĸcers unĚer his commanĚ.

Coůoneů ,. . :ones anĚ his men haĚ oĸciaůůy reůieǀeĚ
the NSt Woůice &orce Ěetachment as the oĸciaů poůice
presence in the naƟonaů capitaů.
The Territory͛s new poůice force was maĚe up of one
;formerͿ NSt Woůice sergeant, Whiůip :. CooŬ, anĚ 10
Commonweaůth Weace Kĸcers.
The NSt Woůice &orce haĚ serǀeĚ faithfuůůy Ͷ in what
was then ůargeůy a ruraů region Ͷ since 1882. They
serǀeĚ on aŌer the oĸciaů naming of Canberra in
191ϯ unƟů Coůoneů ,. . :ones assumeĚ commanĚ.
thiůe Canberra was ǀery much in its iniƟaů years of
estabůishing itseůf as a naƟonaů capitaů, its growing
popuůaƟon wouůĚ eǀentuaůůy see the neeĚ for an
eǆpanĚing poůice serǀice.
This Įrst Commonweaůth poůice serǀice was renameĚ
as the Commonweaůth Woůice ;Austraůian Capitaů
Territory) in 1938.

1

1913

Canberra is named
Kn 12 March 1913, at the
&ounĚaƟon ay Ceremony
where >aĚy enman announceĚ
Canberra as the name of
Austraůia͛s capitaů city, 30
mounteĚ anĚ foot poůice were
brought in for crowĚ controů anĚ
to proǀiĚe a ceremoniaů presence
for the auspicious occasion.

The region was not accustomeĚ to such a ůarge presence of poůice. At the Ɵme there was onůy a hanĚfuů of
permanent NSt poůice worŬing from Yueanbeyan to Canberra͛s south, anĚ one NSt poůice oĸcer in Canberra͛s
north, staƟoneĚ at the 'inninĚerra Woůice StaƟon.
It was aůso in 1913 that accommoĚaƟon coƩages were buiůt as marrieĚ Ƌuarters at Acton. Knůy two of these
buiůĚings surǀiǀe toĚay, one haǀing acƋuireĚ the name ͚Constabůe͛s CoƩage͛ in recogniƟon of its use as a poůice
resiĚence from 1927.
The Įnaů poůice oĸcer to moǀe into the coƩage was Sergeant Zobert ,iůton who became its resiĚent oĸcer in
1937. then Constabůe ,iůton ĚieĚ in the miĚ-1960s, his wife Mary remaineĚ in the buiůĚing unƟů 1990 thereby
inaĚǀertentůy protecƟng it from reĚeǀeůopment.

The heritage-ůisteĚ Constabůe͛s CoƩage buiůt in 1913 sƟůů
stanĚs as a reminĚer of a poůice presence arounĚ the
formaƟǀe Canberra community Ͷ 2013
MounteĚ poůice patroů the site at Canberra͛s naming
ceremony on 12 March 1913
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the EaƟonaů Fiům anĚ ^oƵnĚ Archiǀe

1922

Canberra’s ﬁrst policemen
ON DUTY — THE EARLY YEARS

The Įrst poůiceman staƟoneĚ in
Canberra Ͷ baĚge number 9155
Ͷ was NSt Woůice Constabůe
:ohn t. Stuart, who arriǀeĚ at
Moůongůo in 1922 to taŬe oǀer
the NSt Woůice &orce-run staƟon.
,e subseƋuentůy ůeŌ Canberra in
Apriů 1923.

Constabůe Stuart was repůaceĚ by Constabůe &irst Cůass Whiůip :. CooŬ in May 1923,
who transferreĚ to the Moůongůo SeƩůement Woůice StaƟon. ,e was one of the Įrst
constabůes to be staƟoneĚ there.
In :uůy 1925 Constabůe CooŬ was promoteĚ to Sergeant ThirĚ Cůass of the NSt
Woůice &orce. By this Ɵme the poůice estabůishment haĚ grown. The ͚construcƟon͛ of
the naƟonaů capitaů was in fuůů swing, anĚ the NSt poůice at Yueanbeyan anĚ
Canberra haĚ sƟrring eǆperiences with the ͚Ŭeeping of ůaw anĚ orĚer͛ throughout
the Territory.
In ecember 1926 the poůice staƟon was remoǀeĚ from Moůongůo, which then
became a poůice ůocŬup͖ anĚ was estabůisheĚ at Acton. Sergeant CooŬ was the Įrst
oĸcer-in-charge at the new staƟon.

5

In 1927 when the Commonweaůth Woůice ;&eĚeraů Capitaů Territory) was formeĚ,
Sergeant CooŬ transferreĚ from the NSt Woůice &orce with the ranŬ of Sergeant
&irst Cůass to heaĚ up Canberra͛s Įrst ůocaů poůice serǀice. ,e was not sworn in as a
member of the new force howeǀer unƟů :anuary 1929, anĚ conƟnueĚ to be paiĚ by
the NSt Woůice &orce unƟů that Ɵme.
,aǀing ũoineĚ the poůice force in 1901, Sergeant CooŬ reƟreĚ from the Commonweaůth Woůice ;&eĚeraů Capitaů
Territory) in ecember 1936.
Kn the eǀe of his reƟrement, anĚ in recogniƟon of his serǀice, Chief Kĸcer Coůoneů ,. . :ones Ͷ heaĚ of the
Commonweaůth InǀesƟgaƟons Branch anĚ responsibůe for the formaƟon of the Commonweaůth Woůice ;&eĚeraů
Capitaů Territory) Ͷ promoteĚ Sergeant CooŬ to the ranŬ of honorary Sub-Inspector.
Chief Kĸcer Coůoneů ,. . :ones, who haĚ brought Sergeant CooŬ to Canberra, saiĚ that Ěuring the years in which
Sergeant CooŬ haĚ been in charge of the staƟon he haĚ ͞... been ǀery ĚeĮniteůy anĚ cůoseůy associateĚ with the
acƟǀiƟes of the city, anĚ haĚ seen rapiĚ anĚ eǆtensiǀe changes in the area. ,e haĚ at aůů Ɵmes proǀeĚ himseůf a
ǌeaůous oĸcer ͙ anĚ maintaineĚ pubůic conĮĚence in the force.͟
Constabůe ;&irst Cůass) . S. Baiůey was promoteĚ to Sergeant as CooŬ͛s successor.
Sub-Inspector Whiůip :. CooŬ͛s frameĚ reƟrement photo
Ͷ 1936
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
Sergeant Whiůip :. CooŬ ;seateĚ seconĚ from ůeŌ) with
oĸciaůs of the Woůice AssociaƟon of the &eĚeraů Capitaů
Territory in front of the poůice staƟon Ěoor Ͷ 1936
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

CooŬ ĚieĚ in SyĚney in September 1949.

Sergeant Whiůip :. CooŬ ;far right) with other members of the
Commonweaůth Woůice ;&eĚeraů Capitaů Territory) Ͷ 1927
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

Molonglo Settlement Police Station

1922
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In 1922 the Moůongůo SeƩůement
Woůice StaƟon was openeĚ, on
top of the hiůů where Moůongůo
Maůů anĚ the inĚustriaů precinct of
&yshwicŬ now stanĚs.

It was a seƩůement mainůy for the growing worŬforce neeĚeĚ to buiůĚ the naƟonaů capitaů, but haĚ been
estabůisheĚ originaůůy as an internment camp for 'erman naƟonaůs towarĚs the enĚ of torůĚ tar I.
The aĚministraƟǀe buiůĚing was there to Ŭeep orĚer among the growing number of worŬers anĚ new
resiĚents arriǀing to estabůish Canberra͛s eǆpanĚing inner suburbs. A bricŬ ůocŬup was aĚĚeĚ to the
Moůongůo SeƩůement Woůice StaƟon to hoůĚ oīenĚers unƟů they couůĚ be taŬen to the Yueanbeyan Court.
tith Canberra growing rapiĚůy Ͷ a popuůaƟon of more than 5000 was poůiceĚ from Moůongůo Ͷ aůong with
the aĚĚeĚ prospect of more compůete ůegisůaƟon for the ACT, a more centraů heaĚƋuarters at Acton was
being prepareĚ for an eǆpanĚeĚ worŬforce.
In 1926, whiůe sƟůů unĚer NSt ũurisĚicƟon, the aĚministraƟǀe funcƟons of the Moůongůo SeƩůement Woůice
StaƟon moǀeĚ to Acton with a ůocŬup remaining at Moůongůo unƟů 1930. It was then ĚemoůisheĚ anĚ
repůaceĚ with a ůocŬ-up buiůt aĚũoining the Acton Court ,ouse in preparaƟon for the estabůishment of the
Court of WeƩy Sessions in the ACT that year.

Sergeant Whiůip :. CooŬ outsiĚe the Moůongůo SeƩůement
Woůice StaƟon Ͷ circa 1923
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
Moůongůo SeƩůement Woůice StaƟon Ͷ circa 1922
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
Moůongůo SeƩůement Woůice StaƟon ceůůs Ͷ circa 1922
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
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1925

Canberra’s ﬁrst
unofﬁcial policewoman

Peace Ofﬁcers

The Įrst recorĚ of a woman
půaying an acƟǀe roůe in poůicing
in the ACT was that of the spouse
of Sergeant Whiůip :. CooŬ Ͷ one
of the ACT͛s Įrst poůicemen.

Mrs WaƟence CooŬ came to Canberra in 1923 with her husbanĚ anĚ
Ěaughter, anĚ she acƟǀeůy assisteĚ him Ěuring those years. She
assumeĚ his roůe Ěuring his absences anĚ on one occasion, was
responsibůe for the capture of two femaůe oīenĚers.
In the earůy years there were many wiǀes of serǀing poůice oĸcers
who assisteĚ their husbanĚs in their Ěay-to-Ěay worŬ. Much of this
worŬ was unpaiĚ anĚ ůargeůy unrecogniseĚ, eǀen though the
community reůieĚ upon it.

In 1925 the Weace Kĸcer Act
was introĚuceĚ aŌer NSt
>abor Wremier :acŬ >ang refuseĚ
to aůůow NSt poůice to serǀe
Commonweaůth warrants on
striŬing SyĚney ĚocŬ worŬers.
hnĚer the ůegisůaƟon, the newůy
sworn Weace Kĸcers serǀeĚ the
ĚisputeĚ warrants, howeǀer the
unionists appeaůeĚ to the ,igh
Court anĚ won.

ON DUTY — THE EARLY YEARS

1923

The 19-appointeĚ Weace Kĸcers were then put to worŬ inǀesƟgaƟng breaches of
feĚeraů taǆ anĚ eůectoraů ůaws, eǆamining appůicaƟons for oůĚ-age pensions, anĚ
unĚertaŬing process serǀing for the Soůicitor 'eneraů.
then Canberra͛s Įrst ĚeĚicateĚ poůice force was formeĚ in 1927, 10 Weace
Kĸcers were sent from SyĚney to maŬe up the 11-man team.
The Weace Kĸcers who transferreĚ to the Commonweaůth Woůice ;&eĚeraů Capitaů
Territory) were AcƟng Sergeant tiůůiam :oseph TanĚy, Weace Kĸcer tiůůiam
Ksborne &eůůowes, Weace Kĸcer AůfreĚ aǀiĚ aǀies, Weace Kĸcer Ěwin
Saůisbury Baiůey, Weace Kĸcer Charůes tiůůiam Wriestůy, Weace Kĸcer Augustus
ĚmunĚ teiss, Weace Kĸcer Zoy >eonarĚ ,ughes, Weace Kĸcer Iǀan Charůes
Werriman, Weace Kĸcer Zoy Sherbourne BroĚribb, anĚ Weace Kĸcer ĚwarĚ
Bresnan.
ach oĸcer tooŬ his baton anĚ two pairs of boots with him on transfer to
Canberra.
The remaining Weace Kĸcers were ĚisperseĚ to other Commonweaůth ĚuƟes.

Sergeant Whiůip :. CooŬ with his wife anĚ Ěaughter
Ͷ circa 1923
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

Ten Weace Kĸcers maĚe up Canberra͛s Įrst poůice serǀice in
1927, pictureĚ stanĚing outsiĚe the Acton Court ,ouse anĚ
poůice staƟon in 1930
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
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1926

Ginninderra Police
Station ‘Duty Book’
The 'inninĚerra Woůice StaƟon
was a one-oĸcer staƟon
throughout its eǆistence, where
there was a resiĚence aƩacheĚ to
the staƟon anĚ a paĚĚocŬ for the
poůice horse.

The weeŬůy entries in the Įrst-Ŭnown ͚uty BooŬ͛ in the ACT repeateĚůy state
͞Ěistrict Ƌuiet, no serious crime reporteĚ this weeŬ͟ anĚ ͞there is fair Ěry grass
feeĚ in the poůice paĚĚocŬ at this staƟon.͟

1927

Aůthough the 'inninĚerra Woůice StaƟon cůoseĚ in 1927 the booŬ was ůater useĚ at
other staƟons to recorĚ minor anĚ maũor crimes, anĚ any resuůtant acƟon taŬen.
Now, caůůs receiǀeĚ, poůice acƟon taŬen anĚ other ůogs, are upĚateĚ eůectronicaůůy
in reaů-Ɵme in a centraů case management system. In-car computers were
introĚuceĚ in the miĚ-2000s to enabůe Ɵmeůy recorĚing of inciĚents by poůice whiůe
on mobiůe patroů.

Opening of Parliament House

Warůiament ,ouse began
operaƟon on 9 May 1927
as a temporary base for the
Commonweaůth Warůiament aŌer
its reůocaƟon from Meůbourne to
the new capitaů, Canberra.

<nown formerůy as the Wroǀisionaů Warůiament ,ouse, it was the house of
Warůiament of Austraůia from 1927 to 1988 which, for the ACT, brought with it
the responsibiůiƟes of escorƟng ǀisiƟng foreign Ěignitaries, ceremoniaů ĚuƟes
anĚ the aůů-important roůe of protecƟng the Ěignity of the parůiament anĚ its
oĸcers when protests anĚ raůůies ineǀitabůy came to the capitaů.
Woůice from aůů oǀer Austraůia Ͷ incůuĚing NSt Woůice who at the Ɵme poůiceĚ
the ACT Ͷ aƩenĚeĚ the oĸciaů opening to ensure security measures were in
půace anĚ manageĚ appropriateůy.
The opening of what is now KůĚ Warůiament ,ouse tooŬ půace ũust prior to the
introĚucƟon of Canberra͛s Įrst ĚeĚicateĚ ;anĚ ůocaů) poůice force Ͷ the
Commonweaůth Woůice ;&eĚeraů Capitaů Territory).

'inninĚerra Woůice StaƟon uty BooŬ Ͷ 1926
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
ntries maĚe in the Įrst-Ŭnown uty BooŬ in the ACT
Ͷ 1926
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

Woůice ;aůů from interstate) at the opening of the Wroǀisionaů
Warůiament ,ouse Ͷ 1927
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
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1930

Acton Court House
and police station
1927

Canberra’s own police force

hnƟů 1927 the NSt Woůice &orce
poůiceĚ the region, in what was
mostůy ruraů bushůanĚ, asiĚe from
the smaůů but sůowůy eǆpanĚing
capitaů city of Canberra.

By the miĚ-1920s půans were weůů unĚerway to moǀe seǀeraů Commonweaůth 'oǀernment Ěepartments, as weůů
as Warůiament, to Canberra, anĚ many pubůic buiůĚings were on the ǀerge of being constructeĚ.
In 1926, the Commonweaůth AƩorney-'eneraů ĚetermineĚ that poůicing in the Territory shouůĚ be performeĚ by
a ůocaů force, anĚ in 1927, the Commonweaůth Woůice ;&eĚeraů Capitaů Territory) was formeĚ. It was staīeĚ by
11 men, 10 former Weace Kĸcers anĚ Sergeant Whiůip :. CooŬ, who haĚ been in charge of the NSt Woůice &orce
conƟngent in Canberra up to that Ɵme.
The force soon changeĚ its name to the Commonweaůth Woůice ;Austraůian Capitaů Territory), anĚ in 1957 it
formaůůy aĚopteĚ the name Austraůian Capitaů Territory Woůice ;ACT Woůice).

The originaů 10 constabůes of the Commonweaůth Woůice
;&eĚeraů Capitaů Territory) aŌer being sworn-in on 28
September 1927, stanĚing outsiĚe the ast BůocŬ BuiůĚing in
WarŬes, ACT. &ront row ;ůeŌ to right)͗ Maũor 'eneraů
Charůes Coǆ ;Senator for NSt), Sir :ohn BuƩers
;Chief Commissioner for the &eĚeraů Capitaů Commission),
Sir :ohn >atham ;Commonweaůth AƩorney-'eneraů),
Sergeant Whiůip :. CooŬ, Constabůes . S. Baiůey, A. . aǀies,
A. teiss, Z. >. ,ughes, . Bresnan anĚ Chief Kĸcer of Woůice
Coůoneů ,aroůĚ . :ones. BacŬ row ;ůeŌ to right)͗ Constabůes
C. t. Wriestůey, t. K. &eůůowes, t. TanĚy, I. C. Werriman,
Z. S. BroĚribb anĚ NSt Constabůe :. t. BoƩreůů.
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
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In 1930 the Acton Court House
was openeĚ, anĚ for a perioĚ
of Ɵme, ĚoubůeĚ as Canberra͛s
poůice staƟon. This meant that
it was no ůonger necessary to
taŬe oīenĚers by motorcycůe
anĚ siĚecar to Yueanbeyan WeƩy
Sessions for hearings.

The Moůongůo SeƩůement Woůice StaƟon was abanĚoneĚ in the same year anĚ remaineĚ a poůice
ůocŬup.
Woůice occupieĚ the site where the NaƟonaů Museum of Austraůia now stanĚs. The buiůĚing was the
originaů homesteaĚ of :oshua Moore, who was one of the originaů seƩůers in the Ěistrict. The
buiůĚing haĚ been erecteĚ in 1824, more than 100 years before being renoǀateĚ into a combinaƟon
court house anĚ poůice staƟon.
Sergeant Whiůip :. CooŬ was the Įrst oĸcer in charge at the new buiůĚing.
The strength of the force grew to 20 by 1937, anĚ in 1940 the oůĚ poůice staƟon was ĚemoůisheĚ to
aůůow the Zoyaů Canberra ,ospitaů to be buiůt. Woůice then occupieĚ a wing at the nearby
,oteů Acton ;toĚay͛s iamant ,oteů).
The Acton Court ,ouse was the main staƟon useĚ by Commonweaůth Woůice ;Austraůian Capitaů
Territory) unƟů the opening of Canberra Woůice StaƟon on Northbourne Aǀenue ;oŌen referreĚ to as
the :oůimont buiůĚing) in 1946.
The generaů Magistrates Court aůso moǀeĚ out of the Acton buiůĚing into the :oůimont heaĚƋuarters
in 1946, aůůowing ͚,oteů Acton͛ to reǀert to its former use as a guest house.

ntrance to the ACT Court House anĚ poůice staƟon
Ͷ circa 1930
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

1932

A police presence
in Jervis Bay

The capital’s
ﬁrst murder
Kn 28 Noǀember 1932 the Įrst
recorĚeĚ murĚer tooŬ půace in
the ACT.

In 1932 the Commonweaůth
Woůice ;&eĚeraů Capitaů Territory)
estabůisheĚ a presence at :erǀis
Bay, saiĚ to be as a resuůt of the
granƟng of a ůicence for a hoteů at
the Bay.

:erǀis Bay was surrenĚereĚ by NSt to the Commonweaůth 'oǀernment in 1915 so that the ACT
wouůĚ haǀe ͚access to the sea͛. hnĚer the terms of the :erǀis Bay Territory Acceptance Act the ůaws
of the ACT appůy to the :erǀis Bay Territory.
At the Ɵme the nearest poůiceman was staƟoneĚ at HusŬisson, 12 miůes away.
In September 1932, Constabůe &irst Cůass . S. Baiůey was transferreĚ as resiĚent constabůe at
:erǀis Bay penĚing the appointment of a permanent oĸcer. As maƩers ĚeǀeůopeĚ, he remaineĚ on
Ěuty at :erǀis Bay anĚ ĚiĚ not return to Canberra unƟů &ebruary 1936.

ON DUTY — THE EARLY YEARS

1932

Bertram ĚwarĚ Worter was chargeĚ with wiůfuůůy murĚering his 11-month-oůĚ son,
Charůes Zobert Worter, on 2 ecember 1932.
Mr :.t.T. &orrest ;Coroner) commiƩeĚ Mr Worter for triaů at the neǆt siƫng of the High
Court of Austraůia in Canberra. Worter stooĚ triaů for murĚer on 15, 16 anĚ
17 ecember before Mr :usƟce McTiernan. The ũury ĚisagreeĚ, anĚ couůĚ not come to
a Ěecision.
A seconĚ triaů was conǀeneĚ, aůso at the High Court of Austraůia in Canberra, on
31 :anuary anĚ 1 &ebruary 1933 before Mr :usƟce Kwen iǆon. The ũury returneĚ a
ǀerĚict of ͚not guiůty͛ on the grounĚs that Worter was insane at the Ɵme of commiƫng
the oīence.
He was orĚereĚ to be ĚetaineĚ at the 'oǀernor͛s půeasure, anĚ aŌer Įǀe years was
reůeaseĚ on ůicence ;simiůar to paroůe) in March 1938.

An Kctober 1932 arƟcůe in The Canberra Times wrote ͞In the eǀent of the appointment of a
poůiceman it is probabůe that he wouůĚ be giǀen power to Ěeaů with registraƟon of motor ǀehicůes,
issuing of ůicenses, anĚ other business which at present is transacteĚ in Canberra by post.͟
In its reasoning for a ůiƋuor ůicence, the hoteů haĚ saiĚ that the popuůaƟon increaseĚ from 100 to
450 in the summer months.
thiůe resiĚents haǀe access to ACT courts, they are not separateůy representeĚ in the
ACT >egisůaƟǀe Assembůy, anĚ are incůuĚeĚ in the ACT eůectorate of &raser.
>eƩer of appointment for Įrst ACT oĸcer staƟoneĚ at
:erǀis Bay Ͷ 1932
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

A cůipping from The Canberra Times,
&riĚay 16 ecember 1932
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the EaƟonaů Archiǀes oĨ AƵstraůia
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1939-1963

As a resuůt of the outbreaŬ of
torůĚ tar II in 1939, poůice serǀices haĚ to
absorb aĚĚiƟonaů responsibiůiƟes Ěue to the
high numbers of serǀice personneů ĚepůoyeĚ
to war eīorts.
uring this perioĚ seǀeraů of the originaů serǀing
members of the Commonweaůth Woůice ;Austraůian
Capitaů Territory) became eůigibůe for reƟrement, but
stayeĚ on unƟů the enĚ torůĚ tar II.
thiůe this era was marŬeĚ by the war, it was Ěuring
these years that poůicing ǀery much began to eǀoůǀe
anĚ enter new fronƟers.

ON DUTY — MOMENTUM BUILDS

Momentum
builds

Kn 24 Kctober 1945 Mr :usƟce Simpson was
appointeĚ :uĚge of the Supreme Court of the ACT anĚ
NSt. Aůso in 1945 the ACT introĚuceĚ its Įrst půain
cůothes branch.
In 1947 the Įrst poůicewoman ;Aůice CůarŬe) was
appointeĚ to the Commonweaůth Woůice ;Austraůian
Capitaů Territory) anĚ a traĸc branch was estabůisheĚ
in the ACT. Not ůong aŌer in 1952, forensics starteĚ
půaying a maũor roůe in poůicing.
In 1957 the name of Canberra͛s poůice serǀice
changeĚ ;again) to the Austraůian Capitaů Territory
Woůice, or more commonůy, ACT Woůice.
In 1960 the Commonweaůth Woůice &orce was formaůůy
estabůisheĚ. The Commonweaůth Woůice haĚ feĚeraů
ũurisĚicƟon to inǀesƟgate oīences against the
Commonweaůth, anĚ were responsibůe for guarĚing
signiĮcant Commonweaůth insƟtuƟons. In the 1960s
ACT Woůice assumeĚ responsibiůity for embassy anĚ
consuůar protecƟon, howeǀer this ĚiĚ not ůast ůong
anĚ the tasŬ was transferreĚ to the Commonweaůth
Woůice.
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Canberra Air Disaster

1940
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1939
19

First motorcade in Canberra
Kne of the Įrst poůice escorts in
the ACT was for then
AƩorney-'eneraů the Honourabůe
:.'. >atham in 1939 inǀoůǀing onůy
a poůice motorcycůe anĚ principaů
͚piůot͛ car.

Kǀer the years ACT Woůicing has rouƟneůy proǀiĚeĚ motorcycůe escorts for heaĚs of goǀernment to ensure a
smooth passage through the city.
thiůe Mr >atham was proǀiĚeĚ with one poůice motorcycůe escort, members of the Zoyaů &amiůy wouůĚ usuaůůy
be escorteĚ by arounĚ a Ěoǌen poůice motorcycůists anĚ foůůoweĚ by aĚĚiƟonaů support cars anĚ protecƟon
oĸcers.
The WresiĚent of the hniteĚ States BaracŬ Kbama͛s motorcaĚe when he ǀisiteĚ Canberra in 2011 compriseĚ
more than 30 ǀehicůes. This incůuĚeĚ a ǀisibůe tacƟcaů response capabiůity aůong with Kbama͛s custom-buiůt
CaĚiůůac anĚ Shss.
The use of the country͛s Ňag, which sits on the front of the principaů͛s ǀehicůe, is sƟůů part of toĚay͛s ceremoniaů
reƋuirements. It is onůy ǀisibůe when the principaů ;Ěignitary or heaĚ of goǀernment) is in the car anĚ the
motorcaĚe is mobiůe.
I.C Werriman, one of the Įrst Canberra poůice oĸcers,
proǀiĚes a motorcycůe escort for AƩorney-'eneraů
:. '. >atham Ͷ 1939
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
A poůice escort in fuůů formaƟon, incůuĚing motorcycůe ͚arrow
heaĚ͛ Ͷ circa 1960s
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

Kn 13 August 1940 a Zoyaů
Austraůian Air &orce ;ZAA&)
>ocŬheeĚ HuĚson crasheĚ into a
hiůů near the Canberra aeroĚrome.

The crew anĚ aůů passengers aboarĚ Ͷ incůuĚing three &eĚeraů Ministers anĚ the Chief of the 'eneraů Staī
Ͷ ĚieĚ.
The Court of InƋuiry into the inciĚent founĚ that it was most ůiŬeůy Ěue to the aircraŌ staůůing on its ůanĚing,
resuůƟng in ůoss of controů at a height too ůow for recoǀery. mergency crews were at the scene within
minutes, howeǀer nothing couůĚ be Ěone to saǀe the occupants.
The ͚Canberra Air isaster͛ remains the most signiĮcant půane crash in the ACT͛s history, anĚ was inǀesƟgateĚ
by ACT Woůice.
A memoriaů site sƟůů eǆists to this Ěay.
>ist of ĚeceaseĚ͗ 'eoīrey AusƟn Street, Minister for the Army anĚ Minister for ZepatriaƟon͖ :ames saůenƟne
&airbairn, Minister for Air anĚ Ciǀiů AǀiaƟon͖ Sir Henry Somer 'uůůeƩ, sice WresiĚent of the ǆecuƟǀe Counciů͖
'eneraů Sir Cyriů BruĚeneůů Bingham thite, Chief of 'eneraů Staī͖ >ieutenant Coůoneů &rancis Thornthwaite,
Staī Kĸcer to 'eneraů thite͖ ZicharĚ Ěwin ůforĚ, Wriǀate Secretary to Mr &airbairn͖ anĚ ZAA& crew, &ůight
>ieutenant ZicharĚ ĚwarĚ HitchcocŬ, Wiůot Kĸcer ZicharĚ &reĚericŬ tiesener, Corporaů :ohn &reĚericŬ
Waůmer anĚ AircraŌman Charůes :oseph CrosĚaůe.

The crash site near the Canberra aeroĚrome of a
ZAA& >ocŬheeĚ HuĚson.
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the EaƟonaů Archiǀes oĨ AƵstraůia
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1945

The start of
‘Plainclothes Police’
The Criminaů InǀesƟgaƟons
funcƟon within toĚay͛s
ACT Woůicing is a far cry from its
origins, when, on 1 :uůy 1945,
Constabůe Bernie ZochforĚ
became Canberra͛s Įrst
půaincůothes poůiceman.

The půaincůothes ͚ĚetecƟǀes͛ were introĚuceĚ to inǀesƟgate serious crimes, as it was argueĚ that Canberra was
no Ěiīerent in this respect to any other State or Territory. Serious crimes rangeĚ from homiciĚe, robbery, rape,
Ěrug abuse, ůarceny, car theŌ anĚ frauĚ oīences.

The murĚer of Beǀerůey <eyes in ZeiĚ in 1961 was the ůast Ɵme that NSt criminaů inǀesƟgaƟon assistance was
reƋuesteĚ by ACT Woůice for a maũor crime inƋuiry in the region. Then etecƟǀe Sergeant Zay <eůůy ;now reƟreĚ) ůeĚ
a team of Canberra ĚetecƟǀes to arrest anĚ subseƋuentůy conǀict anieů Norris Nichoůs.

The branch͛s speciaůisaƟon eǆpanĚeĚ oǀer the years to the formaƟon of motor, Ěrug anĚ emergency sƋuaĚs.
Waraůůeůing this was the Ěeǀeůopment of scienƟĮc-speciĮc units anĚ Įngerprint bureauǆ.

In 1975 ACT Woůice began its own ĚetecƟǀe training course, catering aůso for the Northern Territory Woůice &orce anĚ
others from inǀesƟgaƟon secƟons of some Austraůian 'oǀernment Ěepartments.

A tasŬ force was aůso set up to speciaůise in ůengthier anĚ more inǀoůǀeĚ criminaů inǀesƟgaƟons͖ anĚ in the 1960s
a speciĮc frauĚ sƋuaĚ was estabůisheĚ to Ŭeep pace with the increase in faůse iĚenƟty oīences.

Canberra-born Bernie ZochforĚ reƟreĚ in 1976 as eputy Commissioner aŌer ůeaĚing the Criminaů InǀesƟgaƟon
iǀision for most of his serǀice.

In 1961 the aĚministraƟon foresaw the neeĚ for speciaůist training for ĚetecƟǀes. Constabůe :ohn :ohnson
Ͷ who became an A&W Commissioner anĚ Commissioner of Tasmania Woůice Ͷ was accepteĚ as the Įrst ACT
Woůice oĸcer to unĚergo sictoria Woůice͛s ĚetecƟǀe training course. Many more Canberra ĚetecƟǀes were to
foůůow, with others tutoreĚ at the NSt Woůice &orce ĚetecƟǀe training schooů in the ůate 1960s.

Sergeant &irst Cůass BernarĚ ZochforĚ receiǀing his Woůice anĚ
>ong Serǀice anĚ 'ooĚ ConĚuct meĚaů in 1961 from
Sir 'orĚon &reeth, Minister for the Interior
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

The murĚer of Beǀerůey <eyes in ZeiĚ in 1961 was the ůast
Ɵme that NSt criminaů inǀesƟgaƟon assistance was reƋuireĚ
for a major crime inquiry in the ACT
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
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Jolimont served for 20 years

1946
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&or 20 years the Canberra
Woůice StaƟon occupieĚ the
:oůimont buiůĚing on the corner
of Northbourne Aǀenue anĚ
Aůinga Street, Ciǀic, serǀing as the
heaĚquarters for the ACT Woůice
from 1946.

The siǌeabůe weatherboarĚ buiůĚing was oĸciaůůy nameĚ the Canberra Woůice
StaƟon, but was oŌen referreĚ to as the ͚:oůimont͛, because the buiůĚing haĚ been
reůocateĚ from :oůimont in Meůbourne, near the Meůbourne CricŬet 'rounĚ. The
buiůĚing was shareĚ with the Census Bureau.
CommenƟng on the moǀe to :oůimont heaĚquarters, then Chief Kĸcer Zobert ZeiĚ
saiĚ that ͞the new posiƟon on Northbourne Aǀenue shouůĚ proǀe conǀenient to
the pubůic͟.
AĚĚiƟonaů faciůiƟes proǀiĚeĚ incůuĚeĚ the proǀision for a poůicewoman anĚ a
speciaů wireůess room.
It was not unƟů 1966 that the moǀe to the ůong-awaiteĚ anĚ purpose-buiůt
City Woůice StaƟon on >onĚon Circuit tooŬ půace.
hnĚer suspicious circumstances, the :oůimont was ĚestroyeĚ by Įre in 1969. The
same site now houses another buiůĚing caůůeĚ the :oůimont Centre, anĚ so its
originaů nicŬname ůiǀes on.

The originaů :oůimont buiůĚing houseĚ ACT Woůice for 20 years Ͷ 1946
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
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1947

The ACT’s
ﬁrst policewoman
thiůe the Įrst recorĚ of a woman půaying an acƟǀe roůe in poůicing
the &eĚeraů Capitaů Territory was the wife of Sergeant Whiůip :. CooŬ
in 1923, it was in 1947 that ACT Woůice oĸciaůůy empůoyeĚ its Įrst
poůicewoman Ͷ Constabůe Aůice >ieůe CůarŬe ;baĚge number 45).
Shortůy aŌer Constabůe CůarŬe joineĚ ACT Woůice, Maǀis Margery ChaƞieůĚ
;baĚge number 48) was sworn in howeǀer, she soon ůeŌ the foůůowing year in
&ebruary 1948.
Constabůe CůarŬe remaineĚ the soůe poůicewoman unƟů Heůen 'iůůies ;baĚge number
69) joineĚ in Noǀember 1949.
The roůe of women in poůicing tooŬ a bacŬwarĚ step Ěuring the 1960s when pubůic
serǀice reguůaƟons restricteĚ marrieĚ women from becoming poůice oĸcers. As a
resuůt, Ms 'iůůies reƟreĚ in March 1955 when she marrieĚ.

Women were not issued
with uniforms until 1968
and when they were ﬁnally
issued with guns, they
had to keep them in their
handbags, along with their
handcuffs and baton.

Constabůe CůarŬe went on to become a Senior Constabůe in 1955 anĚ reƟreĚ aŌer
more than 20 years of serǀice in 1967. Her ůong tenure ĚisproǀeĚ the popuůar
theory about the empůoyment of women in poůicing Ͷ that they wouůĚ compůete
their training, get marrieĚ, then ůeaǀe.
tomen were not issueĚ with uniforms unƟů 1968 anĚ when they were Įnaůůy
issueĚ with guns, they haĚ to Ŭeep them in their hanĚbags, aůong with their
hanĚcuīs anĚ baton.
Kur earůiest poůicewomen͗ :oan Coůeman, Aůice CůarŬe,
Zobyn aǀiĚson anĚ 'ůaĚys :ohnson Ͷ circa 1963–67
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

In 1974, 13 women, ůeĚ by Sergeant
:oanne tenĚůer, maĚe up the ͚tomen
Woůice SecƟon͛. They operateĚ out of the
seconĚ Ňoor of City Woůice StaƟon, worŬing
morning anĚ aŌernoon shiŌs onůy.
In 1975 siǆ of the increĚibůe women went on
to become the Įrst femaůe oĸcers to be
ĚepůoyeĚ to 'eneraů uƟes͗ >iǌ >iƩůe, Caroů
>oǀegroǀe, SanĚi Weisůey, Ann SouthwarĚ
;Mcǀoy), Aiůeen Stone ;Hope), anĚ
Maureen tebb ;ůůis).
tomen conƟnue to půay a signiĮcant roůe in
poůicing the ACT.
AuĚrey &agan became the Įrst femaůe
Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT in 2005, anĚ
toĚay there are more than 300 women in
ACT Woůicing, worŬing on the frontůine anĚ in
ǀarious support roůes. Aůmost 25 per cent of the
sworn cohort is femaůe.

ACT Woůice women :oan Coůeman, Mary BirĚ, Caroů &rancis
anĚ 'ayůe McManus Ͷ circa 1968
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
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A forensic ﬁrst
In 1952 Senior Constabůe Hector
Hoůmesby of the Commonweaůth
Woůice ;Austraůian Capitaů
Territory) estabůisheĚ the Įrst
͚ACT Ͷ Woůice Whotographic
SecƟon͛, a one-man show where
he processeĚ anĚ printeĚ Įům in a
conǀerteĚ toiůet.

Senior Constabůe
bůe Hoůmesby haĚ a speciaů interest in photography, anĚ his main worŬ became photographing
serious acciĚent
scenes, crime scenes anĚ prisoner iĚenƟĮcaƟon photographs.
nt scenes
photographs
In ecember 1959 Ian Broomby was asŬeĚ to reůieǀe Senior Constabůe Hoůmesby whiůe he was on ůeaǀe.
Broomby aůso haĚ an interest in 35mm photography anĚ haĚ ĚarŬ room ŬnowůeĚge so when Hoůmesby was ůater
promoteĚ, Broomby tooŬ oǀer his photographic ĚuƟes anĚ furthereĚ his sŬiůůs to incůuĚe Įrearms anĚ Įngerprint
eǆaminaƟons.
At the Ɵme the ACT ĚiĚ not haǀe a Įngerprint iĚenƟĮcaƟon capabiůity nor a criminaů recorĚs secƟon. Any person
chargeĚ with an oīence haĚ two sets of Įngerprints taŬen, both of which were then sent to the Centraů
&ingerprint Bureau ;C&B) in SyĚney. The prints were cůassiĮeĚ, searcheĚ anĚ either iĚenƟĮeĚ as beůonging to a
preǀiousůy Ŭnown oīenĚer with a criminaů recorĚ, or a new recorĚ estabůisheĚ.
If the prints couůĚ not be matcheĚ to a Ŭnown oīenĚer, one set of the prints was retaineĚ at the C&B, whiůe the
seconĚ set was returneĚ to Canberra.
In Canberra, aůů these recorĚs, incůuĚing the Įngerprints, were ĮůeĚ in aůphabeƟcaů orĚer at
Canberra Woůice StaƟon.

This ͚SpeeĚ 'raphic͛ camera was useĚ by
Constabůe Hoůmesby for forensic photography unƟů the
miĚ-1950s
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

In the 1960s the Henry &iůing System was introĚuceĚ Ͷ the ACT͛s Įrst main Įngerprint coůůecƟon. At
the same Ɵme the InformaƟon SecƟon, which ůater changeĚ its name to Criminaů ZecorĚs, was
estabůisheĚ anĚ aůů Įngerprints were ĮůeĚ, in name-inĚeǆeĚ orĚer, in ůarge Įůing cabinets aĚjacent to
the ScienƟĮc SecƟon on the Įrst Ňoor of City Woůice StaƟon.
The transfer of Įngerprint Įůes to the newůy formeĚ ACT &ingerprint Bureau was compůeteĚ in 1967.
Broomby, the ACT͛s Įrst oĸcer to gain ͚eǆpert͛ status on Įngerprints anĚ proǀiĚe that supporƟng
eǀiĚence in court saiĚ he wouůĚ neǀer forget how prouĚ he feůt when Sergeant Zon MconaůĚ, his
mentor from the Centraů &ingerprint Bureau in SyĚney, caůůeĚ into Canberra to see how the new ACT
operaƟon was going.
͞Zon went straight to the main Įůing cabinet, puůůeĚ out a Ěrawer, inspecteĚ the contents anĚ saiĚ
͚you neeĚ to Įǆ up the ůeƩereĚ Įůe, they are not ĮůeĚ correctůy͛,͟ Sergeant Broomby saiĚ. ͞But at
ůeast we haĚ manageĚ aůů the Įůing ourseůǀes without a seconĚment from the Centraů &ingerprint
Bureau͊͟
The roůe of A&W &orensics is now much broaĚer than photography. It incůuĚes crime scenes,
inĚustriaů acciĚents, Įrearms, improǀiseĚ eǆpůosiǀes, y-ray, trace eǀiĚence, tooů marŬs, shoe
impressions anĚ much more. &ingerprints are now unĚertaŬen by 'eneraů uƟes oĸcers using
>iǀescan, an eůectronic process introĚuceĚ in 2004.

Constabůe Whiů Baer Ͷ who was aůso inǀoůǀeĚ in estabůishing
ACT͛s forensic capabiůity Ͷ miǆing půaster on Cooma ZoaĚ
for a shoeprint cast Ͷ circa 1960s
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
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A Traĸc iǀision Mini Ͷ circa 1960s
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

The ﬁrst Trafﬁc
Division
The impact of the motor ǀehicůe on
ACT traĸc ůaw enforcement anĚ roaĚ
safety couůĚ not haǀe been ǀisuaůiseĚ by
Canberrans of the post-war ĚecaĚe when
the Traĸc iǀision became operaƟonaů in
1956.
The Traĸc iǀision came from ǀery humbůe
beginnings with onůy a few men riĚing 650cc Triumph
ThunĚerbirĚ motorcycůes anĚ another two uniformeĚ
members performing foot traĸc patroůs anĚ checŬing
Ěriǀers͛ ůicences.
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In 1965 the Įrst AcciĚent InǀesƟgaƟon SquaĚ was introĚuceĚ anĚ the squaĚ was
accůaimeĚ as haǀing outstanĚing eǆperƟse in inǀesƟgaƟon sŬiůůs. The now ACT
Woůicing Crash InǀesƟgaƟons anĚ ZeconstrucƟon Team, aīecƟonateůy referreĚ to as
the ͚Wrang 'ang͛, is maĚe up two sergeants anĚ 12 team members.
In the ůate 1960s, the Traĸc Branch, as it was then Ŭnown, grew to incůuĚe the
motorcycůe squaĚ of 12 to 15 riĚers, on 7am to 3pm anĚ 3 to 11pm shiŌs. There
were 27 ThunĚerbirĚ motorcycůes in 1968.
In the schooů hoůiĚays of 1969–70, the Zecruitment anĚ Training Branch introĚuceĚ
courses in Ěriǀer eĚucaƟon for senior stuĚents of Canberra high schooůs. Three
courses were heůĚ anĚ 72 senior schooů stuĚents were traineĚ. The courses, which
were of two Ěays ĚuraƟon, incůuĚeĚ ůectures anĚ pracƟcaů ĚemonstraƟons by the
Chief riǀing Instructor of the ACT Woůice, Constabůe C.:. Morris.
Through the years, ACT poůice oĸcers haǀe Ěriǀen some unusuaů cars, from &orĚ
ephyrs anĚ CorƟnas to aimůers, StuĚebaŬers, saůiants anĚ Humber Super Snipes,
anĚ in 1970, eǀen the famous Mini Cooper S.

The introĚucƟon of a poůicy to support Austraůian-maĚe cars occasionaůůy haĚ its piƞaůůs͗
for a perioĚ Ěuring the miĚ-1970s, the patroů car for 'eneraů uƟes was the probůemaƟc,
ůamentabůe >eyůanĚ W76.

Through the years,
ACT police ofﬁcers have
driven some unusual cars,
from Ford Zephyrs and
Cortinas to Daimlers,
Studebakers, Valiants and
Humber Super Snipes, and
in 1970, even the famous
Mini Cooper S.

ToĚay͛s Traĸc KperaƟons cars are sourceĚ from a seůecƟon of Austraůian-proĚuceĚ moĚeůs,
mostůy because these haǀe proǀeĚ capabůe of enĚuring the rigours of pursuit worŬ.
A number of high-proĮůe importeĚ cars haǀe been triaůůeĚ as aůternaƟǀes but the
combinaƟon of roominess, performance, aīorĚabiůity anĚ reůiabiůity maŬe moĚeůs ůiŬe the
HoůĚen CommoĚore SS anĚ the &orĚ &aůcon yZ6 Turbo the team͛s ůogicaů choices.

A traĸc member with his yA &aůcon seĚan pursuit car Ͷ
circa 1973
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

Wursuit training with four-cyůinĚer HonĚa CBZ motorcycůes in
the 1960s
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

The AcciĚent InǀesƟgaƟon SquaĚ ǀan Ͷ circa 1965
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

A&W Commissioner Tony Negus Ěuring his Ɵme as a traĸc
member in 1988

Speciaůist areas of Traĸc KperaƟons haǀe their own parƟcuůar neeĚs, with the
Coůůision InǀesƟgaƟon anĚ ZeconstrucƟon Team aƩenĚing crash scenes in st Transporter
ǀans racŬeĚ up with high-tech equipment.
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First recruit training school in Canberra

1959
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1957

A new badge for the
ACT Police
In 1957 the Commonweaůth
Woůice ;Austraůian Capitaů
Territory) changeĚ its name to the
Austraůian Capitaů Territory Woůice,
more commonůy Ŭnown as the
ACT Woůice.

In recogniƟon of this change, then Commissioner TeĚ ZicharĚs introĚuceĚ the
ACT Woůice baĚge͖ a baĚge worn on poůice caps, anĚ ůarger in siǌe to increase
ǀisibiůity of poůice oĸcers.
The new baĚge, speciĮcaůůy ĚesigneĚ by Sergeant Harry >uton, moǀeĚ away from
the oǀaů Commonweaůth Woůice baĚge which haĚ been useĚ since 1927, when the
ACT estabůisheĚ its own ĚeĚicateĚ poůice force.
ZicharĚs is thought to haǀe aůso ĚesigneĚ anĚ introĚuceĚ the ACT metaů ͚fob͛
baĚge ;worn on the ůeŌ pocŬet of an oĸcer͛s uniform)͖ an iĚea he͛Ě picŬeĚ up in
&rance. An oĸcer͛s baĚge number was normaůůy engraǀeĚ in the půinth area, anĚ
probaƟonary constabůes were issueĚ with a ǀersion that incůuĚeĚ a ͚W͛ before their
serǀice number.
There was aůso a femaůe ͚brooch͛ ǀersion issueĚ.
The pocŬet baĚges were introĚuceĚ to proǀiĚe ͞aĚĚeĚ ĚisƟncƟon anĚ coůour͟ to
the uniform, anĚ to enabůe the pubůic to reaĚiůy recognise poůice anĚ iĚenƟfy
members of the force.

In 1959 the Įrst recruit cůass
;Ŭnown as ͚training schooů͛) was
heůĚ in Canberra. The training
tooŬ půace at the riůů Haůů in
ChiůĚers Street, Turner.

The cůass compriseĚ seǀen men, aůů of whom graĚuateĚ as Constabůes of Woůice for the ACT Woůice aŌer seǀen
weeŬs in cůass, foůůoweĚ by 45 weeŬs as probaƟonary ͚on the job͛.
Training haĚ preǀiousůy taŬen půace in either NSt or sictoria, with oĸcers then returning for Ěuty in the
ACT post-graĚuaƟon.
StuĚents wore generaů or business aƫre, anĚ were issueĚ with, anĚ haĚ to stuĚy, aůů reůeǀant ACT orĚinances
anĚ an instrucƟon manuaů͗ Woůice WracƟce Ĩor Constabůes.
StuĚents aůso unĚertooŬ wriƩen eǆams on ůaws of the ACT ;anĚ the associateĚ manuaů) at the enĚ of the
seǀen weeŬs, anĚ were requireĚ to achieǀe a minimum of 90 per cent. They aůso haĚ to pass a Įrearms test,
a ͚physicaů͛ anĚ a seůf-Ěefence assessment.
At the compůeƟon of training aůů members were ĚepůoyeĚ in generaů ĚuƟes to the onůy poůice staƟon at the
Ɵme Ͷ Canberra Woůice StaƟon at the ͚:oůimont͛ buiůĚing on Northbourne Aǀenue.
Zecruits now unĚertaŬe a 25-weeŬ ůiǀe-in &eĚeraů Woůice eǀeůopment Wrogram at the A&W Coůůege at Barton,
comprising theory anĚ pracƟcaů assessment, foůůoweĚ by 12 months on probaƟon in generaů ĚuƟes.
The Chief Instructor for the Įrst ACT-baseĚ recruit course was Sergeant HaroůĚ &ranŬůin >uton.
The Įrst recruit cůass in Canberra Ͷ 1959. &rom ůeŌ͗ :oe
MicŬůeson, Barry thiƟng, :ohn aǀey, Sergeant Harry >uton
;course instructor), Beǀan Bryce, Weter awson, Ian Broomby
anĚ on Boon.
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

The ACT Woůice baĚge was iniƟaůůy introĚuceĚ featuring the
<ing͛s Crown, anĚ was ůater changeĚ to the Yueen͛s Crown
in 1965

StuĚents unĚertaŬe a seǀen-weeŬ training schooů to become
ACT Woůice oĸcers Ͷ 1959.
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
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ACT Woůice Zuraů Watroů member Weter MconaůĚ ĮnĚs sůain
ůambs with his st Beetůe Ͷ circa 1960s
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

Keeping it rural
Nearůy 84 per cent of the ACT, or a massiǀe
1762 square Ŭiůometres Ͷ much of it
ruggeĚ, mountainous terrain Ͷ has been
poůiceĚ by a speciĮc ACT-baseĚ ruraů patroů
team since 1962.
Wrior to the creaƟon of the Zuraů Watroů, any poůicing
or inǀesƟgaƟǀe acƟǀity outsiĚe the metropoůitan
areas was seen as an aĚjunct to normaů generaů
ĚuƟes. Howeǀer, as the suburbs arounĚ the naƟon͛s
capitaů grew anĚ the popuůaƟon increaseĚ, the
associateĚ crime Ͷ generaůůy minor oīences such as
trespass, iůůegaů hunƟng, anĚ property Ěamage Ͷ
impacteĚ the outůying properƟes. More bushwaůŬers
anĚ hiŬers ǀentureĚ out into the bushůanĚ areas
arounĚ Canberra, anĚ inǀariabůy some requireĚ poůice
assistance or rescue.
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The Įrst Zuraů Watroů ǀehicůe was a soůŬswagen Beetůe, the ůogic being that the ůiƩůe
car was ruggeĚ anĚ robust, anĚ if it boggeĚ, was ůight enough to eǆtract.
Constabůe Weter MconaůĚ was the Įrst oĸcer assigneĚ to the roůe in 1962. It was
harĚůy the easiest of ĚuƟes when there was no raĚio communicaƟon anĚ to caůů for
assistance, he haĚ to Ěriǀe to a remote teůephone staƟon Ͷ ůocateĚ at Haůů,
teetangera, Zoyaůůa, Tharwa or ZocŬy Crossing Ͷ to maŬe caůůs.
In eǆperienceĚ anĚ capabůe hanĚs, the Zuraů Watroů Beetůe coǀereĚ a remarŬabůe
amount of chaůůenging trips, incůuĚing Ěeep into the pre-1970s construcƟon sites
for BenĚora anĚ Corin ams. In comparison, the current Toyota >anĚcruiser is
Ěriǀen arounĚ the Ěam construcƟon site at the CoƩer.
The worŬ of the Zuraů Watroů hasn͛t changeĚ much oǀer the years but their
equipment has improǀeĚ signiĮcantůy.

The ﬁrst Rural Patrol
vehicle was a Volkswagen
Beetle, the logic being
that the little car was
rugged and robust, and
if it bogged, was light
enough to be easily
extracted.

&rom a rope, an aǆe anĚ a gooĚ set of bush sŬiůůs in the yesteryear of the Zuraů Watroů, the team͛s new Toyota
>anĚCruiser is pacŬeĚ with a ůiŌ Ŭit ;for eǆtra grounĚ cůearance), ůocŬing Ěiīs, an eůectric winch, Maǆ Traǆ, a
high-ůiŌ jacŬ, a hanĚ-operateĚ winch, recoǀery equipment ;such as snatch-em straps), Įrst aiĚ Ŭit, Įre ĮghƟng
equipment, a chainsaw anĚ safety gear, thermaů ǀision goggůes, 'WS, a sateůůite phone, oǀernight camping gear,
portabůe gas boƩůes anĚ cooŬing equipment.
The forms of communicaƟon haǀe aůso improǀeĚ with the team abůe to use the ACT Woůicing raĚio, CB raĚio,
Zanger anĚ &ire Channeůs ZaĚio, NSt raĚio channeůs as weůů as heůicopter communicaƟons.
ToĚay͛s Zuraů Watroů sƟůů worŬs cůoseůy with farmers anĚ partner agencies to Ŭeep across poůicing issues in the
ACT͛s naƟonaů parŬs anĚ forestry areas. They seeŬ out iůůegaů pig hunters anĚ unregistereĚ traiů biŬers, inǀesƟgate
stocŬ theŌ anĚ Ěrug crops, heůp ǀisitors with boggeĚ ǀehicůes anĚ inspect burnt-out or abanĚoneĚ ǀehicůes.
The two-person Zuraů Watroů team Ͷ baseĚ out of the Tuggeranong Woůice StaƟon Ͷ is the main point of contact
for the 1500-půus resiĚents who ůiǀe in the ruraů areas of the ACT, incůuĚing the townships of Tharwa anĚ hriarra
siůůage.

Constabůe <eůe NabuŬete of toĚay͛s Zuraů Watroů ůooŬs on
from Mt Coree II Ͷ 2011
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ The Canberra Times
Zuraů patroůs are conĚucteĚ in aůů weather conĚiƟons across
the ACT͛s ruraů areas Ͷ circa 2006

Senior Constabůe Steǀe Sǌabo of Zuraů Watroů in the ůate 1990s
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tater KperaƟons͛ Zay Nichoůson, :an ejager, :oe Zoyaůe,
Weter >inĚsay anĚ MarŬ Yuiůter in the earůy years Ͷ 1969
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

Taking policing to
the water
ACT Woůicing͛s tater KperaƟons funcƟon
haĚ its origins in 1963 when poůice wouůĚ
responĚ to Ěistress caůůs from ůocaůs
who haĚ got into troubůe in the nearby
MurrumbiĚgee anĚ Moůongůo riǀers.
SwiŌ water rescues were not uncommon in these fastrising riǀers, which wouůĚ quicŬůy sweůů in height when
feĚ by Ěeůuges from the catchments further upstream.
A casuaů swim in the ůocaů riǀer on a warm summer͛s
Ěay occasionaůůy resuůteĚ in poůice being summoneĚ
to rescue a rocŬ-marooneĚ swimmer using ropes anĚ
ŇotaƟon Ěeǀices.
There were aůso ůess urgent probůems to Ěeaů with.
then >aŬe Burůey 'riĸn was createĚ in the heart of
Canberra in the 1960s, poůice enĚeĚ up towing out
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the boggeĚ ǀehicůes of ůocaůs who were a ůiƩůe too curious anĚ haĚ ǀentureĚ too far onto the muĚĚy ůaŬe boƩom Ěuring
construcƟon.
In 1963 ;then) ACT Woůice Commissioner TeĚ ZicharĚs ĚraŌeĚ a formaů request to the epartment of the Interior to formaůise
the roůe of rescue in anĚ arounĚ the city͛s waterways anĚ shores. ͞At present, we haǀe poůice boats anĚ equipment, a number of
members haǀe eǆperience at sŬin Ěiǀing, but they haǀe not unĚergone a course of sŬin Ěiǀing training,͟ Commissioner ZicharĚs
wrote.
He proposeĚ a team of siǆ fuůů-Ɵme members, with a former Ěairy coƩage on the ůaŬe shore at zarraůumůa Bay to be the
resiĚence of the most senior member, anĚ the ACT tater Woůice was born, compůete with enǀiabůe ůaŬesiĚe ǀiews.
It was in 1942 that tater KperaƟons introĚuceĚ its Įrst ĚeĚicateĚ ǀesseů, a 24-foot cruiser preǀiousůy owneĚ by the NSt
epartment of Customs.
In a weůů-chosen bonĚ with Austraůia͛s naǀaů history, the ǀesseů was nameĚ the ͚Wůatypus͛. It bore the namepůate of former Zoyaů
Austraůian Naǀy submarine repair ship, HMAS Wůatypus, which was baĚůy ĚamageĚ Ěuring the raiĚs on arwin Harbour in 1942.
The půatypus is aůso the symboů of the A&W.
In 1984 the same namepůate was transferreĚ to a more moĚern tater Woůice ǀesseů Ͷ a seǀen-metre aůůoy-huůůeĚ cabin cruiser.
But ĚemanĚs on the tater Woůice steaĚiůy increaseĚ, anĚ soon aŌer they switcheĚ to a s8-powereĚ Įbregůass-reinforceĚ craŌ.

then tater KperaƟons was půaceĚ unĚer the wing of the Speciaůist Zesponse anĚ Security
team, two twin-engine ccraŌ were aĚĚeĚ to the Ňeet, anĚ ůater suppůementeĚ by a powerfuů
speciĮca for the purpose of proǀiĚing the capabiůity to transport a tacƟcaů
muůƟ-seat ͚rib͛, speciĮcaůůy
poůice team across the ůaŬe
ůa in seconĚs.
In 2010, two powerfuů jet
je sŬis were introĚuceĚ, proǀing their worth when a coůĚ anĚ
ĚistresseĚ canoeist neeĚ
neeĚeĚ rescuing from the Moůongůo Ziǀer, one month aŌer the new
watercraŌ were int
introĚuceĚ.
Aůong with a Ěe
ĚeĚicateĚ tater KperaƟons team, there are now more than
15 part-Ɵme, traineĚ
t
poůice Ěiǀers who proǀiĚe aĚĚiƟonaů support anĚ assistance
when neeĚeĚ
neeĚeĚ.
Those who serǀe in the roůe say it is not without its beneĮts, especiaůůy when
patroůůing tthe ůaŬe on a warm summer͛s Ěay. A notabůe ĚrawbacŬ howeǀer, is
haǀing to ͚suit up͛ anĚ Ěiǀe to the ůaŬe͛s coůĚest, ůowest eǆtremiƟes, where a
Ěiǀer͛s singůe
sin Ňipper moǀement sƟrs the siůt ůayer into a murŬy, muĚĚy stew.
The
tater KperaƟons team remains at zarraůumůa Bay.
T e ĚeĚicateĚ
Th
ĚeĚi

Mar
MariƟme
members patroů >aŬe Burůey 'riĸn Ěuring a major
eǀent Ͷ 2011
eǀen
The Įrst ĚeĚicateĚ tater KperaƟons ǀesseů Ͷ the WůatypƵs
Ͷ was acquireĚ in 1942

A poůice
po
Ěiǀer emerging from >aŬe Burůey 'riĸn Ͷ 2011
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1964-1988

As Canberra grew, so ĚiĚ the poůice
footprint.
In 1970 the Įrst toĚen Woůice StaƟon was openeĚ,
foůůoweĚ in succession by the originaů Beůconnen
Woůice StaƟon ;1976) anĚ the Tuggeranong Woůice
StaƟon at rinĚaůe in 1982.
The neeĚ to unĚerstanĚ anĚ engage with the ůocaů
community to iĚenƟfy anĚ preǀent crime was aůso
recogniseĚ Ěuring this era.
Constabůe <enny <oaůa Įrst appeareĚ on scene in the
miĚ-1970s, with the objecƟǀe to eĚucate chiůĚren on
a range of safety themes, anĚ to encourage them to
turn to poůice for heůp anĚ aĚǀice. Shortůy aŌer, the
suburban poůicing concept, where oĸcers became
entrencheĚ in their ůocaů patroů ǌone, was ůauncheĚ.

The SyĚney Hiůton hoteů bombing in 1978 was a
cataůyst for the formaƟon of the A&W, with the
Austraůian 'oǀernment recognising the increaseĚ
neeĚ for a naƟonaů organisaƟon to Ěeaů with issues of
naƟonaů security anĚ terrorism.
It was ĚetermineĚ that the A&W was to proĚuce two
outcomes. Kutcome 1 wouůĚ increase Austraůia͛s
naƟonaů ůaw enforcement capabiůity. Kutcome 2
wouůĚ Ěeůiǀer the fuůů spectrum of community poůicing
serǀices for the ACT by amaůgamaƟng the former
ACT Woůice with the Commonweaůth Woůice. Thus,
toĚay͛s ACT Woůicing was born.
As the community poůicing arm of the A&W,
ACT Woůicing has, since 1979, been fortunate to haǀe
been part of a naƟonaů ůaw enforcement agency, with
access to worůĚ-cůass serǀices anĚ faciůiƟes, anĚ a
6500-půus reaĚy reserǀe.

100 years of policing
ON DUTY — EMBRACING THE COMMUNITY
in the ACT

Embracing
the community

A ĚeĮning moment in the eǀoůuƟon of community
poůicing in the naƟonaů capitaů was reacheĚ on
19 Kctober 1979 with the beginning of the Austraůian
&eĚeraů Woůice.
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A member of the 1983 Speciaů KperaƟons Team

The emergence of
specialist response
The ͚ArmeĚ KīenĚers SquaĚ͛ was createĚ
in 1964 aŌer ACT oĸcers aƩenĚeĚ a NSt
Woůice &orce ͚mergency SquaĚ͛ training
course.
The squaĚ was unĚer the controů of ACT Woůice
etecƟǀes anĚ worŬeĚ on a part-Ɵme neeĚs basis.
AŌer the estabůishment of the A&W in 1979 a number
of the Austraůian Army͛s eůite Speciaů Air Serǀice
Zegiment were empůoyeĚ as feĚeraů poůice in orĚer to
create the Counter Terrorist KperaƟons SecƟon. The
secƟon was ĚissoůǀeĚ in 1981 aŌer the
Commonweaůth HeaĚs of 'oǀernment MeeƟng in
Meůbourne.
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The squaĚ unĚerwent seǀeraů changes anĚ was subsequentůy renameĚ the Speciaů
KperaƟons Team in 1983.
This newůy estabůisheĚ Speciaů KperaƟons Team compriseĚ members from other
States anĚ Territories as weůů as ACT Woůicing.
&rom 1987 onwarĚs the Speciaů KperaƟons Team conƟnueĚ to grow in siǌe, anĚ in
capabiůity, unƟů 2002 when the team unĚerwent signiĮcant changes anĚ was
renameĚ Speciaůist Zesponse anĚ Security in 2003.
Separate to the Speciaů KperaƟons Team was a part-Ɵme team Ŭnown as the
KperaƟonaů Support 'roup of approǆimateůy 40 members which speciaůiseĚ in
crowĚ controů anĚ pubůic orĚer management. This capabiůity was aůso subsumeĚ
into Speciaůist Zesponse anĚ Security to form one speciaůist poůicing team to
aĚĚress the speciĮc neeĚs of the ACT.

After the establishment
of the AFP in 1979 a
number of the Australian
Army’s elite Special Air
Service Regiment were
employed as federal
police in order to create
the Counter Terrorist
Operations Section.

Spe
Speciaůist
Zesponse anĚ Security compriseĚ a set
of speciaůist
s
capabiůiƟes to enabůe ACT Woůicing to
responĚ
res
to high-risŬ inciĚents anĚ operaƟons in
the region. IniƟaůůy the team was maĚe up of
36 members ;broŬen into four teams) who were
highůy traineĚ in tacƟcaů operaƟons, search anĚ
rescue, canine anĚ bomb response.
The Speciaůist Zespo
Zesponse anĚ Security team aůso fuůĮůůeĚ the
Austraůian 'oǀernment
'oǀernment͛s NaƟonaů AnƟ-Terrorism Wůan which requireĚ
each State anĚ Territory poůice
force to maintain a speciaůist counterp
terrorist anĚ hostage rescue unit
un with speciaůist capabiůiƟes.
The team is now part of the aůmost
aů
200-strong A&W Speciaůist Zesponse
'roup, Austraůia͛s ůargest spec
speciaůist capabiůity, ůauncheĚ in 2012.

Members of the ArmeĚ KīenĚers SquaĚ Ͷ circa 1960s
TacƟcaů Members responĚ to a simuůateĚ aƩacŬ on a ǀehicůe
conǀoy Ͷ 2012

A tacƟcaů member parƟcipates in a pubůic orĚer management
Ěriůů Ͷ 2012
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ACT police deploy
to Cyprus
The Įrst Austraůian ciǀiůian
poůice conƟngent arriǀeĚ in
Cyprus Ͷ ĮƩeĚ out in bůue serge
uniforms Ͷ as part of the hniteĚ
NaƟons͛ non-miůitary approach to
peacekeeping in 1964.

The mission Ěrew poůice from Austria ;34), enmarŬ ;41), SweĚen ;14), New
eaůanĚ ;20) anĚ Austraůia ;40) to restore anĚ maintain ůaw anĚ orĚer. Kne
ACT Woůice oĸcer was ĚepůoyeĚ as part of the Austraůian conƟngent. The neeĚ for
the mission was triggereĚ by moǀes to unify the isůanĚ with 'reece which ůeĚ to
armeĚ conŇict between the isůanĚ͛s 'reeŬ anĚ TurŬish communiƟes. To controů the
situaƟon, the Cypriot 'oǀernment requesteĚ the assistance of the hniteĚ NaƟons.
AŌer the 1974 TurŬish inǀasion of Cyprus, the hniteĚ NaƟons Security Counciů
eǆpanĚeĚ the mission to preǀent the Ěispute turning into a war. The hniteĚ NaƟons
buīer ǌone, which cuts across the country, separates the 'reeŬ anĚ TurŬish Cypriot
communiƟes anĚ aůso separates the goǀernment-controůůeĚ south from the TurŬish
miůitary-occupieĚ north.
Austraůia has haĚ a conƟnuous poůice presence in Cyprus since 1964, iniƟaůůy
compriseĚ of Commonweaůth, State anĚ Territory poůice, with the A&W assuming
fuůů responsibiůity in 1979.
&or ACT Woůice, the Ěepůoyment to Cyprus in 1964 was the Įrst oǀerseas operaƟon
of this nature, anĚ forgeĚ the way for future internaƟonaů peaceŬeeping missions
anĚ Ěisaster reůief eīorts.

&irst Cyprus conƟngent on paraĚe in 1964
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
&irst conƟngent arriǀes in Cyprus Ͷ 1964
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
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Woůice anĚ emergency serǀices take part in a search anĚ
rescue eǆercise Ͷ 2011

Searching to rescue
The Įrst Search anĚ Zescue team was
introĚuceĚ in 1964 aŌer the reaůisaƟon that
the ACT Woůice was unprepareĚ anĚ not
equippeĚ to perform such ĚuƟes.
The team came about in the wake of a parƟcuůarůy
haǌarĚous rescue of a young person aůong ZenĚeǌǀous
Creek in 1963, where two generaů ĚuƟes poůice
inǀoůǀeĚ in the inciĚent submiƩeĚ a report to
ACT Woůice CommanĚ highůighƟng the Ěangers they
faceĚ ůargeůy because they ĚiĚ not haǀe the necessary
equipment or training.
The squaĚ iniƟaůůy consisteĚ of a group of men who
were aůů ǀoůunteers, unĚer the commanĚ of Inspector
͚taůůy͛ Ksborne. Aůů members were aƩacheĚ to the
team on a part-Ɵme basis, performing their
substanƟǀe ĚuƟes of patroůůing or inǀesƟgaƟons, unƟů
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they receiǀeĚ a caůů-out to a rescue inciĚent. The squaĚ focuseĚ on bush, ruraů anĚ
urban searches anĚ rescues, anĚ kept their ůimiteĚ equipment in a hay traiůer
owneĚ by Inspector Ksborne at the City Woůice StaƟon.
AŌer using Inspector Ksborne͛s hay traiůer for many years, the ACT Woůice Search
anĚ Zescue squaĚ purchaseĚ an InternaƟonaů branĚ 4-wheeů-Ěriǀe truck in 1975. A
&orĚ &-250 repůaceĚ the InternaƟonaů in 1984. ConsiĚerabůe půanning anĚ thought
went into the purchase anĚ moĚiĮcaƟon of the &orĚ. The Ěimensions of the &orĚ
enabůeĚ the ǀehicůe to be půaceĚ in an Air &orce Hercuůes aircraŌ if requireĚ.
The squaĚ remaineĚ part-Ɵme unƟů Kctober 1980, when a smaůů fuůů-Ɵme team was
estabůisheĚ, ůargeůy as a resuůt of the squaĚ͛s increasing roůe in responĚing to roaĚ
rescues. The iniƟaů fuůů-Ɵme team of siǆ oĸcers Ͷ then Sergeant Weter BraĚůey anĚ
Constabůes Zay <risƟansen, Zoss CraŌer, Weter Bright, Mick taůker, anĚ :eī
Mc'regor Ͷ were suppůementeĚ with then Constabůes Weter BaůĚwin, aůe Brown
anĚ 'reg >oǀeůů, who ĮůůeĚ in for the ͚reguůars͛ when they were absent.
The Įrst femaůe poůice rescuer to join the squaĚ was then Constabůe >ouise enůey,
who workeĚ fuůů-Ɵme from 1989 to 1990. >ouise, :oanne Mc&ee anĚ <ate Buggy aůů
compůeteĚ a basic Search anĚ Zescue course in 1988.

The ůargest operaƟon the squaĚ has unĚertaken remains Cycůone Tracy in arwin in 1974, aůthough the ThreĚbo
ůanĚsůiĚe in 1997, in which the team was heaǀiůy inǀoůǀeĚ, was another of signiĮcance.

The largest operation the
squad has undertaken
remains Cyclone Tracy in
Darwin in 1974, although
the Thredbo landslide in
1997, in which the team
was heavily involved, was
another of signiﬁcance.

Members of Search anĚ Zescue begin a search in Canberra͛s
south Ͷ circa 2000

There haǀe been a number of searches for missing persons, incůuĚing a search in Mount <osciusǌko in 1999, in
support of the NSt Woůice &orce, where 65 members in totaů were ĚepůoyeĚ to ĮnĚ four missing snowboarĚers.
The now Search anĚ Zescue team within the A&W͛s Speciaůist Zesponse 'roup is maĚe up of 11 highůy-traineĚ
operators supporteĚ by a further 33 members aƩacheĚ to TargeteĚ KperaƟons.
Two purpose-ĮƩeĚ Toyota >anĚ Cruisers, aůong with seǀeraů traiůers, make up the core Search anĚ Zescue Ňeet.
quipment storeĚ on the main ǀehicůes toĚay incůuĚes͗ a fuůů set of ǀerƟcaů rescue equipment, basket stretcher,
conĮneĚ space stretcher, <enĚric eǆtricaƟon Ěeǀices, spinaů boarĚs, breathing apparatus, air powereĚ anĚ
hyĚrauůic cuƫng anĚ ůiŌing equipment, air bags, Ɵmber bauůks, Įre eǆƟnguishers, a 3.25kǀ generator, teůescopic
ŇooĚ ůights, boĚy bags, boĚy hanĚůing equipment, ůine ůauncher, ůaĚĚers, rakes, shoǀeůs, protecƟǀe cůothing,
maps anĚ staƟonary, Įrst-aiĚ equipment, ropes, cůeaning equipment anĚ portabůe raĚios.

Sergeant tarren tiůůiamson with Senior Constabůe ;at the
Ɵme) Steǀe Sargent at the CoƩer am waůů unĚertaking
repeůůing training Ͷ circa 1996
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1965

SAINTs a Triumph
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Triumph SAINTs were useĚ by the ACT Woůice Traĸc Branch to enforce the Motor Traĸc KrĚinance in the suburbs ;at schooů crossings) anĚ
in the Ciǀic Centre ;at Commonweaůth Aǀenue, Northbourne Aǀenue anĚ >onĚon Circuit). As there were no traĸc ůights in the ACT in the
1960s, poůice ĚirecteĚ traĸc at the intersecƟons of these major roaĚs in the morning, at ůunchƟme anĚ Ěuring aŌernoon peak perioĚs.
ZaĚio phones were introĚuceĚ in about 1969 anĚ were ĮƩeĚ to the tank rack. The pannier bags containeĚ the riĚer͛s wet weather
uniform anĚ Ěuty notebooks.
In earůy 1965 the ACT Woůice motorcycůe squaĚ receiǀeĚ an aĚĚiƟonaů 12 members. To equip the new riĚers with the skiůůs in bike hanĚůing
Sergeant :ack Morris traineĚ them at the Haůů showgrounĚ. Training, usuaůůy for a perioĚ of about two weeks, was aůso unĚertaken on
CoƩer ZoaĚ, Canberra Aǀenue ;which was open to the pubůic) anĚ Cooma ZoaĚ near tiůůiamsĚaůe, especiaůůy for high-speeĚ training.
ZiĚers wore heůmets with no poůice baĚge anĚ unmarkeĚ oǀeraůůs͖ cůothing that wouůĚn͛t iĚenƟfy them as members of the poůice force.
The motorcycůe that the riĚers compůeteĚ their training on was the one with which they were formaůůy issueĚ.
&or a whiůe the Triumphs were useĚ for high-speeĚ pursuits on Cooma ZoaĚ anĚ highways, oŌen the snow traĸc, unƟů it was ĚeciĚeĚ that
the motorcycůes were mechanicaůůy anĚ technicaůůy unĮt for high speeĚ work. They were aůso useĚ for ceremonies, escorƟng wiĚe ůoaĚs,
anĚ for ambassaĚors Ěeůiǀering creĚenƟaůs to the 'oǀernor-'eneraů.
ZiĚers were aůůoweĚ four hours to cůean anĚ poůish their bike before a major escort.
Triumphs were aůso useĚ by the hniteĚ <ingĚom Woůice in 1966. The NSt Woůice anĚ sictoria Woůice aůso useĚ the Triumph ͚SAINT͛, sictoria
Woůice introĚucing Triumphs in 1950 for the tarrant anĚ &iůes members on patroů.

Back in the 1960s the poůicemoĚiĮeĚ Triumph motorcycůes
were known unoĸciaůůy as a
SAINT Ͷ Stops Anything In No
Time!

The Triumph ThunĚerb
ThunĚerbirĚ
rbir
irĚ
Ě that
that poůice
poů
poůiice roĚe ĚiĚ not come with an on-boarĚ raĚio or
Ňashing ůights. The siren was operateĚ by a ůeǀer on the hanĚůe bars anĚ the Ěeǀice
was boůteĚ onto the back wheeů. There were no inĚicators Ͷ riĚers haĚ to giǀe hanĚ
signaůs to turn ůeŌ or right. It was ĮƩeĚ with a chronometric speeĚometer which
markeĚ aůů miůes per hour, aůůowing poůice to accurateůy check another person͛s speeĚ.

In 1971 Triumphs were repůaceĚ by the HonĚa &our 750 <1. In 1971 there were three Triumphs anĚ 38 HonĚa motorcycůes in the
ACT Woůice Ňeet. These Triumphs may haǀe been useĚ as training motorcycůes.

A member of ACT Woůice puůůs oǀer a Canberra motorist on
his Triumph Ͷ 1965
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

Members of the Traĸc iǀision outsiĚe the :oůimont buiůĚing
Ͷ circa 1959–60
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

Most poůice serǀices in Austraůia are now using zamahas or BMts for traĸc operaƟons.
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Woůice CommunicaƟons operaƟng out of City Woůice StaƟon in
the ůate 1970s

Police
Communications
thiůe a raĚio room anĚ system was in půace
at the Canberra Woůice StaƟon ;the :oůimont
buiůĚing) to Ěispatch poůice to inciĚents
across the ACT, it was not unƟů 1966, with
the opening of the City Woůice StaƟon on
>onĚon Circuit, that Woůice CommunicaƟons
became a fuůůy operaƟonaů ͚communicaƟons
centre͛.
͚Booths͛ were estabůisheĚ where members wouůĚ
recorĚ requests for assistance on ͚:ob CarĚs͛ which
were then passeĚ to a raĚio operator for aůůocaƟon to
a patroů.
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The raĚio operator aůso maintaineĚ a ͚Watroů CarĚ͛ for each poůice ǀehicůe working
at the Ɵme, recorĚing their moǀements throughout the shiŌ.
In 1989 the Įrst computer aiĚeĚ Ěispatch system was introĚuceĚ into ACT Woůicing
to eůectronicaůůy track requests for assistance anĚ the moǀements of patroůs,
repůacing the oůĚ-fashioneĚ :ob anĚ Watroů CarĚs.
In 1998 two further major upgraĚes occurreĚ with Woůice CommunicaƟons. The
anaůogue raĚio network was repůaceĚ with a Ěigitaů system anĚ a new computer
aiĚeĚ Ěispatch system was introĚuceĚ. The current computer aiĚeĚ Ěispatch
system incorporates a mapping funcƟon to ǀerify the ůocaƟon of inciĚents against
Ěigitaů maps of the ACT.
Historicaůůy, the core business of Woůice CommunicaƟons has not aůtereĚ, but its
eīecƟǀeness in Ěeůiǀering serǀices to the community has been greatůy enhanceĚ
through technoůogicaů aĚǀances.

Woůice CommunicaƟons is now referreĚ to as ACT Woůicing KperaƟons, anĚ since 2000 has incorporateĚ both
sworn anĚ unsworn personneů. The moǀe to inject ͚ciǀiůians͛ into ACT Woůicing KperaƟons, speciĮcaůůy in ZaĚio
CommunicaƟons, was to ensure as many oĸcers as possibůe were aǀaiůabůe on the ͚frontůine͛.

ACT Policing Operations
receive and triage around
30 000 Triple Zero (000)
calls each year, more than
140 000 calls for police
assistance and dispatch
police to around 90 000
incidents annually as its
Priority Response Model.

ACT Woůicing KperaƟons Ͷ ůocateĚ at the tinchester Woůice Centre heaĚquarters in Beůconnen Ͷ conƟnues to
proǀiĚe centraůiseĚ commanĚ, controů, communicaƟon, anĚ coorĚinaƟon ;Ěispatch) serǀices for the ACT.
that was once staīeĚ by one sergeant anĚ siǆ constabůes Ěuring business hours, 10 sergeants ;in totaů), anĚ one
of whom is the uty KperaƟons Manager ;KM), now manage an ͚KperaƟons Ňoor͛ of arounĚ 10 to 16 staī at
any Ɵme, 24-hours-a-Ěay, anĚ seǀen-Ěays-a-week.
Kperators Ěispatch patroůs to aůů reporteĚ inciĚents across the ACT, with the KM responsibůe for oǀerseeing aůů
raĚio communicaƟons anĚ making any Įnaů Ěecisions requireĚ. As an objecƟǀe party, the KM is aůso
responsibůe for monitoring, anĚ if neeĚeĚ, caůůing oī, poůice pursuits patroů members may be engageĚ in.
ACT Woůicing KperaƟons receiǀe anĚ triage arounĚ 30 000 Tripůe ero ;000) caůůs each year, more than 140 000
caůůs for poůice assistance anĚ Ěispatch poůice to arounĚ 90 000 inciĚents annuaůůy, in ůine with its Wriority
Zesponse MoĚeů.

Kne of the Įrst in-car raĚio systems in the ACT Ͷ circa 1956
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
The refurbisheĚ Woůice CommunicaƟons, Įrst Ňoor City Woůice
StaƟon, in 1985
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

Members of ACT Woůicing KperaƟons manning caůůs for poůice
assistance at the tinchester Woůice Centre Ͷ 2013
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The outsiĚe of City Woůice StaƟon in 1994, as it remains toĚay

City Police Station
opens
&or the ACT Woůice the new City Woůice
StaƟon opening in 1966 neǆt to the ůaw
courts on >onĚon Circuit maĚe Canberra͛s
Ɵtůe of ͚the naƟonaů capitaů͛ a reaůity.
&or many members the moǀe into the new buiůĚing
from the oůĚ weatherboarĚ staƟon on Northbourne
Aǀenue ;the ͚:oůimont͛) conŇicteĚ with personaů
concerns, cůouĚing the historic moǀe.
Some were eagerůy ůooking forwarĚ to serǀing in
toĚen anĚ Beůconnen, where poůice wouůĚ be
staƟoneĚ to meet the growing communiƟes, at the
Ɵme aůreaĚy numbering tens of thousanĚs.
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The new staƟon howeǀer, was a forwarĚ step in the history of ACT Woůicing,
proǀiĚing, for the Įrst Ɵme, ͚moĚern͛ anĚ weůů-equippeĚ poůice heaĚquarters.
There were eǀen petroů pumps in the unĚergrounĚ car park.
The then ScienƟĮc SecƟon aůso moǀeĚ into City Woůice StaƟon at this Ɵme, working
out of a smaůů oĸce with the ͚bare essenƟaůs͛.
In the miĚ-1980s, the top Ňoor of the staƟon incůuĚeĚ a cafeteria͖ where members
couůĚ orĚer hot anĚ coůĚ ůunches, anĚ sit Ěown to eat.
At 10am anĚ 2.30pm the ͚tea ůaĚy͛ Ͷ one by the name of Nancy Waůombi Ͷ wouůĚ
wanĚer the staƟon oīering coīee anĚ cake, anĚ serǀeĚ morning anĚ aŌernoon tea
MonĚay to &riĚay.
&or a perioĚ of Ɵme Woůice CommunicaƟons ;now ACT Woůicing KperaƟons)
operateĚ out of the Įrst Ňoor of City Woůice StaƟon.
In August 1994 the City Woůice StaƟon re-openeĚ aŌer eǆtensiǀe refurbishment.
thiůe the insiĚe of the staƟon was compůeteůy guƩeĚ, the outsiĚe remaineĚ
untoucheĚ Ěue to Heritage >isƟng requirements. Knůy the outsiĚe entry to the City
Woůice StaƟon changeĚ, anĚ this was Ěue to workpůace heaůth anĚ safety reasons.

SuperintenĚent responsibůe for City Woůice StaƟon at the Ɵme enis McermoƩ recaůůs members operaƟng out
of temporary accommoĚaƟon in the car park unƟů August of that year when they reůocateĚ back insiĚe the
staƟon.

In the mid-1980s, the
top ﬂoor of the station
included a cafeteria;
where members could
order hot and cold
lunches, and sit down to
eat.

Aůong with internaů works, the staƟon was re-roofeĚ, signage was erecteĚ, anĚ an internaů staircase was buiůt.
Staī ameniƟes incůuĚeĚ toiůets, showers, ůockers rooms, meaů rooms anĚ a gymnasium.
'eneraů ĚuƟes poůice were accompanieĚ by the teapons Zegistry, the :uǀeniůe AiĚ Branch, City >egaů SecƟon,
City Crime Branch, the MeĚia Team, ĚucaƟon hnit, Coroner͛s Kĸce, anĚ the Traĸc ocument SecƟon.
The tatch House Ͷ ĚesigneĚ to aůůow for a future tunneů to the ACT Magistrates Court Ͷ incůuĚeĚ four
pre-charge ceůůs for group hoůĚing, two eǆercise yarĚs, anĚ Įǀe ͚persons-at-risk͛ ceůůs. The ACT tatch House anĚ
saůůyport Ͷ a secure prisoner ůoaĚing anĚ unůoaĚing area Ͷ remain at City Woůice StaƟon.
The City Woůice StaƟon ceůebrates 50 years in 2016 as the oůĚest remaining ;funcƟon) poůice staƟon in the ACT.

Kĸcers Terry ee anĚ Bob Tomůison working insiĚe the
City Woůice StaƟon Ͷ 1966
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
:oan Coůeman, aǀiĚ <ennemore anĚ <en Charge at the
InformaƟon Bureau insiĚe the City Woůice StaƟon in 1973
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

The 1994 oĸciaů opening of the refurbisheĚ
City Woůice StaƟon
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
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ACT
policewomen’s
uniform introduced
ACT poůice women were not
issueĚ with uniforms unƟů
1968. hnƟů then, they just wore
͚eǀeryĚay͛ cůothes. The Įrst
uniform compriseĚ a junior bůue
skirt, jacket anĚ cap of Austraůian
pure wooů anĚ a bůue coƩon
bůouse with a bůack ͚bow Ɵe͛. The
skirt was straight with a kick půeat
anĚ the ůong-sůeeǀeĚ jacket haĚ
epauůeƩes on each shouůĚer.

&emaůe recruits wore a ůight khaki uniform Ěress with ACT Woůice buƩons. They ĚiĚ not wear their ͚bůues͛ unƟů their
graĚuaƟon Ěay.
The ACT Woůice hniform CommiƩee rejecteĚ poůicewomen wearing sůacks for many years, with the argument that
women͛s ĚuƟes ĚiĚ not jusƟfy this uniform enƟtůement. AŌer much Ěiscussion, sůacks were eǀentuaůůy introĚuceĚ.
In 1972 aůů ACT poůice oĸcers were issueĚ with new uniforms. The summer uniform worn by aůů A&W women was
parƟcuůarůy ĚisůikeĚ right from the beginning. The ůight bůue short-sůeeǀeĚ jacket anĚ matching straight skirt with a
kick půeat ůookeĚ smart Ͷ as ůong as the wearer was stanĚing sƟůů anĚ upright Ͷ but it was highůy impracƟcaů.
AŌer many compůaints, a commiƩee was set up to reǀiew the uniform. The enĚ resuůt was much more serǀiceabůe
aƫre. The new Ěesign aůůoweĚ poůicewomen greater mobiůity anĚ the materiaůs useĚ were the same as the men͛s
uniforms. The uniform compriseĚ a bůue shirt anĚ bůack cuůoƩes toppeĚ by a bůack hat with a chequereĚ banĚ.
Woůice women now haǀe the opƟon of wearing a skirt or trousers, anĚ are equippeĚ with the same uniform
enƟtůements as men, incůuĚing accoutrements. They no ůonger carry their guns, hanĚcuīs, baton, anĚ notepaĚs in
their poůice-issueĚ hanĚbags!

'iůůian Aůbieǌ anĚ :oanne Wrince ;nee tiůůiamson). The ůight
bůue uniform on the ůeŌ was useĚ by Įrst the ACT Woůice
anĚ then the A&W from 1972 unƟů 1987. It was impracƟcaů
for operaƟonaů work anĚ was graĚuaůůy phaseĚ out aŌer the
uniform on the right was introĚuceĚ in the miĚ 1980s Ͷ
circa 1986
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
Sue Beaƫe anĚ >ouise >ammin circa 1969-73
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

The originaů toĚen Woůice StaƟon serǀeĚ for 35 years
Ͷ circa 1970
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

Opening of Woden
Police Station
The Įrst toĚen Woůice StaƟon began
operaƟon at 0700 MonĚay 19 Kctober 1970
with four sergeants anĚ nine constabůes,
one půain cůothes constabůe of the Criminaů
InǀesƟgaƟon Branch anĚ the Zecruitment
anĚ Training Branch of Įǀe instructors anĚ
four ůecturers.
BuiůĚing for the staƟon Ͷ which cost Ψ250 000 Ͷ
starteĚ in :une 1969 by the NaƟonaů Capitaů
eǀeůopment Commission. The buiůĚing was of
reinforceĚ concrete containing a basement anĚ two
aboǀe-grounĚ Ňoors, about 94 feet ůong by 52 feet
wiĚe. It haĚ an encůoseĚ paraĚe grounĚ of about
9000 square feet, where for a perioĚ of Ɵme recruits
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were traineĚ. The ACT Woůice Coůůege at 'orman House was ůater openeĚ as a
ĚeĚicateĚ recruit coůůege unƟů the creaƟon of the A&W in 1979 anĚ when the A&W
Coůůege in Barton was introĚuceĚ.
&ingerprinƟng faciůiƟes were aǀaiůabůe at the staƟon͖ howeǀer peopůe taken into
poůice custoĚy who neeĚeĚ to be photographeĚ haĚ to be transporteĚ to
ACT Woůice heaĚquarters.
There was aůso a teůephone boǆ in the entry foyer for contact with heaĚquarters
aŌer hours ;between 11pm anĚ 7am).
AŌer 35 years anĚ some refurbishment, the BraĚůey Street premises was repůaceĚ
when the Ěoors of a new Ψ8.2 miůůion, 2260 square metres architecturaůůy ĚesigneĚ
staƟon, were openeĚ in Noǀember 2005.

After 35 years and some
refurbishment, the
Bradley Street premises
was replaced when the
doors of a new $8.2 million,
2260 square metres
architecturally designed
station, were opened in
November 2005.

At the oĸciaů opening ceremony, former Commissioner Mick <eeůty saiĚ that the opening of the new staƟon
markeĚ an eǆciƟng new chapter in the history of toĚen Woůice StaƟon anĚ for the A&W͗ ͞Many of our members
haǀe workeĚ at toĚen Woůice StaƟon at some stage in their careers, anĚ this has stooĚ them in gooĚ steaĚ as
they haǀe progresseĚ through the organisaƟon Ͷ whether ůocaůůy, naƟonaůůy or internaƟonaůůy.͟
͞Some of them haǀe eǀen gone on to hoůĚ ǀery senior posiƟons within Austraůian poůicing͗ Inspector Maǆ
Zobinson was the Įrst Kĸcer-in-Charge of Zecruit Training at toĚen anĚ went on to become Commissioner of
Tasmania Woůice. :ohn :ohnson became a Ěeputy commissioner of the A&W anĚ Commissioner of Tasmania Woůice.
Weter awson anĚ Coůin tinchester became Assistant Commissioners anĚ the then current Chief Woůice Kĸcer
Ͷ AuĚrey &agan Ͷ workeĚ at toĚen Woůice StaƟon in the miĚ-1980s,͟ Commissioner <eeůty haĚ saiĚ.
Simon KǀerůanĚ, who became sictoria Woůice Commissioner, :ohn >awůer, Austraůian Crime Commission Chief
ǆecuƟǀe Kĸcer anĚ A&W Commissioner Tony Negus aůso spent Ɵme at toĚen Woůice StaƟon.

Zecruits paraĚe in the grounĚs of the BraĚůey Street
toĚen Woůice StaƟon Ͷ circa 1971
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
The entrance to the originaů toĚen Woůice StaƟon
Ͷ circa 1970s

&ormer Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT AuĚrey &agan at the
ůaunch of the opening of the new toĚen Woůice StaƟon
Ͷ 2005
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1971

Woden ﬂoods
Austraůia ay, 1971͗ a super
ceůů thunĚerstorm causeĚ Ňash
ŇooĚing in the toĚen saůůey area
kiůůing seǀen peopůe, anĚ injuring
many others.

Sisters :ennifer, 12, anĚ ianne Seymour, 8͖ Michaeů :ohn Smith, 6, anĚ his sisters Carmeů, 18, anĚ Margaret, 14͖
ZoĚerick umaresq Simon, 20, anĚ >on CumberůanĚ, 18, ĚrowneĚ.
It was esƟmateĚ that arounĚ 95 miůůimetres of rain feůů in one hour.
The force of the water was strong enough to moǀe a bus 180 Ěegrees on Meůrose riǀe south-east of the
intersecƟon with zarra 'ůen. The intersecƟon was coǀereĚ to a Ěepth of an esƟmateĚ 1.83 metres anĚ the
ŇooĚwaters spreaĚ an esƟmateĚ 183 metres wiĚe, east to west across the intersecƟon of zamba riǀe,
Meůrose riǀe anĚ zarra 'ůen.
At the Ɵme of the storm the roaĚs were ĮůůeĚ with commuters heaĚing home. tith the traĸc stoppeĚ the ǀaůůey
became bůockeĚ with Ěebris. The back-up of water sent a Ňash ŇooĚ surging onto the roaĚs were, enguůĮng
more than a Ěoǌen cars anĚ sweeping them away.
Now reƟreĚ Constabůe :eī Brown was awarĚeĚ the BriƟsh mpire MeĚaů for 'aůůantry for his rescue eīorts
Ěuring the eǀent.
&our other ACT Woůicing members Ͷ Bůen McInnes, Mike >ucas, Weter Harrison anĚ :ohn theůan Ͷ were ůater
awarĚeĚ the Yueen͛s CommenĚaƟon for Braǀe ConĚuct for their part in rescue eīorts Ěuring the eǀent.
The insurance Ěamage was esƟmateĚ at Ψ9 miůůion.

Seǀen crosses commemoraƟng the 1971 ŇooĚ ǀicƟms were
erecteĚ by former poůice oĸcer Bůen McInnes on the site
neǆt to Meůrose riǀe
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the :eremy Thompson
The impact of the toĚen ŇooĚs Ͷ 1971
/mages coƵrtesy oĨ The Canberra Times
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In Noǀember 1972, the Įrst
successfuů prosecuƟon through
the use of Įngerprint eǀiĚence
was achieǀeĚ in the ACT.

h
mis
Ha

First ﬁngerprint
prosecution
The traiů of eǀiĚence began in Apriů 1968
when poůice stoppeĚ a car Ěriǀing aůong >onĚon
Circuit. The Ěriǀer, AnĚrew Maůoney, was askeĚ to
open the boot, whiůe the other four occupants in the car
ran oī.

Woůice caught two of the runaways anĚ founĚ a hauů of stoůen property
in the boot incůuĚing 16 wooůůen jumpers, a car raĚio, a tape recorĚer, two
teůeǀision sets, a sueĚe coat, anĚ three sets of cutůery. The totaů ǀaůue of the
gooĚs was Ψ1493.
Inteůůigence at the Ɵme iĚenƟĮeĚ a shopůiŌing gang that wouůĚ Ěriǀe from SyĚney to Canberra
on a reguůar basis, returning to SyĚney with stoůen property each Ɵme. In an eīort to aǀoiĚ
ĚetecƟon anĚ not being known in Canberra by Įngerprint recorĚs, the gang conƟnueĚ to aǀoiĚ being
ĚetecteĚ.
The stoůen items were eǆamineĚ by Sergeant Ian Broomby of the ACT &ingerprint SecƟon. &ingerprints were
founĚ on the půasƟc packets containing the jumpers. The right thumb of AnĚrew tiůůiam Maůoney was iĚenƟĮeĚ
seǀeraů Ɵmes.
The maƩer went to court with the ĚefenĚant, Maůoney, granteĚ baiů.
ǀiĚence was presenteĚ, for the Įrst Ɵme in the ACT, by Sergeant Broomby. ǆpert eǀiĚence haĚ preǀiousůy been
proǀiĚeĚ by quaůiĮeĚ eǆperts from the Centraů &ingerprint Bureau in SyĚney.
Mr Maůoney was founĚ guiůty by the Supreme Court on 6 Noǀember 1972 anĚ receiǀeĚ two years imprisonment.
Sergeant Ian Broomby of the ACT Woůice ;&ingerprint SecƟon)
eǆamining Įngerprints Ͷ circa 1966
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Cyclone Tracy
The northern Austraůian city of arwin was ĚeǀastateĚ on
Christmas morning 1974 when hit by the tropicaů weather
Ěepression, Cycůone Tracy.
As the eye of the cycůone passeĚ oǀer the city between miĚnight anĚ
7am torrenƟaů rain feůů anĚ the winĚs were oĸciaůůy recorĚeĚ at 217
kiůometres per hour prior to the Bureau of Meteoroůogy anemometer
being ĚestroyeĚ.
Houses anĚ other buiůĚings ĚisintegrateĚ unĚer the onsůaught,
accompanieĚ by the sounĚs of Ňying Ěebris anĚ breaking gůass.
Tracy kiůůeĚ 71 peopůe, causeĚ Ψ837 miůůion in Ěamage anĚ ĚestroyeĚ
more than 70 per cent of arwin͛s buiůĚings anĚ houses. Tracy ůeŌ more
than 41 000 out of arwin͛s 47 000 popuůaƟon homeůess anĚ requireĚ

the eǀacuaƟon of more than 30 000 peopůe. Most of arwin͛s
popuůaƟon was eǀacuateĚ to AĚeůaiĚe, thyaůůa, Aůice Springs anĚ
SyĚney, anĚ many neǀer returneĚ to the city.
Aůů pubůic serǀices Ͷ communicaƟons, power, water anĚ sewerage
Ͷ were seǀereĚ.
Major-'eneraů Aůan StreƩon, irector-'eneraů of the Naturaů isasters
KrganisaƟon, was půaceĚ in charge of the rescue eīort. mergency
commiƩees, of high-ůeǀeů pubůic serǀants anĚ poůice, were estabůisheĚ
to Ěeaů with such maƩers as accommoĚaƟon, cůean-up, cůothing,
communicaƟons, eǀacuaƟon, fooĚ, ůaw anĚ orĚer, sanitaƟon anĚ heaůth
anĚ sociaů weůfare.

Members receiǀe a brieĮng prior to Ěepůoyment Ͷ 1974
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
The city of arwin was ĚeǀastateĚ by the 1974 cycůone
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm

The Ěefence forces aůong with State anĚ Territory poůice, anĚ for the
Įrst Ɵme operaƟng outsiĚe Canberra, members of ACT Woůicing, půayeĚ
a major roůe in cůeaning up the city anĚ suburbs. Zescue eīorts are now
ĚubbeĚ ͞the ůargest humanitarian or Ěisaster reůief operaƟon eǀer
performeĚ in Austraůia͟.

The arwin ZeconstrucƟon Commission was estabůisheĚ in
&ebruary 1975 to půan, coorĚinate anĚ unĚertake the rebuiůĚing of
arwin. Between 1975 anĚ 1978 the Commission coorĚinateĚ many
construcƟon projects incůuĚing the buiůĚing or repair of more than 2500
homes.

&orty-nine ACT Woůice members were ĚepůoyeĚ to assist recoǀery
eīorts, anĚ unĚertook generaů poůicing ĚuƟes in arwin in support of
the Northern Territory Woůice.

Bruce StannarĚ of The Age haĚ saiĚ that Cycůone Tracy was a ͞Ěisaster
of the Įrst magnituĚe ... without paraůůeů in Austraůia͛s history.͟ It
remains the most compact cycůone or equiǀaůent-strength hurricane on
recorĚ in the Austraůian basin.

&or the neǆt siǆ months access to the city was reguůateĚ by means of a
permit system.

ACT Woůice members heůping with recoǀery eīorts in arwin
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
Constabůe :uůie Burns with a happy Cycůone Tracy surǀiǀor
Ͷ 1974
/mage coƵrtesy oĨ the AFW DƵseƵm
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The ACT meets Constable Kenny Koala

that Ěo we want͍ No troubůe!
Constabůe <enny <oaůa Įrst appeareĚ on Canberra teůeǀision in
September 1975 as a guest in a show caůůeĚ :Ƶnior Woůice ϳ, which aireĚ
on Capitaů teůeǀision. ^enior Woůice ϳ was a community serǀice program
of poůice news that was shown once a week anĚ :Ƶnior Woůice ϳ was the
ǀersion for kiĚs, hosteĚ by ACT poůice oĸcers aǀe tiůson anĚ
Caroů >oǀegroǀe.
By 1982 :Ƶnior Woůice ϳ was renameĚ Constable Kenny on Duty with
<enny taking a ůeaĚing roůe in interǀiewing ǀarious peopůe arounĚ town,
buiůĚing anĚ promoƟng safety messages into each segment. The show
aireĚ unƟů 1987.
His ͚franƟc͛ anĚ poůice chiůĚ-ůike character eǀoůǀeĚ through
:unior Wolice ϳ. He was aůways geƫng things wrong, anĚ oĸcer
>oǀegroǀe wouůĚ haǀe to correct him. In this way, kiĚs were abůe to
iĚenƟfy with Constabůe <enny anĚ his fauůts, anĚ the ACT Woůice were
abůe to Ěeůiǀer important safety anĚ crime preǀenƟon messages in a
meaningfuů way.

The Įrst Constabůe <enny puppet was maĚe out of a bath mat by the
then Commissioner͛s secretary. It was ůater moĚerniseĚ when Constabůe
<enny was mistaken for a rabbit whiůe interǀiewing a poůice Ěog.
In the 1980s Constabůe <enny receiǀeĚ his Įrst poůice car͗ a 1967
Toyota Coroůůa. The car was originaůůy founĚ at a Ěump, but was saǀeĚ
anĚ maĚe into poůice car speciĮcaůůy for him.
This ǀehicůe number půate has remaineĚ, anĚ has been useĚ on
Constabůe <enny͛s 1994 aihatsu CharaĚe, HyunĚai Accent anĚ
<ia Cerato ;aůů of which haǀe been kinĚůy sponsoreĚ by AsIS).

In 2011 Constabůe <enny <oaůa receiǀeĚ his Įrst baĚge number
Ͷ 23 Ͷ in memory of ůate etecƟǀe SuperintenĚent Zon iůůon, who
haĚ been instrumentaů in the Ěeǀeůopment of Constabůe <enny <oaůa,
haǀing introĚuceĚ Woůice ϳ to air.
He was aůso promoteĚ to >eaĚing Senior Constabůe that same year.
Constabůe <enny is sƟůů a popuůar character Ěeůiǀering safety messages
to more than 20 000 chiůĚren each year through eĚucaƟonaů schooů
ǀisits, anĚ aŌer more than 30 years on the scene, has become a
Canberra insƟtuƟon.
To his younger fans, he is known to haǀe grown up in Bůue 'um >ane, in
the Corin forest. His parents ĚieĚ in a Įre which was acciĚentůy ůit, but
because someone was careůess with matches. That͛s why he turneĚ to
crime-ĮghƟng anĚ making sure chiůĚren know how to be anĚ stay safe.

Constabůe <enny <oaůa͛s teůeǀision program Constable Kenny
on Duty aireĚ unƟů 1987
The Įrst Constabůe <enny <oaůa with Commissioner
Sir Coůin tooĚs in 1979
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum

Constabůe <enny <oaůa with frienĚ Stewart taters in 2011
The new ůook Constabůe <enny was ůauncheĚ in 2013 to
appeaů to a moĚern-Ěay youth auĚience

In 2013 a rebranĚeĚ Constabůe <enny <oaůa was ůauncheĚ to appeaů to
a moĚern-Ěay auĚience, with his character becoming mo
more
͚isney-ůike͛.
Aůong with this new ůook was the constabůekenny.org.au website,
featuring informaƟon, ǀiĚeos anĚ interacƟǀe acƟǀiƟes for chiůĚren ageĚ
3-5, 6-8, anĚ 9-12. Teachers can aůso now book a Constabůe <enny ǀisit
onůine.
Constabůe <enny has haĚ many frienĚs oǀer the years, incůuĚing
Sergeant Biůů Mackey ;referreĚ to as Sergeant Buůůy or Buůůfrog) who
appeareĚ with him on Constabůe <enny on uty.
Stewart taters took oǀer the Constabůe <enny reins in 2002, anĚ
conƟnues to be his hanĚůer to this Ěay.

1976

A suburban policing
strategy

Belconnen Police
Station — 35 years

then the Beůconnen iǀision was
estabůisheĚ in 1976, it aĚapteĚ
the traĚiƟonaů ngůish ͚bobby
on the beat͛ concept to suit the
Ěeǀeůoping Beůconnen region.

ǀery poůice oĸcer staƟoneĚ at the Beůconnen Woůice StaƟon was giǀen one of the
Ěistrict͛s 20-půus suburbs to poůice. The objecƟǀe of ͚suburban poůicing͛ as it became
known was to ensure members got to know their suburbs by taůking with resiĚents
anĚ shopkeepers anĚ ǀisiƟng schooůs, sociaů anĚ weůfare organisaƟons anĚ youth
cůubs.
This cůoser knowůeĚge of the community wouůĚ enabůe them to iĚenƟfy potenƟaů
crime troubůe spots anĚ criminaů behaǀiour, recognise areas which neeĚeĚ a greater
focus, anĚ heůp peopůe manage probůems before they got out of hanĚ.
This strategy was reǀitaůiseĚ with a greater focus on community engagement unĚer
Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT AuĚrey &agan in 2007, anĚ again unĚer the ůeaĚership
of Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT Zoman YuaeĚǀůieg in 2013, taking the strategy
͚back to basics͛.
The concept is sƟůů in půace toĚay anĚ conƟnues to be known as ACT Woůicing͛s
Suburban Woůicing Strategy.

Constabůe Caroů >oǀegroǀe out anĚ about at the Traĸc
Centre as part of the Suburban Woůicing Strategy
Ͷ circa 1970s
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum

ACT Woůicing͛s No 3 ;Beůconnen)
iǀision began on 23 August
1976 when the Beůconnen Woůice
StaƟon Ͷ the Įrst purposebuiůt poůice staƟon in Canberra͛s
north Ͷ was oĸciaůůy openeĚ.
It was one of the Įrst pieces of
infrastructure in the
Beůconnen Town Centre.
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The staƟon was joineĚ to the Beůconnen ZemanĚ Centre ;buiůt to house 16 men anĚ three women), the
hoůĚing půace for anyone who was remanĚeĚ in custoĚy. At the Ɵme there was no jaiů in the ACT, so conǀicteĚ
Ěetainees were sent to NSt jaiůs such as the 'ouůburn CorrecƟonaů Centre.
Beůconnen haĚ a popuůaƟon of about 58 000 anĚ was maĚe up of 22 suburbs in 1976. There were three
suburban shopping centres.
The ;now former) Beůconnen Woůice StaƟon ceůebrateĚ its 35-year anniǀersary in August 2011, anĚ in a rare
eǀent, 18 of the originaů members from the 1976 staƟon opening photo were present at an aŌernoon tea in
recogniƟon of the signiĮcant miůestone. &ormer members incůuĚeĚ Zay <risƟansen, Mick CraŌ, :ohn ZunĚůe,
Terry Butůer, on Hoůmes, Aůan Waterson, Biůů YuaĚe, Chris Zyan, ac Busacker, Brian thinnen, Zon Cameron,
Stuart zorston, :ohn au, Terry Waůmer, BraĚ :ohnson, ennis HenĚ, Arthur Zeiůůy anĚ Weter awson.
The staƟon cůoseĚ its Ěoors on 30 :anuary 2012. The new Beůconnen Woůice StaƟon now stanĚs on the corner
of Market Street anĚ Benjamin tay.

The oĸciaů opening of the Beůconnen Woůice StaƟon in
August 1976
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum
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The original ‘blue’
The originaů ͚bůue͛ Ͷ Bůue og Ͷ
joineĚ the ͚force͛ in ecember
1977 aŌer showing up at the
tater Woůice oĸce before now
reƟreĚ Sergeant ick ThriŌ.

Senior Constabůe Bůue og, as he became known, maĚe his home in a 44 gaůůon Ěrum ;with mat)
anĚ became such an accepteĚ part of the tater Woůice that its members manageĚ to conǀince
the A&W to pay for his fooĚ anĚ ǀet biůůs.
In an arƟcůe pubůisheĚ in the Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice AssociaƟon :ournaů of Noǀember 1981,
Bůue og was ĚescribeĚ by Bruce Neůson as being ͞renowneĚ for his watchĚog abiůiƟes͟. Kther
members recaůůeĚ his Ěiůigent anĚ protecƟǀe nature.
͞He was quite toůerant of members in uniform but in typicaů caƩůe Ěog fashion ĚisůikeĚ anyone
unfamiůiar, that is, anyone not in uniform,͟ former Sergeant ThriŌ saiĚ.

It wasn͛t unƟů
un 1983 howeǀer that the Įrst oĸciaů poůice Ěog was introĚuceĚ in the ACT͗ Senior Constabůe
<aiser.
By 2004 AC
ACT Woůicing haĚ 10 Ěogs traineĚ in the ĮeůĚs of Ěrug ĚetecƟon, eǆpůosiǀe anĚ Įrearm ĚetecƟon
anĚ generaů
gen
purpose canines useĚ for tracking, crowĚ controů, protecƟon anĚ the apprehension of
armeĚ oīenĚers.
SaĚůy in the miĚ-1980s Bůue og was ůaiĚ to rest at tater Woůice Ͷ the waterfront aĚjacent to the Ňag
poůe Ͷ haǀing suīereĚ from progressiǀe cancer. Bůue og͛s graǀe is unĚisturbeĚ to this Ěay. His
photo
photograph ;portrait) remains in the haůůway of the tater KperaƟons oĸce at zarraůumůa Bay.

He aůso haĚ a Ěisůike of poůice Ěiǀing wetsuits anĚ was responsibůe for the ĚestrucƟon of a
number of them.
͞Bůue og ůoǀeĚ to go for riĚes in our poůice boats. He wouůĚ oŌen riĚe on the front of the boat
anĚ if he wasn͛t saƟsĮeĚ with the Ěriǀer͛s naǀigaƟng͖ he wouůĚ jump oī with his piece of wooĚ
in his mouth anĚ swim home.͟
He aůso appeareĚ on Wolice ϳ on Capitaů Teůeǀision, anĚ was aůso featureĚ in The Canberra Times.

&irst Constabůe 'ary Baker with poůice Ěog <aiser at a training
eǆercise at the oůĚ Barton &iǀe buiůĚings in 1983
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum
Senior Constabůe Bůue og on ͚patroů͛ in a Hamiůton boat on
>ake Burůey 'riĸn Ͷ circa 1978
/mage courtesy oĨ ruce Eelson

Senior Constabůe <aiser͛s warrant carĚ Ͷ 1983
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum
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The SyĚney Hiůton Hoteů bombing in 1978 was a cataůyst for
the formaƟon of the A&W

The AFP is
operational
thiůe Ěiscussions anĚ reǀiews took půace
prior to 1978 about the formaƟon of a
naƟonaů feĚeraů poůice, the aƩack on the
SyĚney Hiůton Hoteů that year was the
cataůyst for the creaƟon of the Austraůian
&eĚeraů Woůice. The Austraůian 'oǀernment
reaůiseĚ an organisaƟon was neeĚeĚ to Ěeaů
with issues such as terrorism at a naƟonaů
ůeǀeů.
Knůy weeks aŌer the 13 &ebruary 1978 bombing,
which took půace Ěuring the Commonweaůth HeaĚs of
'oǀernment Zegionaů MeeƟng, the Austraůian
'oǀernment commissioneĚ former >onĚon
Metropoůitan Woůice Commissioner Sir Zobert Mark to
report to the Minister for AĚministraƟǀe Serǀices
:ohn Mc>eay on the organisaƟon of poůice resources
in the Commonweaůth arena.
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In his report, tabůeĚ in Warůiament on 13 Apriů 1978, Sir Zobert concůuĚeĚ that, from
a poůice point of ǀiew, three opƟons were aǀaiůabůe. The Įrst was to eǆpanĚ the roůe
of the Commonweaůth Woůice to incůuĚe the funcƟons of the ACT Woůice. The seconĚ
was to eǆpanĚ the roůe of ACT Woůice to incůuĚe the funcƟons of the
Commonweaůth Woůice, anĚ thirĚ was to aboůish both forces anĚ create a new
poůice organisaƟon.
Sir Zobert recommenĚeĚ the ůast of the opƟons, which was supporteĚ by
Warůiament in :une 1979 anĚ gaǀe rise to the founĚing of the A&W on 19 Kctober the
same year. Kn this Ěate in 1979, the Australian FeĚeral Wolice Act 19ϳ9 was
procůaimeĚ enabůing members of the Commonweaůth Woůice anĚ the ACT Woůice to
be appointeĚ to the two business units of the A&W which inǀoůǀeĚ proǀiĚing 1134
oĸcers to generaů poůicing ;incorporaƟng community poůicing in the ACT) anĚ 1443
oĸcers to protecƟǀe serǀices.

In September 1979 the Įrst Commissioner of the A&W was sworn-in͗ Sir Coůin tooĚs, formerůy of the
Metropoůitan Woůice in >onĚon anĚ from 1977–1979 Her Majesty͛s Chief Inspector of Constabuůary.

For more than 30 years
the AFP has delivered
the full spectrum of
community policing
services to the people of
Canberra.

&or the generaů poůicing component, the Commonweaůth Woůice proǀiĚeĚ
544 inǀesƟgators, anĚ the ACT Woůice 581 poůice oĸcers. The protecƟǀe serǀice
component compriseĚ enƟreůy oĸcers who haĚ preǀiousůy performeĚ a guarĚing
roůe with the Commonweaůth Woůice. Both groups were supporteĚ by 375 pubůic
serǀants. ArounĚ 80 members of the &eĚeraů NarcoƟcs Bureau became part of the
A&W in earůy Noǀember.
eputy Commissioner Zoy &armer of the Commonweaůth Woůice anĚ eputy
Commissioner :ohn :ohnson of the ACT Woůice were piǀotaů in creaƟng the A&W, anĚ
in Ěetermining its necessary Ěetaiůs.

&or more than 30 years the A&W has ĚeůiǀereĚ the fuůů spectrum of community poůicing serǀices to the peopůe of
Canberra. This maĚe possibůe through a unique anĚ mature arrangement between the Austraůian anĚ ACT
'oǀernments, introĚuceĚ in 2000, anĚ aŌer seůf-goǀernment in 1989.
The Įǀe-year Woůicing Arrangement, ůast signeĚ in :une 2012, proǀiĚes the ůegisůaƟǀe structures which enabůe the
A&W to Ěeůiǀer poůicing serǀices to the ACT, in accorĚance with an annuaů Wurchase Agreement. The agreement,
between the ACT 'oǀernment anĚ the A&W is a fee-for-serǀice contractuaů arrangement Ěetaiůing the gooĚs anĚ
serǀices purchaseĚ by the ACT from the A&W. It aůso sets out approǆimateůy 32 key performance inĚicators unĚer
a series of outputs͗ Crime anĚ Safety Management͖ Traĸc >aw nforcement anĚ ZoaĚ Safety͖ WrosecuƟon anĚ
:uĚiciaů Support͖ anĚ Crime WreǀenƟon.
&or the ACT, this reůaƟonship means access to worůĚ-renowneĚ speciaůist skiůůs in the areas of forensics,
high-tech crime, Ěisaster ǀicƟm iĚenƟĮcaƟon, inteůůigence anĚ organiseĚ crime. It aůso proǀiĚes, as eǆperienceĚ
with many a presiĚenƟaů ǀisit, the 2003 Canberra bushĮres anĚ the 2008 Beijing Kůympic Torch Zeůay, a reaĚy
reserǀe workforce of 6500-půus members.
The arrangement aůso faciůitates the moǀement of staī between ACT Woůicing anĚ the naƟonaů areas of the A&W,
aůůowing for constant rejuǀenaƟon anĚ the transference of inǀaůuabůe eǆperiences anĚ skiůůs across the
organisaƟon.

Sir Coůin tooĚs is sworn in as the Įrst Commissioner of the
A&W Ͷ 1979
Sir Coůin tooĚs makes his Įrst formaů aĚĚress to the
coůůecteĚ senior oĸcers of the Commonweaůth anĚ
ACT Woůice Ͷ 1979

>eŌ to right͗ Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT ;Assistant
Commissioner) Zoman YuaeĚǀůieg, Minister for Woůice anĚ
mergency Serǀices Simon Corbeůů, anĚ A&W Commissioner
Tony Negus sign the annuaů Wurchase Agreement at
tinchester Woůice Centre Ͷ 2010
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Before being known as the Barton Coůůege, >awůey House
was one of two goǀernment hosteůs on Brisbane Aǀenue
Ͷ circa 1970s
/mage courtesy oĨ the EaƟonal Archiǀes oĨ Australia

Barton College
Since 1979 the A&W Coůůege in Barton
;commonůy known as Barton Coůůege) has
been an integraů part of the A&W since its
incepƟon more than 30 years ago.
Kriginaůůy nameĚ >awůey House, the Coůůege is more
than 60 years oůĚ, anĚ is one of Canberra͛s oůĚer
buiůĚings.
The buiůĚing openeĚ in 1949 as part of a network of
hosteůs buiůt to Ěeaů with the accommoĚaƟon
shortage for pubůic serǀants reůocaƟng to Canberra.
>awůey House was one of two goǀernment hosteůs
ůocateĚ on Brisbane Aǀenue. The other, Barton House,
was torn Ěown in the earůy 1980s anĚ repůaceĚ by
apartment buiůĚings.
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>awůey House was reborn as the Commonweaůth Woůice Training Centre in 1978.
The conǀersion to a poůice training faciůity was a fairůy brutaů process, as former
Commonweaůth Woůice training sergeant Barry Boyce recaůůs͗ ͞then the
Commonweaůth Woůice moǀeĚ in, eǀerything to the east of the main foyer was
ĚesignateĚ accommoĚaƟon anĚ eǀerything to the west was training anĚ oĸce
space,͟ he saiĚ. ͞The training rooms were maĚe by knocking Ěown aĚjoining waůůs
of inĚiǀiĚuaů sůeeping quarters. If a training room neeĚeĚ to be ůarger it was just a
case of knocking Ěown more waůůs.͟
then the A&W was formeĚ in 1979, the name of the buiůĚing was oĸciaůůy renameĚ
the Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice Coůůege, anĚ courses were reǀampeĚ to aůign the new
organisaƟon anĚ its Ěuaů manĚate Ͷ naƟonaů inǀesƟgaƟons anĚ community
poůicing.
The accommoĚaƟon wing remains ůargeůy unchangeĚ from the originaů Įt-out anĚ
is maĚe up of mostůy singůe beĚrooms with a smaůů Ěesk anĚ warĚrobe, a sink, a
heater anĚ a winĚow. There were smaůů ůounge rooms at the intersecƟon of each
haůůway with toiůet anĚ shower faciůiƟes aĚjacent.

The AFP College has been
part of the lives of almost
all AFP recruits since
1979 and the beginning of
many policing careers and
friendships.

The Coůůege cůoseĚ for renoǀaƟons in May 1994 anĚ reopeneĚ in Noǀember 1996. &rom the beginning, the
renoǀaƟons were ĚesigneĚ to be sympatheƟc to the buiůĚing͛s heritage, ensuring the best aestheƟc ǀaůues of
the structure were maintaineĚ whiůe incorporaƟng moĚern communicaƟons, training anĚ hospitaůity faciůiƟes.
There were countůess innoǀaƟons maĚe insiĚe the buiůĚing incůuĚing a reǀamp of the sůeeping quarters to
moteů-styůe rooms compůete with ensuites. The most obǀious change was the aĚĚiƟon of a porƟco to the front
entrance anĚ the construcƟon of the centraů three-storey aǆis which houseĚ a much-neeĚeĚ centraůiseĚ grounĚ
Ňoor aĚministraƟǀe centre anĚ a two-storey ůibrary.
Aůso much neeĚeĚ was the 80-seat ůecture theatre ĮƩeĚ out with the ůatest auĚio-ǀisuaů equipment.
The Coůůege has gone from strength to strength, but it is much more than an inǀentory of bricks anĚ mortar. The
A&W Coůůege has been part of the ůiǀes of aůmost aůů A&W recruits since 1979 anĚ the beginning of many poůicing
careers anĚ frienĚships. As inĚiǀiĚuaů careers haǀe ĚeǀeůopeĚ, the Coůůege has půayeĚ a signiĮcant roůe in the
eĚucaƟon anĚ training of both sworn anĚ unsworn members. 'raĚuaƟon photographs are ĚispůayeĚ prouĚůy on
the waůůs in the western wing, anĚ the remainĚer of the buiůĚing is ĚecorateĚ with images anĚ objects of
signiĮcance to the A&W.

The insiĚe of a typicaů Barton Coůůege beĚroom in 1980
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum
The Commissioner͛s ining room is sƟůů useĚ for smaůů formaů
occasion Ͷ 2013

The front entry foyer to the Barton Coůůege Ͷ 2012
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Weston Police Complex opens
In August 1980 the A&W Serǀices Centre at teston ;the
teston Compůeǆ) was openeĚ by then Minister for
AĚministraƟǀe Serǀices :ohn Mc>eay anĚ
A&W Commissioner Sir Coůin tooĚs.
The teston Compůeǆ was buiůt to house ACT Woůicing, anĚ aůso proǀiĚeĚ
training rooms anĚ a paraĚe grounĚ where recruit graĚuaƟons were
heůĚ.

The recruit campus at teston was separate to the serǀices compůeǆ
which houseĚ traĸc operaƟons anĚ its maintenance garages, forensics,
informaƟon technoůogy anĚ Criminaů ZecorĚs.

&or a perioĚ of Ɵme the teston Compůeǆ aůso houseĚ Speciaůist
Zesponse anĚ Security, incůuĚing the TacƟcaů anĚ Bomb Zesponse
teams.

The A&W Museum occupieĚ what was preǀiousůy training space in
BuiůĚing '. &or seǀeraů years the A&W Museum proǀeĚ a popuůar
ĚesƟnaƟon for ůocaů anĚ interstate stuĚent eǆcursions unƟů the security
impůicaƟons of the September 11, 2001 terrorist aƩacks in the
hniteĚ States causeĚ the A&W to re-eǀaůuate pubůic access to aůů its
estabůishments.

In 2000 the forensic ůaboratory at the teston Compůeǆ was compůeteĚ.
The state-of-the-art ůaboratory was a tangibůe ĚemonstraƟon of the
increasing capabiůity anĚ sophisƟcaƟon of the A&W͛s forensic serǀices.
At the opening of the new faciůity, then A&W Commissioner Mick Waůmer
toůĚ Minister for :usƟce anĚ Customs AmanĚa sanstone that ͞A&W

Minister for AĚministraƟǀe Serǀices :ohn Mc>eay with
Sir Coůin tooĚs at the ceremony to mark the opening of the
A&W Serǀices Centre Ͷ 1980
/mage courtesy oĨ The Canberra Times
The A&W Serǀices Centre at teston ;the teston Compůeǆ)
was openeĚ by the Minister for AĚministraƟǀe Serǀices :ohn
Mc>eay seen here with Sir Coůin tooĚs ;anĚ Weter awson)
inspecƟng paraĚe members Ͷ 1980
/mage courtesy oĨ The Canberra Times

Ian Herbie Wrior, a Įrearms anĚ baůůisƟcs eǆpert, working out
of the teston Compůeǆ in the 1990s
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum
The A&W Museum at the teston Compůeǆ was open to the
pubůic for a perioĚ of Ɵme Ͷ circa 1990s
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum

forensic resources were now worůĚ-cůass͟, as were its scienƟsts, ciƟng a
smaůů but signiĮcant eǆampůe of this eǆperƟse͗ ͞uring the year A&W
scienƟsts ĚeǀeůopeĚ a technique to Ěetect Įngerprints on Ěiĸcuůt
surfaces such poůymer bank notes by the use of ǀacuum metaů
ĚeposiƟon technoůogy.͟
The teston Compůeǆ, which wiůů cůose in the coming years, sƟůů houses
A&W &orensic anĚ ata Centres. The &orensic &aciůity in Majura is Ěue to
open in arounĚ 2015.
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Random Breath Testing introduced
In 1982 when ranĚom breath tesƟng was introĚuceĚ it
was touteĚ as an aƩack on the working cůass anĚ anyone
who enjoyeĚ a beer at the ůocaů pub. ToĚay we creĚit
this moǀe with saǀing thousanĚs of ůiǀes anĚ signiĮcantůy
reĚucing the roaĚ toůů across the naƟon.
In &ebruary 1982 the &raser Cabinet consiĚereĚ the recommenĚaƟons
giǀen by the House of ZepresentaƟǀes commiƩee report ƟtůeĚ Alcohol͕
Drugs anĚ ZoaĚ ^aĨety. The Cabinet agreeĚ in principůe to support the
introĚucƟon of ranĚom breath tesƟng naƟonaůůy, aůthough eǆpresseĚ
͚graǀe reserǀaƟons͛ about the inǀasion of priǀacy inǀoůǀeĚ in tesƟng
ciƟǌens for aůcohoů.

ZoaĚ acciĚents in 1980-81 cost the Commonweaůth 'oǀernment
Ψ100 miůůion anĚ at ůeast one thirĚ of aĚuůts kiůůeĚ in roaĚ coůůisions haĚ
signiĮcant bůooĚ-aůcohoů ůeǀeůs.
ZanĚom breath tesƟng was introĚuceĚ in the ACT in ecember 1982
when the bůooĚ aůcohoů ůimit was 0.08.
The ͚Bůow in the Bag͛ breathaůyser was useĚ prior to the current
re-usabůe seůf-caůibraƟng units. A motorist was askeĚ to ͚bůow in the
bag͛ ĮƩeĚ with a tube containing Ěichromate crystaůs. If the crystaů
coůour changeĚ to green aboǀe the yeůůow ůine, the test was ĚeemeĚ
posiƟǀe. The motorist wouůĚ then aƩenĚ a poůice staƟon to unĚertake a
breathaůyser test, conĚucteĚ by a speciaůist operator. The breathaůyser
haĚ to be caůibrateĚ before anĚ aŌer each test.

NowaĚays
Ě
the
h technoůogy
h ů
in the
h new machines
h
;;introĚuceĚ
Ě Ě in 2006))
isn͛t that Ěiīerent from the machines in 1982, howeǀer they are much
more accurate anĚ can be useĚ many Ɵmes before neeĚing
recaůibraƟng, aůůowing many more eīecƟǀe ZBTs to be conĚucteĚ. AnĚ
there is no bůowing into a bag of crystaůs, just a tube.
ZanĚom breath tesƟng was a signiĮcant Ěeǀeůopment in society, anĚ
peopůe began to quesƟon the moraů anĚ sociaů impůicaƟons of
Ěrink-Ěriǀing.
AŌer more than three ĚecaĚes since poůice were giǀen powers to
ranĚomůy stop motorists͖ anĚ charging those that were founĚ to haǀe a

Wrior to the introĚucƟon of ranĚom breath tests ;or ZBTs) the naƟonaů
roaĚ toůů stooĚ at more than 3300 peopůe per year. In 2011 it haĚ faůůen
to fewer than 1400, Ěespite a huge increase in the number of peopůe
on the roaĚ anĚ kiůometres Ěriǀen.
&rom 2007–12 more than 540 000 ZBTs haǀe been conĚucteĚ by
ACT Woůicing. The number of ZBTs carrieĚ out by poůice has increaseĚ
signiĮcantůy oǀer the years, but motorists are sƟůů geƫng caught. In
1999, 1053 peopůe were chargeĚ by ACT Woůicing for Ěrink-Ěriǀing
oīences. In 2012, more than 1200 haĚ been chargeĚ.
Traĸc Infringement NoƟces were aůso introĚuceĚ in 1982.

The ͚bůow in the bag͛ breathaůyser introĚuceĚ in 1982
ACT Woůicing͛s ZBT truck was introĚuceĚ in 2001 to unĚertake
roaĚsiĚe operaƟons

bůooĚ-aůcohoů content oǀer their prescribeĚ ůimit through breath tests,
thousanĚs of ůiǀes are saiĚ to haǀe been saǀeĚ.

Traĸc KperaƟons set up an ZBT staƟon on
Commonweaůth Aǀenue Ͷ 2011

1984

Opening of Tuggeranong
Police Station

Milosevic family
murders

The Įrst Tuggeranong Woůice
StaƟon at rinĚaůe was openeĚ in
1982, the seconĚ poůice staƟon to
open in the ACT͛s most southern
region.

&or 15 years the buiůĚing serǀeĚ the ŇeĚging housing Ěeǀeůopments in the
Tuggeranong saůůey, which was quickůy eǆpanĚing.
The staƟon was originaůůy staīeĚ by one staƟon sergeant anĚ seǀen constabůes, to
cater for approǆimateůy 42 000 resiĚents of Tuggeranong. It operateĚ with onůy one
patroů car, coǀering morning anĚ aŌernoon shiŌs.
Wrior to the opening of Tuggeranong Woůice StaƟon, poůicing in Tuggeranong came
unĚer the commanĚ of the toĚen Woůice StaƟon.
The Ěoors to the new Tuggeranong Woůice StaƟon openeĚ for business in ecember
1997. The Ψ6 miůůion buiůĚing repůaceĚ the staƟon at nearby rinĚaůe, anĚ was buiůt on
the corner of Anketeůů Street anĚ SowarĚ tay in the newůy constructeĚ Tuggeranong
Town Centre, where it stanĚs toĚay.
The new staƟon was aůmost Įǀe Ɵmes the siǌe of the originaů staƟon, anĚ
accommoĚateĚ up to 120 staī. It aůso incůuĚeĚ a meĚicaů room, interǀiew rooms,
hoůĚing ceůůs, a gymnasium anĚ ůocker room anĚ eůectronic key access.

In 1984 ZaĚmiůa Miůoseǀic, her
Ěefacto husbanĚ Tony, anĚ their
two young chiůĚren were founĚ
murĚereĚ in their ZicharĚson
home, raising suspicions about
the true nature of a motor ǀehicůe
coůůision in ecember 1981 in
which two other members of the
same famiůy Ͷ sisters Ͷ haĚ ĚieĚ.
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AŌer reǀiewing the case ĚetecƟǀes Zick Ninness anĚ Tom McYuiůůen re-createĚ the
1981 singůe ǀehicůe coůůision. They founĚ that the coůůision was unůikeůy to haǀe
renĚereĚ the Miůoseǀic sisters unconscious or start a Įre, which the coroner haĚ
originaůůy consiĚereĚ to be the cause of the Ěeath.
The inǀesƟgaƟon ůeĚ to the boĚies of the two sisters eǆhumeĚ, estabůishing
concůusiǀeůy that they haĚ been murĚereĚ͖ shot prior to being půaceĚ in the car, anĚ
then set aůight.
A Yueanbeyan man, Aůůen Thompson, a famiůy frienĚ who haĚ been ĚaƟng one of the
Miůoseǀic sisters, was arresteĚ. ǀentuaůůy, he was founĚ guiůty of aůů siǆ murĚers anĚ
was sentenceĚ to siǆ terms of ůife imprisonment.
The inǀesƟgaƟon was the subject of a one-hour Ěocumentary in the &orensic
InǀesƟgators teůeǀision series which Įrst aireĚ in 2004. At the Ɵme of the murĚers
Thompson was beůieǀeĚ to be Austraůia͛s worst kiůůer.

SuperintenĚent Aůan Castůe was the Įrst to heaĚ up the new staƟon, with a staī of
76 responsibůe for Ěeůiǀering a fuůů range of poůicing serǀices to the then popuůaƟon of
90 000.

The originaů Tuggeranong Woůice StaƟon in rinĚaůe in the
earůy 1980s

&orensic oĸcers eǆhume the boĚies of two sisters thought to
haǀe ĚieĚ in a motor ǀehicůe coůůision Ͷ 1984
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1985

Neighbourhood
Watch in the ACT
In 1985 the Įrst NeighbourhooĚ
tatch program was introĚuceĚ
by ACT Woůicing in response to an
intense perioĚ of housebreakings,
armeĚ robberies anĚ motor
ǀehicůe theŌ. The program
eǆpanĚeĚ to 19 watch areas in
the same year.
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Hostage drama
in the CBD
By :uůy 1985 housebreakings haĚ reĚuceĚ consiĚerabůy
anĚ there was an increase in community awareness of
other criminaů acƟǀiƟes. Then A&W Commissioner Major
'eneraů Zon 'rey was moǀeĚ to teůů the minister͗ ͞The
ACT Zegion Ěeserǀes commenĚaƟon for its serǀice in
poůicing the ACT, in my ǀiew it is seconĚ-to-none in the
eīecƟǀe ůaw enforcement roůe of simiůar siǌe anĚ
structureĚ communiƟes within Austraůia.͟
NeighbourhooĚ tatch remains a ǀitaů a community-baseĚ
crime preǀenƟon program aimeĚ at the protecƟon of
property anĚ personaů safety at a ůocaů ůeǀeů.

At 3pm on 25 :anuary 1985, etecƟǀe
Sergeant Aůůan Heathcote anĚ ;then)
ectecƟǀe Senior Constabůe
'ary Cannon of the Criminaů
InǀesƟgaƟons Branch were on Ěuty
at City Woůice StaƟon when a caůů was
receiǀeĚ from Woůice CommunicaƟons
aĚǀising them of a hostage situaƟon
in progress. The inciĚent was taking
půace at a sports store ůocateĚ on the
Įrst Ňoor of a buiůĚing in ast Zow,
Canberra City.

It was reǀeaůeĚ that the sports store soůĚ guns anĚ ammuniƟon, anĚ that a man was
hoůĚing two hostages at gunpoint in the shop.
Sergeants Heathcote anĚ Cannon proceeĚeĚ to eǀacuate the enƟre street aůong
ast Zow anĚ corĚon-oī the area. Members from seǀeraů operaƟonaů areas of
ACT Woůicing incůuĚing generaů ĚuƟes, traĸc anĚ the Speciaů KperaƟons Team were
caůůeĚ in to proǀiĚe assistance. A commanĚ post was set up by Inspector
<eǀin McTaǀish in the Terminus Taǀern, ůocateĚ Ěirectůy unĚerneath the sports store.
Woůice NegoƟators were caůůeĚ to the scene anĚ maĚe contact with the man who was
in his earůy 20s. The man was Ěistraught oǀer the breakĚown of his reůaƟonship with
a girůfrienĚ, anĚ was hoůĚing the owner of the sports store anĚ a customer hostage.
The situaƟon ĚeteriorateĚ signiĮcantůy on seǀeraů occasions anĚ the young man
openeĚ Įre with a high powereĚ semi-automaƟc weapon, then ůegaůůy obtainabůe in
the ACT, on poůice ǀehicůes parkeĚ within sight of the shop. Seǀeraů of them were
baĚůy ĚamageĚ but no members of the pubůic or poůice were injureĚ or kiůůeĚ.
The ast Zow area of the Centraů Business istrict was paraůyseĚ for seǀeraů hours as
poůice negoƟateĚ paƟentůy with the man who eǀentuaůůy reůeaseĚ his hostages anĚ
surrenĚereĚ to poůice at about 3am the neǆt morning.

The NeighbourhooĚ tatch ůogo introĚuceĚ in the ACT in
1985

A young man openeĚ Įre on ǀehicůes Ěuring a 12-hour
hostage inciĚent in 1985
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1988

A visit from
Pope John Paul II

A new Parliament
House

Wope :ohn Wauů II arriǀeĚ in
Austraůia for a Įǀe-Ěay tour in
1986, with Canberra the Įrst city
on the much-anƟcipateĚ tour.

A unique arrangement between feĚeraů anĚ State poůice forces was brought into operaƟon to
ensure the safety of Wope.
The highůy-traineĚ composite unit compriseĚ three members from A&W WrotecƟon anĚ three
members from each of the other State anĚ Territory poůice forces incůuĚing ACT Woůicing.
A totaů of 24 oĸcers proǀiĚeĚ the Wope with 24-hour protecƟon.
Aůů were traineĚ in sIW protecƟon anĚ at any parƟcuůar moment, the Wope was unĚer the
cůose protecƟon of 12 men. A seconĚ team of 12 was inǀoůǀeĚ in a ůeapfrog operaƟon,
moǀing from the preǀious ǀenue to the one foůůowing.
Wůanning, for up to 150 000 peopůe, haĚ been unĚerway for some months before the Wope
toucheĚ Ěown in &airbairn. thiůe Church representaƟǀes preferreĚ a ǀenue of naƟonaů
signiĮcance for the Wapaů Mass, the mass was heůĚ at the Canberra Zace Course at the
insistence of ACT Woůicing, for seǀeraů operaƟonaů reasons incůuĚing parking, traĸc
management anĚ crowĚ controů.

Kn 9 May 1988 Her Majesty
Yueen ůiǌabeth II openeĚ the
permanent ;new) Warůiament
House on Capitaů Hiůů Ͷ the
anniǀersary of the opening of
both the Įrst &eĚeraů Warůiament
in Meůbourne on 9 May 1901
anĚ of the Wroǀisionaů ;KůĚ)
Warůiament House in Canberra in
1927.
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Wůanning for the eǀent was no ůess eǆtensiǀe or meƟcuůous than for the 1927 opening, but 1980s technoůogy
permiƩeĚ miůůions to share the eǆperience through ůiǀe teůeǀision broaĚcasts, ǀiĚeo recorĚings anĚ speciaů
coůour suppůements in major newspapers. AnĚ this Ɵme, it was the A&W anĚ ACT Woůicing who poůiceĚ the
eǀent.
A&W Commissioner at the Ɵme, Major 'eneraů ZonaůĚ 'rey, saiĚ that ͞Zesources wiůů be stretcheĚ when the
new Warůiament House opens. Its siǌe, compůeǆ Ěesign anĚ ůanĚscapeĚ grounĚs wiůů be Ěiĸcuůt to poůice,
parƟcuůarůy Ěuring ĚemonstraƟons ... anĚ wiůů reĚuce the totaů number of poůice aǀaiůabůe in the ACT for
uneǆpecteĚ emergent situaƟons͖ situaƟons that couůĚ weůů arise forcing the A&W to caůů on the NSt Woůice
&orce for assistance.͟
More than 500 A&W oĸcers were on Ěuty for the opening of the new Warůiament House, securing the buiůĚing
;cosƟng Ψ1.1 biůůion), protecƟng ǀisiƟng Ěignitaries, ensuring crowĚ controů, anĚ proǀiĚing traĸc ůaw
enforcement as weůů generaů ĚuƟes poůicing, in anĚ arounĚ Warůiament House.

Then Archbishop of Canberra anĚ 'ouůburn &rancis W. Carroůů wrote that ͞As host Archbishop
for the recent ǀisit to Canberra by Wope :ohn Wauů II͛͛ he wanteĚ to thank eǀeryone inǀoůǀeĚ
in enabůing the eǀent to be such a smooth-running, untroubůeĚ, joyous occasion.
More than 90 000 Canberrans aƩenĚeĚ the mass, with aůů security manageĚ by ACT Woůicing,
ůeĚ by Inspector Weter CurƟs as KperaƟonaů CommanĚer. The Įnaů resuůt was an aůmost
teǆt-book operaƟon.

Wope :ohn Wauů II greets fans at the Canberra Zace Course
Ͷ 1986
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum

More than 500 A&W oĸcers were on Ěuty for the opening of
Warůiament House in Austraůia͛s bicentenary in 1988
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A shopfront ﬁrst

1988
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Hold-up in the Canberra
Building Society
May 1988͗ A man aƩempteĚ
to commit frauĚ on a buiůĚing
society in Canberra city anĚ aŌer
threatening poůice with a .45
reǀoůǀer, :ohn Shakar, who haĚ
prior bank robbery conǀicƟons,
was shot ĚeaĚ.

Woůice haĚ stakeĚ out the Canberra BuiůĚing Society on the corner of Northbourne Aǀenue anĚ
BunĚa Street, aŌer a Ɵp-oī from staī. Mr Shakar haĚ preǀiousůy ĚepositeĚ a cheque for Ψ48 206
in an account he estabůisheĚ unĚer a faůse name. The cheque was one of a number reporteĚ
stoůen in a break-anĚ-enter in SyĚney.
then Mr Shakar returneĚ to withĚraw the funĚs, he was approacheĚ by ĚetecƟǀes anĚ
immeĚiateůy proĚuceĚ a gun orĚering them to the Ňoor. He then ran out of the bank anĚ aůong
Northbourne Aǀenue before ůeaping into an unaƩenĚeĚ Ěeůiǀery ǀan.
Mr Shakar was shot when he pointeĚ his gun at poůice from the Ěriǀer͛s seat. He ĚieĚ in the
ambuůance on the way to The Zoyaů Canberra Hospitaů.

In ecember 1988 Assistant
Commissioner Coůin tinchester
openeĚ Canberra͛s Įrst shopfront
Ͷ his ůast oĸciaů funcƟon
as CommanĚer ACT Zegion,
anĚ ironicaůůy, one of the Įrst
miůestones aůong the path to
reaůising his goaů of bringing
the A&W cůoser to the peopůe of
Canberra.

The shopfront faciůity in City taůk was ůocateĚ at the Mort Street enĚ of City taůk ;cůose to where <ing K͛Maůůey͛s
now stanĚs), in the heart of the centraů business Ěistrict, anĚ houseĚ the Įrst set of CůoseĚ Circuit Teůeǀision
monitors in Canberra.
SuperintenĚent Maů Mc'regor, responsibůe for the operaƟon of the Ciǀic ͚kiosk͛ saiĚ ͞the shopfront presents our
oĸcers with a concept of poůicing Ěiīerent to the normaů generaů ĚuƟes work ͙ waůking the beat aůůows poůice to
interact with other peopůe more frequentůy.͟
The shopfront concept can be traceĚ back to the formaƟon of Canberra͛s City Beat SquaĚ Ͷ ůeĚ by Sergeant Terry
Barry ;now ĚeceaseĚ) Ͷ which workeĚ out of the City Watroů Branch. The squaĚ was set up in Apriů 1988
speciĮcaůůy to unĚertake foot patroůs in anĚ arounĚ the city centre in response to increasing sociaů anĚ
behaǀiouraů probůems. The squaĚ was saiĚ to haǀe been createĚ foůůowing the brutaů murĚer of Bente Mosessen.
Her boĚy was ĚiscoǀereĚ in the hriarra &orest, to the west of Canberra, in Apriů that year. She haĚ been ůast seen
outsiĚe a nightcůub in Ciǀic.
The introĚucƟon of the City Beats SquaĚ haĚ encouraging resuůts, anĚ there was an immeĚiate steep Ěecůine in
the number of reporteĚ oīences.
In ecember 1997 the shopfront moǀeĚ from City taůk to ůarger premises in 'arema Wůace.
The 'arema Wůace faciůity was Ěe-commissioneĚ in May 2011, foůůowing a reǀiew of the eĸcacy of maintaining
that faciůity, anĚ the ůimiteĚ serǀices it then proǀiĚeĚ.
eputy Commissioner Zoy &armer waůks out of the City taůk
shopfront Ͷ 1988

Woůice anĚ oĸcers at the scene of the 1988 shooƟng

Constabůe Aůůison Hutcheson at the former 'arema Wůace
shopfront which was useĚ Ěuring peak perioĚs in the ůate
1990s
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1989-2013

The year 1989 markeĚ the enĚ of innocence
for the A&W, with the assassinaƟon of
Assistant Commissioner Coůin tinchester͖ in
charge of poůicing in the ACT at the Ɵme.
This era aůso witnesseĚ the rapiĚ emergence of ͚high
tech crime͛ anĚ the onůine worůĚ. Technoůogy, the
web, sociaů meĚia, aůů maĚe ůife easier, but aůso
createĚ a whoůe new ůanĚscape for criminaů
behaǀiour. AnĚ as criminaůs became more
sophisƟcateĚ, so ĚiĚ poůice.
Canberra conƟnueĚ to grow with ACT Woůicing
foůůowing suit.

As the community poůicing arm of the A&W,
ACT Woůicing ĚeǀeůopeĚ into a moĚern, highůy eīecƟǀe
poůice serǀice of 950-půus members Ͷ oŌen ůeaĚing
Austraůia in many progressiǀe iniƟaƟǀes.
The Ěeǀeůopment of the Autocite hanĚheůĚ ƟckeƟng
terminaů in 1994 was a worůĚ-Įrst. So was embeĚĚing
mentaů heaůth cůinicians within ACT Woůicing
KperaƟons. AnĚ there was the introĚucƟon of ZAWI
in 2010, automateĚ number půate recogniƟon
technoůogy, ůeaĚing the way in remoǀing the highest
risk takers Ͷ unregistereĚ ǀehicůes anĚ unůicenseĚ
Ěriǀers Ͷ from ACT roaĚs.
&iǀe poůice staƟons across the ACT anĚ a heaĚquarters
in Beůconnen housing ACT Woůicing KperaƟons,
ACT Woůicing Inteůůigence, Criminaů InǀesƟgaƟons anĚ a
number of support eůements, now proǀiĚe the fuůů
spectrum of poůicing serǀices to the peopůe of
Canberra.

ON DUTY — FOUNDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Foundations for
the future

The ACT Woůicing heaĚquarters Ͷ the tinchester
Woůice Centre in Beůconnen Ͷ was openeĚ in 1994,
anĚ new staƟons were buiůt in the areas of
Tuggeranong ;1997), 'ungahůin ;1998) anĚ toĚen
;2005), with the new Beůconnen Woůice StaƟon
opening in 2012.
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etecƟǀe Sergeant Bob >ehmann anĚ poůice with the car in
which Assistant Commissioner Coůin tinchester was shot in
his neighbour͛s Ěriǀeway Ͷ 1989
/mage courtesy oĨ :on eale

The murder of
Colin Winchester
It was, by any measure, a coůĚ-bůooĚeĚ
anĚ brutaů murĚer. Kn 10 :anuary 1989,
the ACT͛s top poůice oĸcer, Assistant
Commissioner Coůin tinchester, was shot
twice in the heaĚ at point-bůank range in his
neighbour͛s Ěriǀeway in eakin.
The murĚer shaƩereĚ the peace of a Canberra
summer anĚ reǀerberateĚ across the naƟon, inŇaming
pubůic opinion.
Coůin tinchester͛s Ěeath sparkeĚ one of the more
compůeǆ criminaů inǀesƟgaƟons in Austraůian history. It
ran for more than Įǀe years, with numerous ůines of
inquiry.
In 1995, aǀiĚ HaroůĚ astman, an aggrieǀeĚ former
pubůic serǀant, was founĚ guiůty of the murĚer by the
unanimous ǀerĚict of the jury, anĚ was sentenceĚ to
ůife imprisonment.
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The ǀerĚict was the cuůminaƟon of KperaƟon WAT, inǀoůǀing a ůarge team of
ACT Woůicing ĚetecƟǀes, ůeĚ by now-reƟreĚ etecƟǀe Chief SuperintenĚent
Zick Ninness. The case proǀeĚ that astman͛s moƟǀes were two-foůĚ Ͷ the Įrst
being his hatreĚ for those in the pubůic serǀice against whom he haĚ wageĚ a
proůongeĚ campaign, anĚ the seconĚ being perceiǀeĚ injusƟces resuůƟng from a
Ěispute with his neighbour.
The jury founĚ that Assistant Commissioner tinchester haĚ become the focaů
point of astman͛s rage.
The jury hearĚ that astman haĚ aƩenĚeĚ a brotheů on the night of the murĚer, but
this was not ĚeemeĚ a suĸcient aůibi for his moǀements that eǀening, anĚ the
conǀicteĚ man haĚ ǀery ůiƩůe recoůůecƟon of his own acƟons.
&orensic inǀesƟgaƟons reǀeaůeĚ that tinchester was shot with WMC-branĚ
ammuniƟon, ĮreĚ from a .22 caůibre Zuger 10ͬ22 semi-automaƟc riŇe ĮƩeĚ with a
siůencer. Subsequent forensic eǆaminaƟon of the boot of astman͛s car reǀeaůeĚ
resiĚue from WMC ammuniƟon which was saiĚ to be inĚisƟnguishabůe from resiĚue
at the murĚer scene.

astman͛s triaů began in the ACT Supreme Court on 2 May 1995 anĚ concůuĚeĚ seǀen months ůater.

Police were working on a
high-proﬁle investigation
complicated by mass
media interest, rumour
and innuendo. In addition
... they were investigating
the brutal slaying of one
of their own.

The inǀesƟgaƟon into Coůin tinchester͛s Ěeath was, in some ways, a coming-of-age for the A&W. Woůice were
working on a high-proĮůe inǀesƟgaƟon compůicateĚ by mass meĚia interest, rumour anĚ innuenĚo. In aĚĚiƟon to
this, the oĸcers were inǀesƟgaƟng the brutaů sůaying of one of their own, a stark reminĚer of the inherent risks
of the job.
Assistant Commissioner tinchester Įrst serǀeĚ in ůaw enforcement with the ACT Woůice anĚ then in both
naƟonaů anĚ community poůicing aŌer the A&W͛s formaƟon in 1979, for a totaů of 27 years. In 1977 he was
awarĚeĚ a NaƟonaů MeĚaů anĚ in 1987 the Austraůian Woůice MeĚaů in the Austraůia ay Honours.
͞An Austraůian in the best sense of the worĚ͟ is how then AcƟng Assistant Commissioner ;ACT Zegion) Aůan Miůůs
ĚescribeĚ Coůin tinchester. ͞Highůy regarĚeĚ ͙ harĚ working ͙ a ůarrikin ͙ anĚ a true professionaů.͟
Coůin tinchester was surǀiǀeĚ by his wife anĚ two chiůĚren. He remains the most senior pubůic oĸciaů, anĚ
poůice oĸcer, to be assassinateĚ in Austraůian history.
In 2012 astman was successfuů in securing a broaĚ-ranging inquiry into his conǀicƟon.

astman haĚ asserteĚ that he haĚ onůy bought guns because he haĚ been in fear of
his neighbour.
Assistant Commissioner Coůin tinchester͛s funeraů at St.
Christopher͛s CatheĚraů in Manuka Ͷ 1989
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum
Woůice proǀiĚe an oĸciaů escort at
Coůin tinchester͛s funeraů Ͷ 1989
/mage courtesy oĨ The Canberra Times

A půaque in memory of Assistant Commissioner
Coůin tinchester
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1991

Opium seized in
the ACT

AIDEX riots

In ecember 1990 a 27-year-oůĚ
Canberra man was chargeĚ with
cuůƟǀaƟng cannabis anĚ opium.

ACT Woůicing seiǌeĚ 133 opium půants, aůong with 85 cannabis půants. It was the Įrst
Ɵme poůice haĚ encountereĚ opium being grown in the ACT.
ArounĚ the same Ɵme a ĚeĚicateĚ rugs Team was estabůisheĚ, saiĚ to be a resuůt of
an increase in the preǀaůence of Ěrugs in society. The team is now ůeĚ by a sergeant
with 11 constabůes, speciĮcaůůy focusing on Ěrug inteůůigence anĚ high-ůeǀeů
inǀesƟgaƟons.
In the 2011-12 Įnanciaů year 22 peopůe were chargeĚ with manufacturing anĚ growing
Ěrugs in the ACT.

In Noǀember 1991 thousanĚs of
protesters bůockaĚeĚ the NaƟonaů
ǆhibiƟon Centre ;NATy) in
Canberra with the goaů of shuƫng
Ěown the Austraůian InternaƟonaů
efence ǆhibiƟon ;AIy ͛91).
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KrganiseĚ in the conteǆt of the Ěriǀe by the Austraůian >abor Warty to Ěoubůe ĚomesƟc miůitary eǆports
between 1987 anĚ 1992, the eǀent aƩracteĚ oǀerseas anĚ ĚomesƟc arms manufacturers anĚ buyers, as weůů
as up to 2000 protesters from across Austraůia.
A series of raůůies were heůĚ at Warůiament House, anĚ protestors campeĚ across the roaĚ from NATy anĚ
picketeĚ its main gates. TacƟcs as ǀarieĚ as ůying passiǀeůy on the roaĚ anĚ seƫng barricaĚes on Įre were
empůoyeĚ, causing much Ěebate Ěuring anĚ aŌer the eǀent.
There haĚ been a simiůar ĚemonstraƟon at the preǀious AIy eǆhibiƟon, heůĚ in 1989, which occurreĚ in
the wake of recent ĚisrupƟǀe protest acƟǀity arounĚ issues incůuĚing rainforest imports anĚ oůĚ-growth
ůogging as weůů as eǀents such as the Įrst 'uůf tar.
Kǀer 12 Ěays AIy ͛91 resuůteĚ in the highest number of arrests in the ACT since the sietnam era. Aůthough
the eǆhibiƟon was eǀentuaůůy abůe to go aheaĚ, the bůockaĚes causeĚ consiĚerabůe ĚisrupƟon.
MeĚia coǀerage was wiĚespreaĚ anĚ sensaƟonaů, ůeaĚing many protesters to compůain of misrepresentaƟon.
The protest was aůso markeĚ by aůůegaƟons of eǆtensiǀe poůice ǀioůence with
234 arrests were maĚe. &orty poůice oĸcers were injureĚ.

ACT Woůicing maĚe its Įrst opium seiǌure in the ACT in 1990

A protestor is remoǀeĚ by poůice Ěuring an AIy riot
Ͷ 1991
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum
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1993

New Jervis Bay
police station

Jolimont Centre
under siege

In :une 1993 a new poůice
staƟon was openeĚ in :erǀis Bay,
ĚesigneĚ speciĮcaůůy to compůy
with the recommenĚaƟons of the
Royal Commission into Aboriginal
Deaths in Custody report.

Through the A&W͛s ǆternaů Territories funcƟon, ACT Woůicing conƟnues to poůice the :erǀis Bay
Territory. A team of four oĸcers proǀiĚe the fuůů range of community poůicing serǀices incůuĚing
search anĚ rescue, within the smaůů, preĚominantůy InĚigenous community. ArounĚ 400 peopůe
now ůiǀe in the Territory.
The Įrst :erǀis Bay siůůage Woůice StaƟon was buiůt in 1956, anĚ was ůater rebuiůt in 1991. Its Ěoors
are now useĚ at the poůice staƟon coƩage at the historicaůůy-themeĚ tooůůamia siůůage Zetreat.
The :erǀis Bay Territory comprises about 6677 hectares on the southern shores of :erǀis Bay,
approǆimateůy 200 kiůometres south of SyĚney ;by roaĚ).

Kn 29 Noǀember 1993 a man
crasheĚ his uƟůity ǀehicůe through
the front gůass Ěoors of the
:oůimont Centre on Northbourne
Aǀenue in Canberra, shot at
poůice anĚ rescue workers, set
the buiůĚing aůight anĚ then kiůůeĚ
himseůf.
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>ater poůice ĚiscoǀereĚ that before the man ǀioůentůy gaineĚ entry to the siǆ-storey centre, he
haĚ shot anĚ injureĚ a swimming pooů centre manager in a Canberra suburb. 'as boƩůes were
wireĚ to eǆpůoĚe in his ǀehicůe, anĚ he threw burning petroů bombs in the main street of the
Countryůink traǀeů centre.
&iremen trieĚ to baƩůe the bůaǌe but were hampereĚ by the man shooƟng at them. torkers in
the upper Ňoors of the buiůĚing were heůpeĚ out of a smasheĚ siĚe winĚow anĚ Ěown a ůaĚĚer
unĚer the protecƟon of poůice.
As poůice surrounĚeĚ the buiůĚing, with weapons Ěrawn, the gas cyůinĚers eǆpůoĚeĚ, showering
gůass into the main street.
then the Įres were brought unĚer controů, ACT Woůicing͛s speciaůist tacƟcaů team, wearing
breathing masks, entereĚ the buiůĚing to ĮnĚ the man ĚeaĚ. He haĚ shot himseůf in the
stomach anĚ his boĚy was baĚůy burneĚ.

The new :erǀis Bay Territory Woůice StaƟon, buiůt on the site
of the preǀious staƟon, openeĚ in :une 1993
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum

Kĸcers at the scene of the 1993 :oůimont siege
/mage courtesy oĨ The Canberra Times
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100 years of policing
in the ACT

1994

Opening of
Winchester Police
Centre
The tinchester Woůice Centre in
Beůconnen was oĸciaůůy openeĚ
in 1994, nameĚ in memory of
Assistant Commissioner
Coůin tinchester, who became
Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT in
1987, anĚ was murĚereĚ in 1989.

The centre cost Ψ8 miůůion to rebuiůĚ anĚ co-ůocateĚ preǀiousůy separateĚ areas of ACT Woůicing
in the one buiůĚing.
The ageing tinchester Woůice Centre remains ACT Woůicing͛s heaĚquarters anĚ houses Criminaů
InǀesƟgaƟons, ACT Woůicing Inteůůigence anĚ ACT Woůicing KperaƟons, as weůů as support
funcƟons incůuĚing MeĚia anĚ Wubůic ngagement, Ministeriaů anĚ KperaƟonaů Support,
&inance anĚ >ogisƟcs anĚ Human Zesources.

ǆterior of the tinchester Woůice Centre Ͷ 2013
&ormer Commissioner Mick Waůmer ;centre) with members
of ACT Woůicing at the opening of the tinchester Woůice
Centre in 1994
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Sergeant Zobin theeůer with his Autocite before its
introĚucƟon in 1994

Introduction of
Autocite
The rouƟne paper-baseĚ pracƟce of issuing
Traĸc Infringement NoƟces ;TINs) in the
ACT changeĚ ĚramaƟcaůůy to a
worůĚ-cůass proceĚure in ecember 1994
with the introĚucƟon of the ͚Autocite͛ Ͷ a
computeriseĚ infringement system.
The introĚucƟon of Autocite was a genuine
internaƟonaů iniƟaƟǀe for the A&W, as it was the onůy
poůice serǀice at the Ɵme to introĚuce hanĚheůĚ
computer terminaůs capabůe of issuing muůƟpůe types
of infringements, incůuĚing TINs, Warking Infringement
NoƟces anĚ Traĸc CauƟons.
It was in earůy 1993 that Sergeant Zobin theeůer
půaceĚ a proposaů before a combineĚ A&W anĚ
Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice AssociaƟon working party to
Ěeǀeůop the Autocite. The group haĚ sought to
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iĚenƟfy cost saǀings of 2 per cent within the poůice buĚget for the 1994–95
Įnanciaů year. The project was iĚenƟĮeĚ by the working party as one proposaů
which wouůĚ assist to Ěeůiǀer cost saǀings, anĚ was referreĚ to
Assistant Commissioner Weter awson, then Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT, for
consiĚeraƟon.
An important feature of the iniƟaƟǀe was that the system wouůĚ increase poůice
proĚucƟǀity by reĚucing the Ɵme members spent at the staƟon manuaůůy aĚĚing
infringements, anĚ wouůĚ aůso reůieǀe staī members of the requirement to enter
TINs manuaůůy on the A&W mainframe. In some cases, poůice were spenĚing up to
two hours at staƟons, entering TINs into the computer system.
͞tith the new hanĚheůĚ terminaůs, poůice wouůĚ be abůe to ĚownůoaĚ their noƟces
within minutes, aůůowing them to remain on patroů for ůonger perioĚs of Ɵme,͟
Sergeant theeůer saiĚ in his project brief.
Assistant Commissioner awson referreĚ the proposaů to the ACT 'oǀernment
where it receiǀeĚ the fuůů support of AƩorney-'eneraů Terry Connoůůy, anĚ the
Minister responsibůe for hrban Serǀices aǀiĚ >amont. Members from Transport
ZeguůaƟon anĚ the A&W formeĚ a commiƩee to assist in the Ěeǀeůopment of the
new system.

The originaů cost of Ěeǀeůoping Autocite was Ψ310 000.

The introduction of
Autocite was a genuine
international initiative for
the AFP, as it was the only
police service at the time
to introduce handheld
computer terminals
capable of issuing multiple
types of infringements.

The introĚucƟon of the Autocite was a worůĚ-Įrst
computeriseĚ system capabůe of issuing muůƟpůe types of
infringements Ͷ 2004

The impůementaƟon team, comprising then Senior Constabůes Mike Barber anĚ 'abby Toscan, anĚ ůeĚ by
now-reƟreĚ Sergeant theeůer, roůůeĚ-out the iniƟaů 32 terminaůs.
In 1996 the A&W was recogniseĚ for its innoǀaƟon with the awarĚing of a 'oǀernment Technoůogy WroĚucƟǀity
Siůǀer AwarĚ.
espite iniƟaů scepƟcism, the Autocite system has issueĚ some 600 000 infringement noƟces since its incepƟon,
which now aůso incůuĚes Criminaů Infringement NoƟces such as ͚Ěeface pubůic premises͛.
Kne of the project insƟgators, ;now) Sergeant Mike Barber, conƟnues to be the point-of-caůů to this Ěay for
technicaů Autocite issues anĚ saiĚ that prior to the system members reůieĚ on a hanĚ-wriƩen, paper-baseĚ
infringement system, which is sƟůů the case in many States anĚ Territories incůuĚing NSt.
͞Autocite has reaůůy changeĚ the way we Ěo business, it͛s harĚ to beůieǀe eǀer being without it,͟ Sergeant Barber
saiĚ.
The ACT remains the onůy jurisĚicƟon with the funcƟonaůity to issue muůƟpůe infringement types using a
hanĚheůĚ computer.

Now reƟreĚ Sergeant Zobin theeůer anĚ ;then) Senior
Constabůes 'abby Toscan anĚ Mike Barber on receiǀing the
'oǀernment Technoůogy WroĚucƟǀity Siůǀer AwarĚ Ͷ 1996
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1996

Parliament House
demonstrations

Crime Stoppers ACT

The Austraůian Counciů of TraĚe
hnions͛ caůůeĚ the ͚caǀaůcaĚe
to Canberra͛ raůůieĚ to protest
against the inĚustriaů reůaƟons
reform agenĚa of the
>iberaů-NaƟonaů CoaůiƟon HowarĚ
'oǀernment in :uůy 1996.

The protest began with senior Austraůian TraĚe hnion oĸciaůs incůuĚing ACT hnion WresiĚent
:ennie 'eorge anĚ Assistant Secretary 'reg Combet as weůů as senior members of the
Austraůian >abor Warty raůůying from a poĚium outsiĚe the front of Warůiament House.
The iniƟaůůy peacefuů protest ĚeteriorateĚ into ǀioůent acƟon when a new group of
Ěemonstrators arriǀeĚ anĚ joineĚ by others, as weůů as those from the main protest, aƩackeĚ
the entrance to Warůiament House, trying to force their way in.
Members of ACT Woůicing aůong with tacƟcaů anĚ speciaůůy traineĚ pubůic orĚer oĸcers
responĚeĚ to the inciĚent.
ArounĚ 90 peopůe were injureĚ. amage to the forecourt anĚ foyer of Warůiament House was
iniƟaůůy esƟmateĚ at Ψ75 000 anĚ the Warůiamentary Shop was robbeĚ.
Nine rioters were arresteĚ anĚ chargeĚ with a range of oīences.

ACT Region Crime Stoppers was
oĸciaůůy ůauncheĚ in 1996 to
coǀer the areas of Canberra,
Yueanbeyan, BungenĚore, zass,
'ouůburn anĚ Cooma.
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Crime Stoppers originateĚ in New Meǆico in the hniteĚ States in 1976 when a frustrateĚ ĚetecƟǀe
caůůeĚ for pubůic assistance for a murĚer through a ůocaů teůeǀision network. A rewarĚ was oīereĚ
through an anonymous ͚Ɵps ůine͛, as peopůe were not wiůůing to taůk to poůice for fear, anĚ aŌer siǆ
weeks, there were sƟůů no ůeaĚs. tithin 72 hours of the program going to air, a member of the
pubůic phoneĚ in, anĚ the kiůůers were subsequentůy arresteĚ.
In Austraůia, the community poůicing iniƟaƟǀe began in sictoria in 1987, anĚ was operaƟng
Austraůia-wiĚe by 1998.
tithin ACT Woůicing it was etecƟǀe Senior Constabůe erek 'ough who championeĚ the cause,
anĚ eǀentuaůůy receiǀeĚ eǆecuƟǀe approǀaů to traiů the program͗ ͞It was Ěiīerent back then, to ask
the pubůic to proǀiĚe informaƟon, anĚ to then giǀe a rewarĚ for it, ůet aůone through a thirĚ party.
͞There were concerns arounĚ paying criminaůs for informaƟon, about the ůegiƟmacy of seconĚhanĚ informaƟon, about pubůic inǀoůǀement, but I thought, what a great iĚea, anything that couůĚ
heůp us soůǀe a crime was worth the eīort. AŌer aůů, poůice can͛t be eǀerywhere, or know
eǀerything!͟
The partnership between poůice, the meĚia anĚ the community is one that encourages anonymous
reporƟng on criminaů acƟǀity or persons of interest through the 1800 333 000 Crime Stoppers
teůephone serǀice. The anonymity of the serǀice eůiminates fear of inǀoůǀement or retaůiaƟon, with
no Ěirect inǀoůǀement in the inǀesƟgaƟǀe process. InformaƟon is then passeĚ on to poůice.
ZewarĚs, of Ψ1000, are sƟůů proǀiĚeĚ for informaƟon that ůeaĚs to an arrest.

Wrotestors broke away from a raůůy organiseĚ by the
Austraůian Counciů of TraĚe hnions anĚ trieĚ to force their
way into the naƟonaů Warůiament of Austraůia Ͷ 1996
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum

The weůů-recogniseĚ Crime Stoppers ůogo was refresheĚ in
2012
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Establishment of
Gay and Lesbian
Liaison Ofﬁcers
In 1996 ACT Woůicing began a
three-month 'ay anĚ >esbian
Contact Kĸcer piůot scheme out
of City Woůice StaƟon to improǀe
the reůaƟonship with the gay anĚ
ůesbian community.

1997

Operation AQUATIC
The team Ͷ of one maůe anĚ one femaůe oĸcer Ͷ aůong with the success of the piůot
program within the community paǀeĚ the way for further Ěeǀeůopment of the network
within the A&W.
In 1997 the A&W renameĚ the program to the 'ay anĚ >esbian >iaison Kĸcers ;'>>K)
to aůign with other poůice jurisĚicƟons.
In 1998 the inauguraů two-Ěay training workshop was introĚuceĚ, ĚeůiǀereĚ by
members of the NSt Woůice &orce, anĚ in September 2012 the ͚Seǆuaůity anĚ iǀersity͛
training package to proǀiĚe awareness training on gay, ůesbian, biseǆuaů, transgenĚer
anĚ interseǆ community ;'>BTI) issues was ůauncheĚ.
Kǀer the years the network has grown in strength anĚ ĚeǀeůopeĚ structure anĚ
protocoůs that support inĚiǀiĚuaůs anĚ managers within the A&W anĚ members of the
'>BTI, within the community poůicing arena.
The A&W '>>K network now has more than 120 registereĚ members who haǀe
unĚertaken speciĮc training to support their '>>K roůe. The A&W has been recogniseĚ
on seǀeraů occasions for its commitment to Ěiǀersity.

Sergeant eůia Yuigůey with A&W Commissioner
Tony Negus at the 15th anniǀersary of the '>>K network
Ͷ 2011

KperaƟon AYhATIC was the
inǀesƟgaƟon into the murĚer
of hůrike ͚Ricky͛ Conway in May
1997 which resuůteĚ in the arrest
of four peopůe, incůuĚing her
husbanĚ, a serǀing member of
the A&W at the Ɵme.

The mother of two was founĚ ĚeaĚ in her Canberra home in ǀaƩ. Woůice suspecteĚ Ricky haĚ
commiƩeĚ suiciĚe unƟů inǀesƟgators Ͷ anĚ one ĚetecƟǀe Ben Cartwright Ͷ noƟceĚ
something unusuaů, the toiůet seat haĚ been ůeŌ up, eǀen though Ricky haĚ been home aůone
aůů weekenĚ.
&rom this iniƟaů obserǀaƟon, suspicions grew anĚ an eǆhausƟǀe inǀesƟgaƟon was ůauncheĚ
into her Ěeath. Some thought the ĚetecƟǀes were wasƟng their Ɵme, parƟcuůarůy as they
began to focus on one of their own. espite criƟcism, the inǀesƟgaƟon conƟnueĚ.
&our peopůe were conǀicteĚ anĚ sentenceĚ to terms of imprisonment ranging from 18 to
24 years. The case Ěrew much meĚia aƩenƟon because of the botcheĚ aƩempt to make the
murĚer appear to be a Ěrug oǀerĚose anĚ because her husbanĚ, :ohn Conway, was an A&W
oĸcer.
The story behinĚ the inǀesƟgaƟon was ĚocumenteĚ in :ohn Suter >inton͛s noǀeů An Almost
WerĨect Durder in 2006.

A page from :ohn Suter >inton͛s noǀeů An Almost WerĨect
Durder Ͷ 2006
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A baůůoon marker is useĚ at the scene of the ThreaĚbo
ůanĚsůiĚe Ͷ 1997

Thredbo landslide
Kn 30 :uůy 1997 Austraůia͛s worst ůanĚsůiĚe
occurreĚ when a ůarge secƟon of steep
mountainsiĚe beůow the Aůpine tay roaĚ
coůůapseĚ immeĚiateůy aboǀe part of
ThreĚbo Ski siůůage in NSt. About 3000
tonnes of earth, rock anĚ trees sůiĚ Ěown
the steep sůope, compůeteůy Ěestroying the
Carinya >oĚge, anĚ then the BimbaĚeen
>oĚge muůƟ-ůeǀeů buiůĚings.
At 12.45am, ThursĚay 31 :uůy, a caůů was receiǀeĚ by
the ACT Woůicing͛s Search anĚ Rescue team that its
members wouůĚ be neeĚeĚ to assist in recoǀery
eīorts. tithin the hour, eight members were
equippeĚ anĚ on their way.
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In the earůy hours of the rescue it was beůieǀeĚ that between 15 anĚ 30 peopůe
were missing in what ACT Woůicing͛s Sergeant tarren tiůůiamson ĚescribeĚ as a
scene from his worst nightmare.
The Search anĚ Rescue team joineĚ forces with NSt Woůice Rescue from 'ouůburn
to immeĚiateůy eǀacuate the area anĚ begin rescue eīorts. ArounĚ 100 emergency
workers were on site with more on route coming from SyĚney, 'ouůburn, Cooma,
toůůongong anĚ the ACT.
Rescue eīorts were hampereĚ by seǀeraů further minor sůiĚes. The harsh
enǀironment, steepness of the hiůů anĚ the instabiůity of the site unĚer Ěarkness
poseĚ Ěanger to emergency serǀices personneů which ĚeůayeĚ rescue eīorts.
It was onůy aŌer iniƟaů assessments were maĚe of the coůůapseĚ structure that ǀoiĚ
areas anĚ eīecƟǀe search methoĚs couůĚ be carrieĚ out to Ěetect the ůocaƟon of
trappeĚ ǀicƟms. Knůy then was Ěriůůing through sůabs anĚ inserƟng cameras
possibůe.

Rescuers conƟnueĚ remoǀing Ěebris piece-by-piece as surǀeyors conƟnuaůůy monitoreĚ minute-by-minute
moǀements of the Ěebris. RepeateĚ sweeps with thermaů imaging cameras faiůeĚ to reǀeaů any signs of ůife.

The 13-member rescue
team from ACT Policing
played a major role in
rescue efforts, with
general duties police also
providing site security and
general crowd control.

Kn SaturĚay 2 August, anĚ aŌer 55 hours, morning news buůůeƟns erupteĚ with the news that a ǀoice haĚ been
hearĚ anĚ that a surǀiǀor haĚ been ůocateĚ. Site controůůer, Sergeant tiůůiamson, anĚ NSt &ire BrigaĚe oĸcer
Steǀe Hirst, haĚ hearĚ ski instructor Stuart iǀer͛s caůůs from beneath the rubbůe. tithin an hour Sergeant
tiůůiamson anĚ ;then) Senior Constabůes Steǀe Neuhaus anĚ Weter aǀis, aůong with other rescue operators
incůuĚing NSt parameĚic Wauů &eatherstone, haĚ gaineĚ entry.
iǀer was burieĚ unĚer three huge concrete sůabs, 2.5 metres beůow the rubbůe.
Sergeant tiůůiamson as site controůůer in charge of iǀer͛s rescue, was responsibůe for půanning anĚ controůůing
his eǆtracƟon. ACT Woůicing͛s ;then) AcƟng Sergeant Mick Traǀers was responsibůe as site controůůer for the
remainĚer of the site.
The painstaking eǆtracƟon took aůmost 12 hours anĚ by the Ɵme iǀer was cůear of the Ěebris, he haĚ surǀiǀeĚ
aůmost 66 hours beneath the rubbůe.
The 13-member rescue team from ACT Woůicing půayeĚ a major roůe in rescue eīorts, with generaů ĚuƟes poůice
aůso proǀiĚing site security anĚ generaů crowĚ controů.

hnĚer the commanĚ of NSt Woůice CommanĚer Chief SuperintenĚent Bruce
:ohnson the rescue team was preĚominantůy maĚe up of the NSt Woůice &orce,
&ire BrigaĚe, Ambuůance anĚ State mergency Serǀice members with their numbers
augmenteĚ by their counterparts in the ACT.

ighteen peopůe, incůuĚing iǀer͛s wife, ĚieĚ in the ůanĚsůiĚe.

The army of rescuers anĚ support crew grew to arounĚ 400 at its peak Ͷ a rescue
scenario unpreceĚenteĚ at the Ɵme in Austraůia.
Aůso growing in siǌe by the minute was the meĚia conƟngent anĚ ůiǀe teůeǀision
coǀerage. In a few short moments ThreĚbo haĚ been thrust into worůĚ heaĚůines.

Rescue workers conƟnueĚ searching into the night Ͷ 1997

The ůate night teůeǀision buůůeƟns carrieĚ the grim aĚǀice from poůice that the
chance of ĮnĚing anyone aůiǀe in the rubbůe was ͞inĮnitesimaůůy smaůů͟, but
rescuers wouůĚ conƟnue to work in the hope that a miracůe wouůĚ happen.

Sergeant tarren tiůůiamson ;in white oǀeraůůs) Ěuring rescue
eīorts Ͷ 1997

Members of the ACT͛s Search anĚ Rescue team at ThreĚbo͗
Steǀe Sargent, Mark >aing, Tim Roberts, Cameron MiƩer,
'aǀin Thomas ;back), Weter >aiĚůaw, RoĚger Braun, <ate
&itǌpatrick, Ian thyte, saů anĚ Rob &raser ;Crackenback
>oĚge owners), tarren tiůůiamson, 'aǀin <earny ;miĚĚůe),
Steǀe Neuhaus, RoĚ AnĚerson, Bob teise, Mick Traǀers,
Mark hsback, RoĚ Carter anĚ Weter aǀis ;front)
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Hospital implosion
tragedy
:uůy 13, 1997͗ 12-year-oůĚ
<aƟe BenĚer ůost her ůife when
the impůosion of the oůĚ
Royaů Canberra Hospitaů went
tragicaůůy wrong.

ArounĚ 100 000 Canberrans gathereĚ arounĚ >ake Burůey 'riĸn to watch the hospitaů where
many of them were born, ͚impůoĚe͛ to make way for the NaƟonaů Museum of Austraůia.
The ACT 'oǀernment stageĚ the eǀent as a ceůebraƟon, a moǀe forwarĚ for Canberra, anĚ was
wiĚeůy pubůisheĚ. A ůocaů raĚio staƟon heůĚ a compeƟƟon ůeaĚing up to the eǀent, with the
winner granteĚ the right to push the půunger that set oī the bůast.
ACT Woůicing haĚ been working with the ACT 'oǀernment in a water operaƟons anĚ crowĚ
controů capacity, anĚ in respect to major eǀent půanning, but was ůater requireĚ to inǀesƟgate
the tragic inciĚent.
The main buiůĚing ĚiĚ not fuůůy Ěisintegrate howeǀer, anĚ haĚ to be ůater manuaůůy ĚemoůisheĚ.
&ar worse, the eǆpůosion was not containeĚ on the site anĚ ůarge pieces of Ěebris were
projecteĚ towarĚs spectators situateĚ 500 metres away on the opposite siĚe of the ůake, in a
ůocaƟon that noboĚy consiĚereĚ unsafe or inappropriate.
A series of systemaƟc faiůures outůineĚ in the coroner͛s report were responsibůe, shrapneů from
the eǆpůosion was thrown more than 400 metres across the ůake. <aƟe, who haĚ gone there
with her famiůy, was struck in the heaĚ with a 1 kiůogram piece of steeů, reporteĚůy traǀeůůing at
150 kiůometresͬseconĚ. She ĚieĚ instantůy.
Nine other peopůe were injureĚ, anĚ ůarge fragments of masonry anĚ metaů were founĚ
650 metres from the ĚemoůiƟon site.
The Royaů Canberra Hospitaů impůoĚes whiůe spectators ůook
on Ͷ 1997
A půume of water rises when masonry bůown cůear of the
impůoĚing Royaů Canberra Hospitaů enters >ake Burůey 'riĸn
Ͷ 1997
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A letter bomb affair

Bega school girl murders
Kn 6 Kctober 1997, 14-year-oůĚ
>auren Margaret Barry anĚ
16-year-oůĚ Nicoůe mma Coůůins of
Bega, NSt, were abĚucteĚ by two
men, rapeĚ anĚ seǆuaůůy assauůteĚ
seǀeraů Ɵmes, anĚ murĚereĚ.
Kǀer a 12-hour perioĚ the girůs
were Ěriǀen seǀeraů hunĚreĚ
kiůometres from Bega to &iĚĚůer͛s
'reen Creek in sictoria, where they
were stabbeĚ to Ěeath.

Kn 25 Kctober 1997, ACT Woůicing ůocateĚ a car stoůen by the two men in Canberra.
The ǀehicůe was searcheĚ anĚ poůice ĚiscoǀereĚ maps of the Bega area anĚ items
beůonging to one >inĚsay BeckeƩ. BeckeƩ was arresteĚ two Ěays ůater on car theŌ
charges anĚ remanĚeĚ in custoĚy. etecƟǀes from ACT Woůicing interǀieweĚ >esůie
Camiůůeri the foůůowing Ěay. Both men ĚenieĚ any knowůeĚge of the girů͛s abĚucƟon
anĚ murĚer.
Kn 12 Noǀember the same year, poůice again interǀieweĚ BeckeƩ, who maĚe a fuůů
confession anĚ agreeĚ to take poůice to the crime scene at &iĚĚůer͛s 'reen Creek
where the remains of the girůs͛ boĚies were founĚ.
A Ɵny but cruciaů piece of eǀiĚence was aůso founĚ. The men haĚ thrown the murĚer
weapon oī Commonweaůth Aǀenue BriĚge into >ake Burůey 'riĸn.

>abeůůeĚ as the ͞man who heůĚ
the naƟon to ransom͟ with a
ůeƩerbomb campaign, Coůin
unstan, a former empůoyee of
the Austraůian TaǆaƟon Kĸce,
sparkeĚ a reign of terror in the
ACT, anĚ across Austraůia, in ůate
1998.

The Canberra man͛s faiůeĚ eǆtra maritaů aīair triggereĚ his rampage, senĚing packages of hate
to 28 ǀicƟms in Meůbourne, SyĚney anĚ Canberra, pubůic serǀants whom he beůieǀeĚ haĚ
wrongeĚ him. The naƟon came to a haůt for four Ěays just before Christmas 1998 as fear spreaĚ
through oĸces, ůeaĚing to mass eǀacuaƟons.
A naƟon-wiĚe aůert was issueĚ aŌer 22 bombs were ĚiscoǀereĚ at the &yshwick Maiů Centre.
Kne of the bombs, the siǌe of a computer Ěisc, eǆpůoĚeĚ, injuring a postaů worker.
unstan was targeƟng coůůeagues anĚ superiors at the Austraůian TaǆaƟon Kĸce where he haĚ
been sackeĚ͖ 17 000 taǆ oĸcers anĚ their famiůies were warneĚ not to open maiů in their
homes or in the oĸce.
The 43-year-oůĚ was ĚiscoǀereĚ by ACT ĚetecƟǀes in a buĚget moteů in south Canberra. He haĚ
posteĚ the 28 bombs on 1 ecember 1998 anĚ was arresteĚ four Ěays ůater on 4 ecember.

͞The weapon Ͷ founĚ by poůice Ěiǀer Mick 'orĚon Ěuring an unĚerwater search Ͷ
was a Ɵny spiĚer knife that couůĚ Įt into the paům of your hanĚ Ͷ but we founĚ it,͟
Sergeant Aůůen >e >ieǀre who was working in tater KperaƟons at the Ɵme saiĚ.

unstan was founĚ guiůty in the ACT Supreme Court in 2000 on muůƟpůe charges of posƟng an
eǆpůosiǀe anĚ aƩempƟng to inŇict grieǀous boĚiůy harm.

Career criminaůs with ǀioůent pasts, >esůie Camiůůeri anĚ >inĚsay BeckeƩ, who were
both ůiǀing in zass just outsiĚe of Canberra at the Ɵme of the murĚers, were
sentenceĚ to ůife imprisonment. BeckeƩ receiǀeĚ a non-paroůe perioĚ of 35 years.

AŌer nearůy 20 years, in 2012 unstan won a ůegaů baƩůe for worker͛s compensaƟon, which
began in the 1990s, for Ěepression suīereĚ in the aŌermath of his aīair with his coůůeague.

He was jaiůeĚ for nine years anĚ was reůeaseĚ in Apriů 2008.

This inciĚent is sƟůů consiĚereĚ Austraůia͛s most notorious ůeƩer bombing case.

>auren Margaret Barry anĚ Nicoůe mma Coůůins in 1997

The ůeƩer bombs posteĚ by unston in 1998
/mage courtesy oĨ the AFW Duseum
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A Policing
Arrangement
for the ACT

Revolver to Glock
As the NSt Woůice &orce anĚ
YueensůanĚ Woůice graĚuaůůy
shiŌeĚ to 'ůocks, the Ěecision
was maĚe in 1998 for aůů A&W
sworn oĸcers to foůůow suit anĚ
carry the moĚern, seůf-ůoaĚing,
reůiabůe pistoůs.

The Ěecision foůůoweĚ a tragic inciĚent, when in :uůy 1995 two young NSt Woůice oĸcers aƩenĚeĚ what
appeareĚ to be a rouƟne ĚomesƟc Ěispute in the North Coast town of Crescent HeaĚ.
The maůe oīenĚer inǀoůǀeĚ, :ohn Mc'owan, ĚresseĚ in camouŇage anĚ půaying out what was ĚescribeĚ ůater in
court as a ͞miůitary games fantasy͟, was armeĚ with a riŇe. tithout hesitaƟon, he kiůůeĚ Constabůe Robert Spears
with a shot to the heaĚ.
AŌer a brief eǆchange of gunĮre with the assaiůant, the seconĚ oĸcer, Constabůe Weter AĚĚison, nerǀousůy
aƩempteĚ to reůoaĚ his Smith anĚ tesson reǀoůǀer. It was a fataů error, with AĚĚison shot anĚ kiůůeĚ by
Mc'owan as he fumbůeĚ with his reǀoůǀer͛s spare ammuniƟon. Mc'owan ůater took his own ůife.
Among the many recommenĚaƟons which resuůteĚ from that tragic inciĚent was that seůf-ůoaĚing pistoůs anĚ
magaǌines be issueĚ to poůice. The poůice-issueĚ Įrearm, a use-of-force opƟon which is rareůy ĮreĚ but when
neeĚeĚ most, haĚ to be eīortůess anĚ fooůproof in its operaƟon.
Since its incepƟon in 1979, the same type of Smith anĚ tesson reǀoůǀer haĚ been issueĚ to aůů A&W sworn
oĸcers, anĚ was common among poůice serǀices arounĚ Austraůia. A&W ĚetecƟǀes were oīereĚ the opƟon of a
Įǀe-shot, snub-noseĚ moĚeů which couůĚ be beƩer conceaůeĚ in a shouůĚer hoůster unĚer a suit coat, whiůe
uniformeĚ oĸcers carrieĚ the ůonger-barreůůeĚ, siǆ-shot ǀersion in a hoůster on their hip.

Kn 15 March 2000 Minister for
:usƟce anĚ Customs AmanĚa
sanstone together with
ACT Minister for :usƟce anĚ
Community Safety
'ary Humphries signeĚ a new
poůicing arrangement for the
proǀision of community poůicing
serǀices to the ACT, by the A&W.

thiůe arrangements were maĚe in 1989 at the Įrst siƫng of the ACT >egisůaƟǀe Assembůy,
when seůf-goǀernment was introĚuceĚ, the new agreement supporteĚ a range of new
accountabiůity measures. It aůso enabůeĚ the Ěeǀeůopment of an annuaů Wurchase Agreement
with the ACT 'oǀernment specifying serǀices to be proǀiĚeĚ to the community.
The arrangement aůůoweĚ the ACT 'oǀernment to haǀe substanƟaů input on behaůf of its
community to the goaůs anĚ objecƟǀes of ACT Woůicing, the appointment of the Chief Woůice
Kĸcer anĚ the ĚeterminaƟon, through the buĚget process, of the ůeǀeů of serǀices proǀiĚeĚ.
The arrangement, known as the Wolicing Arrangement, conƟnues to be in půace to this Ěay, with
the most recent arrangement signeĚ by A&W Commissioner Tony Negus anĚ Minister for :usƟce
anĚ Home Aīairs BrenĚan K͛Connor in :une 2012 for a further Įǀe years.
As the community poůicing arm of the A&W, ACT Woůicing conƟnues to be measureĚ against an
annuaů Wurchase Agreement which now sƟpuůates arounĚ 32 key performance inĚicators across
crime anĚ safety management, traĸc operaƟons, crime preǀenƟon, anĚ prosecuƟon anĚ
juĚiciaů support.

ACT Woůicing͛s speciaůist anĚ tacƟcaů operators were among the Įrst oĸcers in the A&W to triaů the ůighter, new
generaƟon semi-automaƟc 'ůock pistoůs, anĚ by 1998, aůů sworn oĸcers in the A&W began transiƟoning to the
'ůock.
As is the case with aůů Austraůian poůice serǀices, A&W oĸcers are requireĚ to annuaůůy re-quaůify with the 'ůock at
a target range so as to retain fuůů use-of-force capabiůity.

The 'ůock useĚ by A&W oĸcers since 1998

&ormer Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT Biůů Stoůů signs the
Wolicing Arrangement anĚ annuaů Wurchase Agreement with
then Minister for :usƟce anĚ Community Safety
'ary Humphries Ͷ 2000
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The ACT weůcomeĚ its Įrst eǀer
MounteĚ Woůice SquaĚ in Kctober
2000, more than 70 years since
horses ůast popuůateĚ Canberra͛s
streets.

Two ACT mounteĚ poůice members Ͷ Senior Constabůes :ohn &oster anĚ Stuart Howes Ͷ anĚ horses,
Wůatoon anĚ :oseph, haĚ aůů receiǀeĚ four weeks speciaůiseĚ training at the NSt Woůice AcaĚemy at 'ouůburn.
The training, horses anĚ saĚĚůery were aůů ĚonateĚ by the NSt Woůice &orce͖ anĚ were repaiĚ for their
generosity by now Sergeants &oster anĚ Howes working free-of-charge at the 2000 SyĚney Kůympic 'ames.
IniƟaůůy the mounteĚ poůice were useĚ to generate high poůice ǀisibiůity anĚ proǀiĚe a beƩer půaƞorm for
obserǀaƟon of criminaů acƟǀity. Horses aůso haĚ the abiůity to access ruggeĚ terrain anĚ other areas
inaccessibůe to poůice ǀehicůes in the eǀent of oīenĚer pursuits or searches for missing persons.
The MounteĚ Woůice SquaĚ unĚertook beat patroůs of Canberra͛s major shopping centres, car parks anĚ bus
interchanges, sweeps of suburban ůocaƟons iĚenƟĮeĚ as probůem areas, crowĚ controů at major sporƟng
eǀents anĚ ĚemonstraƟons such as the protests against meeƟngs of the torůĚ conomic &orum in May 2001.
The MounteĚ Woůice haĚ a strong history in the ACT͖ iniƟaůůy as the onůy moĚe of transport, anĚ ůater, buiůĚing
connecƟons with the community anĚ conĮĚence in poůice.
Constabůe R > Hughes was the Įrst ACT poůice oĸcer appointeĚ as a mounteĚ Constabůe in 1927, anĚ useĚ
his horse to get arounĚ Canberra. He was baseĚ at untroon anĚ remaineĚ in Canberra unƟů he was
transferreĚ to Norfoůk IsůanĚ in 1936.
The unit was cůoseĚ in 2001 but a Ceremoniaů MounteĚ CaĚre was ůater estabůisheĚ for the opening of the
NaƟonaů Woůice Memoriaů in 2006. In 2011 the Ceremoniaů MounteĚ CaĚre was ĚisbanĚeĚ anĚ the horses
reƟreĚ or returneĚ to the NSt Woůice &orce.
Ceremoniaů MounteĚ CaĚre members, Sergeant
Hiůary &ůetcher anĚ WrotecƟǀe Serǀice Kĸcer <yůie tooĚyaƩ,
on the streets of Ciǀic Ěuring ůunch hour Ͷ 2009
Senior Constabůes :ohn &oster anĚ Stuart Howes on Wůatoon
anĚ :oseph Ͷ 2000
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The beginning of the Volunteers in Policing
In August 2001 an aĚǀerƟsement appeareĚ in
The Canberra Times seeking eǆpressions of interest
from peopůe in the community who were interesteĚ in
becoming a poůice ǀoůunteer.

This was the beginning of the hugeůy successfuů soůunteers in Woůicing
program, iniƟaůůy met with resistance because ͚ciǀiůians͛ wouůĚ be
working aůongsiĚe poůice, anĚ at Ɵmes, unĚertake ĚuƟes traĚiƟonaůůy
reserǀeĚ for sworn members. It was a program howeǀer that then
eputy Chief Woůice Kĸcer enis McermoƩ anĚ his staī oĸcer <aren
Shirůey knew wouůĚ be inǀaůuabůe to the frontůine.

In Kctober 2001, soůunteering ACT unĚertook a series of pre-seůecƟon
interǀiews of appůicants anĚ in Noǀember, two courses in Skiůůs Training
for soůunteers were conĚucteĚ.

There are now 46 ǀoůunteers working in ACT Woůicing Ͷ 23 women anĚ
23 men Ͷ with půans to further eǆpanĚ the program.

Kn 3 ecember 2001 a totaů of 40 successfuů interǀiewees aƩenĚeĚ the
A&W Coůůege at Barton anĚ began the inauguraů three-Ěay ͚poůice
ǀoůunteers͛ course. Thirty-Įǀe maĚe it through the course, which
incůuĚeĚ psychoůogicaů tesƟng, anĚ graĚuateĚ on 5 ecember 2001,
InternaƟonaů soůunteers ay.

The program has 28 approǀeĚ acƟǀe roůe ĚescripƟons, Ěirectůy
supporƟng ACT Woůicing͛s capacity to meet operaƟonaů anĚ business
requirements.

soůunteers perform a range of ĚuƟes, incůuĚing front oĸce support at
poůice staƟons, roůe půaying with recruits, ĮngerprinƟng, ůeƩerboǆ
Ěrops, assistance at major eǀents, anĚ :usƟce of the Weace acƟǀity. In
the 2011–12 Įnanciaů year aůone, ǀoůunteers witnesseĚ anĚ cerƟĮeĚ
81 069 Ěocuments for members of the pubůic.
uring the WresiĚent of the hniteĚ States ǀisit to Canberra in 2011, the
ǀoůunteers proǀiĚeĚ catering for more than 1000 members oǀer the
course of the two Ěays ;they are famousůy known for their barbecues),
anĚ in the same year cataůogueĚ hunĚreĚs of eǆhibit items for
inǀesƟgators.
Sergeant Sharan Sůater, who has been managing the program since
2002, anĚ who herseůf iniƟaůůy quesƟoneĚ the ǀaůue of ǀoůunteers in a
poůicing conteǆt is now their biggest fan.

soůunteer Cynthia WonƟng cerƟĮes a Ěocument at
Tuggeranong Woůice StaƟon in the earůy years
soůunteers cooking up a storm in support of a ůarge-scaůe
operaƟon Ͷ 2011

The soůunteers in Woůicing ceůebrate NaƟonaů soůunteers
teek, anĚ one of the originaů ǀoůunteers <eǀin Benson͛s
80th birthĚay Ͷ 2011

͞They are a unique group of peopůe with an unwaǀering commitment
anĚ enthusiasm. They keep coming back for more, anĚ Ěo so with a
smiůe.
͞The ǀoůunteer͛s contribuƟon to ACT Woůicing is consistentůy aboǀe anĚ
beyonĚ the caůů of Ěuty anĚ we are eǆtremeůy ůucky to haǀe them as
part of our poůicing famiůy,͟ Sergeant Sůater saiĚ.
The soůunteers in Woůicing program ceůebrateĚ 10 years in 2011 with an
appropriateůy catereĚ barbecue with the ACT Woůicing eǆecuƟǀe.
Since the program͛s incepƟon, ǀoůunteers haǀe recorĚeĚ more than
124 000 hours workeĚ, represenƟng approǆimateůy 1400 hours ͚on
Ěuty͛ each month. The program conƟnues to enjoy a 95 per cent
retenƟon rate.

2002

Norfolk Island murder

Operation
HALITE

In 2002 :aneůůe WaƩon was the
Įrst person to be murĚereĚ on
Norfoůk IsůanĚ in more than 150
years. She haĚ gone for a morning
waůk on aster SunĚay anĚ
neǀer returneĚ home. Her boĚy
was founĚ wrappeĚ in a půasƟc
sheet, with 64 stab wounĚs, at
the popuůar tourist spot Cockpit
taterfaůů Reserǀe.

Members of ACT Woůicing were taskeĚ with the ůengthy inǀesƟgaƟon, ůeĚ by now
reƟreĚ etecƟǀe Sergeant Bob Weters. Woůice coůůecteĚ 1258 sets of Įngerprints in
a massiǀe ǀoůuntary ĮngerprinƟng program of resiĚents for comparison anĚ
eůiminaƟon.
ǀentuaůůy inǀesƟgaƟons into Ms WaƩon͛s murĚer ůeĚ to the arrest of a man in
&ebruary 2006.
New eaůanĚ Woůice arresteĚ 'ůenn McNeiůů near the town of Neůson on the South
IsůanĚ. McNeiůů was conǀicteĚ on 9 March 2007 anĚ sentenceĚ to a maǆimum of
24 years in prison.

KperaƟon HA>IT Ͷ a targeteĚ
approach to reĚuce property
crime anĚ Ěrug-reůateĚ suppůy
oīences in the ACT Ͷ was
ůauncheĚ in Kctober 2002 as a
regionaů priority.
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KperaƟons CHRKNIC> ;in 1998 anĚ 1999) anĚ ANCHKRA' ;in 2001) were precursors to HA>IT, the ůaƩer running between
&ebruary anĚ :une, anĚ conƟnuing the burgůary reĚucƟon program put in půace by KperaƟons STRI<BAC< anĚ HANBRA<.
The inteůůigence-ůeĚ approach to inǀesƟgaƟons Ͷ ůeĚ by ;then) etecƟǀe Sergeant BreƩ McCann Ͷ aggressiǀeůy targeteĚ
known reciĚiǀists through a ůarge-scaůe inǀesƟgaƟǀe approach, inǀoůǀing Įǀe inǀesƟgaƟǀe teams, Traĸc KperaƟons, ACT
Woůicing Inteůůigence, surǀeiůůance, forensics anĚ Woůice MeĚia. More than 250 peopůe were chargeĚ͖ 29 peopůe arresteĚ on
more than one occasion Ěuring the four-month perioĚ. More than 100 search warrants were eǆecuteĚ.
The neeĚ for HA>IT was Ěriǀen by the neeĚ to re-focus on ǀoůume crime. The ACT was again eǆperiencing an increase in
burgůaries anĚ motor ǀehicůe theŌs, anĚ recorĚing oīences weůů aboǀe the naƟonaů aǀerage.
&or the Įrst two years KperaƟon HA>IT was run by the Territory InǀesƟgaƟons 'roup, anĚ Ěriǀen by etecƟǀe Sergeants
Bob Baůů anĚ AnĚrew Smith. By 2004, unĚer the superǀision of SuperintenĚents Brian MconaůĚ anĚ Mick <iůfoyůe, crime
targeƟng began operaƟng out of the staƟons, with the team ůeĚ by ;then) Sergeant Mick Caůatǌis.
A series of půanneĚ ;anĚ pubůic) campaigns were conĚucteĚ, ůeaĚing to muůƟpůe arrests. ͞te knew there were persons of
interest in speciĮc areas, anĚ we knew that couůĚ make ůocaů resiĚents ǀuůnerabůe,͟ Sergeant Caůatǌis saiĚ.
KperaƟon HA>IT͛s approach proǀeĚ successfuů both in the short term Ͷ with the arrest of reciĚiǀist property oīenĚers Ͷ
anĚ in ůong-term with staƟsƟcs showing a marketeĚ Ěecrease in property anĚ ǀoůume crime of more than 20 per cent.
TargeƟng ǀoůume crime is now business-as-usuaů anĚ is preĚominantůy Ěriǀen through ACT Woůicing͛s Crime TargeƟng Team,
anĚ aůigning to the ACT 'oǀernment͛s Wroperty Crime ReducƟon ^trategy.

:aneůůe WaƩon before her brutaů Ěeath in 2002

Traĸc KperaƟons members conĚuct checks Ěuring
KperaƟon HA>IT Ͷ 2002
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Introduction of 131 444

2002

Two years aŌer the 131 444 poůice assistance ůine was introĚuceĚ,
uceĚ, the ACT Woůice Assistance Centre
;ACTWAC) was formeĚ, a caůů centre to take reports from the pubůic on behaůf of the staƟons.
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The former ůocaů poůice assistance
ůine, 11444, was switcheĚ oī
on 31 August 2002, as the ACT
moǀeĚ in ůine with the naƟonaů
131 444 stanĚarĚ.

Simon Tiůůmanns was one of the Įrst unsworn operators in ACT
CT Woůicing KperaƟons, joining in 2000.
͞then ACTWAC came into eǆistence, operators began ůoggingg reports that ĚiĚ not necessariůy
require poůice aƩenĚance in accorĚance with our Wriority Response
sponse MoĚeů, such as reports of
shopůiŌing, theŌ, property Ěamage anĚ petroů Ěriǀe-oīs.͟
Wreǀiousůy caůůs from the pubůic wouůĚ go Ěirectůy to the staƟons
ons ;front oĸce) to manage, but the
aĚ, aůůowing more patroůs anĚ poůice
coorĚinateĚ ACTWAC approach aůůeǀiateĚ the staƟon workůoaĚ,
ǀisibiůity in anĚ arounĚ Canberra.
00 000 caůůs to the 131 444 poůice
Kǀer the past ĚecaĚe ACT Woůicing has receiǀeĚ more than 900
assistance number, anĚ in Ěoing so, has saǀeĚ both ůiǀes anĚ property.
ns ;the communicaƟons
Aůů caůůs are taken by operators within ACT Woůicing KperaƟons
Ěispatch centre) at the tinchester Woůice Centre, which is staīeĚ
aīeĚ 24-hours-a-Ěay,
seǀen-Ěays-a-week.
They aůso take Tripůe ero ;000) emergency caůůs anĚ that of
Crime Stoppers ;ACT).
The 131 444 accounts for arounĚ 50 per cent of aůů incoming caůůs.
More than 90 per cent of caůůs are answereĚ within 20 seconĚs,
Ěs, with
the aǀerage ĚuraƟon of each caůů arounĚ three minutes.
The 131 444 poůice assistance ůine is now naƟonaůůy
recogniseĚ, anĚ a phone caůů to this number wiůů switch the
user through to poůice in the reůeǀant State or Territory.

Members of ACT Woůicing KperaƟons taking caůůs for poůice
assistance Ͷ 2010
Sergeant Mike tarĚ of ACT Woůicing KperaƟons cuts a cake
to mark the 10 year anniǀersary of 131 444 Ͷ 2012
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Protecting powerful
presidents
Kctober 2003 was a ǀery busy
Ɵme for ACT Woůicing, with ǀisits
to Canberra Ͷwithin Ěays of each
other Ͷ of two of the worůĚ͛s
most powerfuů ůeaĚers͗ then
WresiĚent of the hniteĚ States
'eorge t Bush, anĚ Chinese
WresiĚent Hu :intao.

Security arounĚ these ǀisits was eǆtremeůy Ɵght, with Įghter aircraŌ in the air at aůů
Ɵmes anĚ a massiǀe protecƟǀe motorcaĚe manageĚ by Traĸc KperaƟons.
AĚĚing further compůeǆity, the Bush ǀisit was aůso a contenƟous one, sparking
wiĚespreaĚ protests anĚ conĚemnaƟon. The hS Secret Serǀice kept a Ɵght ůiĚ on
pubůic appearances which frustrateĚ journaůists anĚ the ůarge groups of protesters
keen to conǀey their messages. The protest groups were weůů-organiseĚ anĚ highůy
mobiůe, moǀing in ůarge numbers between the WresiĚent͛s appearance ǀenues anĚ
stretching poůice response resources.
thiůe the security management arounĚ the Bush ǀisit was a major eǀent for
ACT Woůicing back then, we haǀe since manageĚ the ǀisits of a number of high-proĮůe
Ěignitaries, incůuĚing current hS WresiĚent Barack Kbama in Noǀember 2011.

Woůice monitor protestors outsiĚe Warůiament House Ěuring
the ǀisit of WresiĚent 'eorge t Bush in 2003
Woůice anĚ Cůose Wersonaů WrotecƟon guarĚ WresiĚent
'eorge t Bush in the forecourt of Warůiament House Ͷ 2003

Sergeant :eī <night of Traĸc KperaƟons watches on in
Ěisbeůief as Ňames enguůf South Canberra Ͷ 2003

Canberra’s blackest
day
In the ƟnĚer-Ěry summer of :anuary 2003,
ůightning strikes in high country to the
west of the ACT igniteĚ a series of smaůů
Įres in Ěeep bushůanĚ. These igniƟon
sources smouůĚereĚ for Ěays anĚ were the
cataůyst for one of the most ĚramaƟc anĚ
ĚestrucƟǀe 36-hour perioĚs in Canberra͛s
history.
&ierce, Ěry winĚs Ěroǀe a Įrestorm which swept
towarĚs the beůeaguereĚ bush capitaů on muůƟpůe
fronts from the west, north-west anĚ south-west.
Kn 18 :anuary the Įrestorm struck with fury, with a
speeĚ anĚ ǀehemence few Canberrans wiůů eǀer
forget.
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Kĸcers inǀoůǀeĚ in the operaƟon on the streets of Canberra incůuĚeĚ generaů
ĚuƟes, Speciaůist Response anĚ Security anĚ traĸc members. Aůthough they aůů haĚ
speciĮc roůes unĚer the emergency půan͖ when the situaƟon escaůateĚ, eǀeryone
contributeĚ where they couůĚ by responĚing to caůůs of resiĚents trappeĚ by the
Įres, enforcing roaĚbůocks, ĚirecƟng traĸc at intersecƟons where traĸc ůights haĚ
gone out anĚ eǀacuaƟng peopůe for their own safety.
BehinĚ the scenes, members from ACT Woůicing KperaƟons, Human Resources,
Woůice MeĚia, weůfare oĸcers, workpůace heaůth anĚ safety staī anĚ poůice
ǀoůunteers were working arounĚ the cůock to support operators in the ĮeůĚ.
Members from the broaĚer A&W were aůso mobiůiseĚ to support the Canberra
response, with 42 members from astern Region arriǀing in Canberra on SunĚay
19 :anuary 2003, anĚ arounĚ 60 members from NaƟonaů anĚ Southern KperaƟons
půaceĚ on stanĚ-by for possibůe Ěepůoyment in the Ěays that foůůoweĚ. Seǀenty
poůice recruits were aůso put on stanĚ-by, with 30 of them starƟng their poůicing
careers earůy when they were ĚepůoyeĚ to assist with traĸc ĚirecƟon anĚ
roaĚbůocks.

&our peopůe ůost their ůiǀes anĚ 491 Ěweůůings were ĚestroyeĚ in those franƟc hours in which emergency
serǀices, poůice, ǀoůunteers anĚ househoůĚers baƩůeĚ shouůĚer-to-shouůĚer against waůůs of Ňame, to protect
ůiǀes, pets anĚ property.

On 18 January the
ﬁrestorm struck with
fury, with a speed
and vehemence few
Canberrans will ever
forget.

The eǆtent of the bushĮre crisis brought about the Įrst State of mergency eǀer ĚecůareĚ in the ACT.
Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT :ohn Murray immeĚiateůy assumeĚ the roůe of Territory Controůůer. This
ĚecůaraƟon enacteĚ aĚĚiƟonaů powers unĚer the mergency Danagement Act 1999, incůuĚing the power for
poůice to Ěirect peopůe to eǀacuate, anĚ stop peopůe from entering areas unĚer threat from the approaching
Įres.
The Canberra bushĮres were, at the Ɵme, the seconĚ biggest Įre Ěisaster in Austraůia behinĚ Ash teĚnesĚay in
1983.
The peopůe anĚ the ůanĚscape haǀe carrieĚ the scars from this eǀent for years, anĚ a broaĚ sweep of ĮreprotecƟon anĚ emergency response iniƟaƟǀes haǀe been introĚuceĚ as part of the ůessons ůearneĚ.
Approǆimateůy Ψ300 miůůion in Ěamage was Ěone to ruraů properƟes, parks anĚ forests.
Sergeant Therese Barnicoat ůeĚ the ACT Woůicing component of the coroniaů inǀesƟgaƟon, which took aůmost 24
months to compůete, anĚ inǀoůǀeĚ countůess witness statements, ůines of enquiry anĚ ǀiewing of eǀiĚenƟary
footage.

The NSt Woůice &orce aůso proǀiĚeĚ some much neeĚeĚ heůp through 24 oĸcers
anĚ 13 ǀehicůes to assist with patroů ĚuƟes as the emergency situaƟon conƟnueĚ to
hoǀer oǀer Canberra.

Woůice begin eǀacuaƟons as the situaƟon begins to escaůate
Ͷ 18 :anuary 2003
Woůice enforce roaĚbůocks in uīy Ͷ 2003

Kĸcers :ane Mackenǌie, <eůůy &uůton anĚ Bruce Harris take in
the ĚeǀastaƟon the Ěay aŌer Ͷ 2003
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Murder at
Miramar

Introduction of
Livescan

In 2005 hang ͚Steĸ͛ Hong :ie, a
25-year-oůĚ Chinese naƟonaů anĚ
hniǀersity of Canberra stuĚent,
was founĚ ĚeaĚ in an apartment
in Beůconnen.

thiůe Ms hang͛s baĚůy ĚecomposeĚ boĚy was founĚ in her ChanĚůer Street apartment in
:anuary 2005 poůice esƟmateĚ she was kiůůeĚ in :une 2004. The murĚer was onůy ĚiscoǀereĚ
aŌer neighbouring resiĚents of the Miramar apartment compůeǆ reporteĚ a fouů smeůů.
A team of ACT Woůicing ĚetecƟǀes, ůeĚ by etecƟǀe Sergeant MaƩ Innes anĚ ;then) etecƟǀe
Senior Constabůe MaƩ Neesham, founĚ that Ms hang haĚ been strangůeĚ anĚ struck in the
heaĚ.
It took aůmost a month for the ǀicƟm to be formaůůy iĚenƟĮeĚ using NA eǀiĚence gathereĚ
anĚ matcheĚ with the ǀicƟm͛s famiůy in China.
Her boyfrienĚ hang >ong, who haĚ returneĚ to China, ůater aĚmiƩeĚ ;to his father) of kiůůing
his girůfrienĚ by hiƫng her twice oǀer the heaĚ with a hammer. He then ƟeĚ a computer
cabůe arounĚ her neck anĚ coǀereĚ her semi-nakeĚ boĚy with two Ěoonas before Ňeeing
Austraůia. He faǆeĚ a fuůů aĚmission to ACT Woůicing anĚ was taken into custoĚy in China.
In ůate :uůy 2005, aŌer eǆtensiǀe negoƟaƟons with Chinese authoriƟes, a ĚeůegaƟon from the
Chinese Ministry of Wubůic Security anĚ the aůian Wubůic Security Bureau arriǀeĚ in Canberra
to receiǀe a comprehensiǀe brieĮng on the murĚer case anĚ formaůůy receiǀe the eǀiĚence
tenĚereĚ in the case.

hnƟů 2004 most jurisĚicƟons in
Austraůia sƟůů reůieĚ on taking
Įngerprints in poůice watch
houses, using ink anĚ manuaůůy
recorĚing the Įngerprints onto
an oĸciaů form. These inkeĚ
impressions were then storeĚ into
the naƟonaů Ěatabase.
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This methoĚ of recorĚing meant that poor quaůity impressions were storeĚ anĚ
comparison ůatent print searches may not haǀe been iĚenƟĮeĚ.
The Ěeǀeůopment of the >iǀescan technoůogy Ͷ a paperůess system where no ink is
requireĚ Ͷ aůůoweĚ beƩer quaůity Įnger impressions to be recorĚeĚ, anĚ there was
no requirement for cůean up aŌerwarĚs. The Ɵme Ěiīerence between an inkeĚ set
of Įngerprints taken anĚ processeĚ compareĚ to a >iǀescan set became signiĮcantůy
noƟceabůe.
>iǀescan aůůoweĚ Įngerprints to be searcheĚ on the naƟonaů Ěatabase on a
24-hour basis, not requiring any Įngerprint personneů to scan anĚ enter the inkeĚ
format. Resuůts became aǀaiůabůe much quicker, enabůing inǀesƟgators to act
accorĚingůy. Woůice were abůe to iĚenƟfy suspects earůier, cůear innocent peopůe
faster, make quicker arrests anĚ iĚenƟfy repeat oīenĚers more easiůy.
The >iǀescan system began on 4 :une 2004 with the Įrst set of Įngerprints taken at
the ACT tatch House at City Woůice StaƟon.

In miĚ-ecember 2009 a Chinese court sentenceĚ hang >ong to ůife imprisonment anĚ he
remains incarcerateĚ in China.
The murĚer was one of the more compůeǆ inǀesƟgaƟons unĚertaken by ACT Woůicing,
inǀoůǀing for the Įrst Ɵme, the Chinese 'oǀernment, to sentence anĚ imprison one of its
ciƟǌens for a murĚer in the ACT.

hang Hong :ie was kiůůeĚ in her Beůconnen apartment in
2004

>iǀescan was introĚuceĚ at the City Woůice StaƟon
;ACT tatch House) in 2004
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Death of Clea Rose
arůy SaturĚay morning, 30 :uůy
2005, 21-year-oůĚ hniǀersity
stuĚent Cůea Rose was hit by a
speeĚing ǀehicůe being pursueĚ
by poůice in the Ciǀic bus
interchange.

The unĚerage Ěriǀer of the stoůen car entereĚ the bus
interchange, which at the Ɵme was ůimiteĚ to taǆis anĚ
peĚestrian traĸc, reaching speeĚs of 100 kiůometres
per hour. Ms Rose ĚieĚ three weeks ůater from a catastrophic
brain injury. The inciĚent saw criminaů charges ůaiĚ against
the Ěriǀer of the car anĚ two passengers, but aůso saw major
poůiƟcaů anĚ pubůic recriminaƟons against ACT Woůicing, as to
whether pursuit proceĚure or the oĸcers inǀoůǀeĚ in the
pursuit haĚ půayeĚ some roůe in Ms Rose͛s Ěeath.

The 14-year-oůĚ boy who was reckůessůy Ěriǀing the car that hit Ms Rose was chargeĚ with mansůaughter. &our
new charges were ůaiĚ against him when he appeareĚ in the ACT ChiůĚren͛s Court on 5 September 2005. He was
sentenceĚ to three years in juǀeniůe ĚetenƟon by the Supreme Court.

An internaů poůice inquiry ;unĚer the nominaů oǀersight of
Commonweaůth KmbuĚsman :ohn McMiůůan) founĚ that
poůice haĚ acteĚ in accorĚance with proceĚures, but a fuůů
coroniaů inquest began on 7 May 2007 to eǆamine the
broaĚer causes of the inciĚent, a Ěecision weůcomeĚ by her
parents Ross unn anĚ &rances Rose. The inquest
compůementeĚ the ĮnĚings of the iniƟaů poůice inquiry.

The famiůy aůso parƟcipateĚ in an A&W training ǀiĚeo about pursuits anĚ the ůong term eīects on peopůe,
incůuĚing poůice, of the Ěecisions they make.

He was aůso chargeĚ with not stopping at the scene of the acciĚent, anĚ for steaůing anĚ Ěriǀing another car two
weeks prior to the hit-anĚ-run.
The famiůy enĚorseĚ the sentence, anĚ oīereĚ to heůp with the boy͛s rehabiůitaƟon. This meant that restoraƟǀe
jusƟce measures that haĚ preǀiousůy onůy been useĚ in more minor crimes were abůe to be useĚ, something
which haĚ not been seen before in the ACT.

A 15-year-oůĚ owner boy anĚ a 13-year-oůĚ Mc<eůůar boy půeaĚeĚ guiůty to riĚing in the stoůen car that hit
Ms Rose.
The three boys haĚ been smoking cannabis before steaůing the car anĚ Ěriǀing into the city. They aƩracteĚ the
aƩenƟon of poůice in the ǀicinity of >onĚon Circuit, which resuůteĚ in a pursuit aŌer faiůing to stop at poůice
ĚirecƟon.
As a resuůt of the tragic inciĚent, the A&W reǀieweĚ its urgent Ěuty Ěriǀing anĚ pursuit guiĚeůines, anĚ remains
the onůy poůice serǀice to reůease its guiĚeůines pubůicůy ;onůine at poůice.act.goǀ.au).

Clea’s Rose, nameĚ in memory of Ms Rose, was ůauncheĚ
in 2012
/mage courtesy oĨ clearose͘com

The Ciǀic bus interchange where Ms Rose was hit by a
speeĚing ǀehicůe in 2005
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Operation
BARDY

Operation KARRI

In 2005 ACT Woůicing together
with Austraůian Customs anĚ
BorĚer WrotecƟon Serǀice oĸcers
brought to a concůusion a
two-week ůong, transnaƟonaů
Ěrug operaƟon which neƩeĚ
3 kiůograms of opium anĚ a
quanƟty of heroin.

The operaƟon coǀereĚ three jurisĚicƟons anĚ inǀoůǀeĚ ACT Woůicing͛s Territory InǀesƟgaƟons 'roup
;now Criminaů InǀesƟgaƟons), surǀeiůůance, Ěrug inteůůigence, Speciaůist Response anĚ Security,
forensics anĚ A&W feĚeraů agents from SyĚney anĚ Meůbourne.
It was the Įrst Ɵme that the ACT haĚ eǆecuteĚ a controůůeĚ operaƟon.
An aĚĚiƟonaů 2 kiůograms of opium was ĚiscoǀereĚ foůůowing the eǆecuƟon of a search warrant in
SyĚney, ůeaĚing to two arrests.

In 2005 a series of seǆuaů
assauůts in Macquarie, Cook anĚ
K͛Connor shockeĚ Canberra, anĚ
subsequentůy inǀoůǀeĚ a ůargescaůe operaƟon wiĚeůy reporteĚ
in the meĚia.
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The oīences were aůů commiƩeĚ in the earůy hours of the morning with the oīenĚer entering
resiĚences anĚ using a knife to threaten anĚ subjugate ǀicƟms. Seǀen inciĚents occurreĚ, with
young women targeteĚ on each occasion. &iǀe inciĚents were seǆuaů assauůts. The oīenĚer was
braǌen in his approach, breaking into priǀate homes without regarĚ for the presence of other
occupants.
Woůice conĚucteĚ a number of coǀert anĚ surǀeiůůance operaƟons in an eīort to iĚenƟfy the
oīenĚer.
The case was Įnaůůy soůǀeĚ through some oůĚ-fashioneĚ ĚetecƟǀe work͗ painstaking piecing
together of ĚescripƟons, witness accounts, anĚ NA anĚ forensic materiaů.
Kn &riĚay 10 March a team of ĚetecƟǀes ůeĚ by the senior inǀesƟgaƟng oĸcer, etecƟǀe Sergeant
Craig MarrioƩ, eǆecuteĚ a search warrant on the Macquarie resiĚence of Shaun Michaeů Burke, anĚ
preǀious premises that haĚ been ůinkeĚ to Burke. Wroperty ůinkeĚ to the assauůts was ůocateĚ at his
resiĚence, as was property at other ůocaƟons.
In a tapeĚ recorĚ of interǀiew, Burke cůaimeĚ he haĚ eǆperienceĚ a series of ͚bůackouts͛ arounĚ the
Ɵmes of the oīences. Bioůogicaů NA eǀiĚence obtaineĚ from the oīenĚer was matcheĚ to that
obtaineĚ from the crime scene in Macquarie, anĚ that of one of the ǀicƟms.
Kn 11 March 2006, Burke was chargeĚ with muůƟpůe oīences incůuĚing two counts of seǆuaů assauůt
in the thirĚ Ěegree, siǆ counts of seǆuaů intercourse without consent, burgůary, theŌ anĚ aggraǀateĚ
burgůary. The eǀiĚence against him was compeůůing. There were 36 charges in totaů.
Burke was founĚ guiůty, to serǀe 37 years imprisonment. His earůiest reůease is in 2031.

A seůecƟon of items sieǌeĚ as part of KperaƟon BARz
Ͷ 2005

A cabůe founĚ outsiĚe Burke͛s resiĚence was ůinkeĚ to the
assauůts Ͷ 2005
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Assistant Commissioner AuĚrey &agan was the Įrst femaůe
Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT Ͷ 2005

The ACT’s
ﬁrst female
Chief Police Ofﬁcer
In an auspicious seůecƟon by the A&W which
was whoůehearteĚůy enĚorseĚ by the
ACT 'oǀernment, in :uůy 2005 Canberra
gaineĚ its Įrst femaůe Chief Woůice Kĸcer,
AuĚrey &agan.
eĚicateĚ, ĚeǀoteĚ anĚ inspiraƟonaů are three worĚs
oŌen useĚ to Ěescribe ubůin-born Assistant
Commissioner &agan, who Įrst joineĚ the A&W in 1981
at the age of 18.
She began her poůicing career in protecƟǀe serǀices
anĚ in ACT community poůicing, anĚ haĚ aůso serǀeĚ
in the naƟonaů anĚ internaƟonaů arenas.
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In the miĚ-1990s she accepteĚ an aĚǀisory posiƟon as a ůaw enforcement ůiaison
oĸcer to the &eĚeraů 'oǀernment, anĚ in 1998, Assistant Commissioner &agan
returneĚ to the A&W to the posiƟon of ǆecuƟǀe Staī Kĸcer to former
A&W Commissioner Mick <eeůty.
Her ongoing commitment to improǀing her quaůiĮcaƟons anĚ eǆperience at senior
professionaů ůeǀeůs ůeĚ to her rise in the ranks.
A science graĚuate with Ěipůomas in appůieĚ management anĚ eǆecuƟǀe
ůeaĚership, Assistant Commissioner &agan haĚ receiǀeĚ seǀeraů awarĚs anĚ
commenĚaƟons throughout her career, incůuĚing the Austraůian Woůice MeĚaů in
2004 anĚ the Austraůian InsƟtute of Woůice Management Schoůarship AwarĚ in 2001.
Ms &agan embraceĚ her roůe as Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT with great
enthusiasm, anĚ arĚentůy supporteĚ the empowerment anĚ promoƟon of women
in the workpůace. A Ěriǀen anĚ inspiraƟonaů roůe moĚeů for women, her comments
at a March 2007 InternaƟonaů tomen͛s ay breakfast was a reminĚer of that
passion.
͞then I Įrst arriǀeĚ in the A&W, within ACT Woůicing women maĚe up ůess than 10
per cent of the poůice force. Now I͛m půeaseĚ to see that, 26 years ůater, women
comprise 30 per cent of its membership,͟ Ms &agan saiĚ. ͞There are a wiĚe range
of roůes women can unĚertake anĚ, essenƟaůůy, there is no roůe in poůicing a woman
can͛t Ěo.͟
Tragicaůůy, in Apriů 2007, Ms &agan ĚieĚ.

During her 26-year career
with the AFP, Audrey made
an indelible mark on our
organisation, not only in
an operational sense but
as a leader and a ﬁne role
model to women, not just
within the AFP but the
broader community.
Assistant Commissioner &agan reůisheĚ her roůe as
Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT, anĚ was a faǀourite among
the troops anĚ a broaĚer community Ͷ 2006
Assistant Commissioner &agan ;miĚĚůe row, far right) in the
earůy years

Her funeraů, with fuůů poůice honours, was heůĚ
Ě at
St Christopher͛s CatheĚraů in Manuka where more than
1 300 peopůe gathereĚ to pay their respects to
o ͞a Ěear frienĚ anĚ one
of the A&W͛s Įnest oĸcers.͟
͞In eǀery sense of the worĚ, AuĚrey was a high
h achieǀer anĚ an
accompůisheĚ poůice oĸcer,͟ Commissioner <eeůty saiĚ in his
ǀaůeĚictory.
͞Her caring anĚ professionaů approach to her ĚuƟes was eǀiĚent from
the Ɵme she joineĚ the A&W as a teenager͟.
͞uring her 26-year career with the A&W, AuĚrey
rey maĚe an inĚeůibůe mark on our
our organisaƟon,
orga
or
gani
nisa
saƟo
Ɵon
n, not
not onůy
onů
onůy in an operaƟonaů sense but
but as
as a ůeaĚer
ůeaĚ
ůe
aĚer
hin the A&W but the broaĚer community.͟
community ͟
anĚ a Įne roůe moĚeů to women, not just within
In 2008, in recogniƟon of her contribuƟon, as a ůeaĚer anĚ acaĚemicaůůy, Chief Minister for the ACT <aty 'aůůagher ;former ACT Minister for
tomen) ůauncheĚ three schoůarships in Ms &agan͛s memory͗ the AuĚrey &agan Churchiůů &eůůowship of Ψ30 000 ;for women pursuing an
oǀerseas inǀesƟgaƟǀe project in the areas reůateĚ to ůaw enforcement, care anĚ protecƟon or professionaů support serǀices for women who
are ǀicƟms of ǀioůence)͖ the AuĚrey &agan Wost 'raĚuate Schoůarship of Ψ20 000 to encourage women to further their stuĚies͖ anĚ the
AuĚrey &agan zoung tomen͛s nrichment 'rant of up to Ψ2000 to heůp young women to achieǀe their potenƟaů.

A&W members form a guarĚ of honour aůong the roaĚway as
Assistant Commissioner &agan͛s casket ůeaǀes
St Christopher͛s CatheĚraů, Manuka Ͷ 2007
Assistant Commissioner &agan with Constabůe <ip <oaůa, the
mascot for the ChequereĚ Ribbon AssociaƟon ;A&W >egacy)
Ͷ 2006
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The Watch House
review
The 2007 reǀiew of the
ACT tatch House anĚ its
operaƟons was a controǀersiaů
perioĚ in ACT Woůicing͛s history,
anĚ came about aŌer seǀeraů
compůaints were maĚe by peopůe
who haĚ been heůĚ in poůice
custoĚy.

At the Ɵme of the reǀiew ACT Woůicing was unĚer scruƟny, facing aůůegaƟons reůaƟng to the treatment of
Ěetainees in Canberra poůice ceůůs, incůuĚing the treatment of intoǆicateĚ Ěetainees, minors anĚ those with a
Ěisabiůity, faiůure to proǀiĚe Ɵmeůy meĚicaů treatment, eǆcessiǀe use of force, anĚ theŌ of property.

͞They are performing an oŌen chaůůenging anĚ unpopuůar job in Ěiĸcuůt circumstances ... This commitment has
contributeĚ to the fact that no Ěeaths in custoĚy haǀe been recorĚeĚ Ěuring the history of the tatch House,͟ the
reǀiew saiĚ.

The reǀiew founĚ that whiůe the tatch House faciůiƟes were in gooĚ conĚiƟon anĚ ůargeůy compůiant with the
1991 recommenĚaƟons of the Royaů Commission into Aboriginaů eaths in CustoĚy, a number of ĚeĮciencies
were ĚetecteĚ, many of which were ůong stanĚing, anĚ may haǀe reŇecteĚ an aƫtuĚe that custoĚiaů ĚuƟes were
not centraů to poůice operaƟons.

Seǀenteen recommenĚaƟons were hanĚeĚ Ěown by the reǀiew team, with a further set of sub-recommenĚaƟons,
incůuĚing wiĚe structuraů reform, parƟcuůarůy in respect to the coorĚinaƟon of a comprehensiǀe, consistent anĚ up
to Ěate goǀernance framework for persons in custoĚy in the tatch House͖ internaů porƞoůio reform anĚ aůůocaƟon
anĚ reporƟng arrangements regarĚing speciĮc performance measures across its operaƟons͖ anĚ a reĚeĮneĚ
operaƟonaů phiůosophy focuseĚ heaǀiůy on the weůfare of staī anĚ Ěetainees.

eĮciencies iĚenƟĮeĚ incůuĚeĚ incompůete anĚ out of Ěate guiĚeůines for management of peopůe in custoĚy͖
ůack of formaů training for staī appointeĚ to the tatch House͖ ůimiteĚ staī unĚerstanĚing of the Ěuty of care
oweĚ to Ěetainees who may be at risk or haǀe speciaů neeĚs͖ inaĚequate staĸng to meet Ěuty of care
requirements͖ poor staī superǀision anĚ management, incůuĚing eǀiĚence of poor staī moraůe anĚ
inconsistencies in pracƟces between teams͖ inaĚequate aĚǀice to Ěetainees about their rights anĚ obůigaƟons
when in custoĚy, incůuĚing the right to compůain about their treatment͖ anĚ a ůimiteĚ unĚerstanĚing of the ǀaůue
of compůaints to the organisaƟon or how compůaint Ěata couůĚ be useĚ to improǀe organisaƟonaů outcomes.

Two poůice oĸcers faceĚ criminaů charges for assauůt oǀer separate inciĚents inǀoůǀing inappropriate use of capsicum
spray, anĚ CůoseĚ Circuit Teůeǀision Cameras within the ACT tatch House were upgraĚeĚ as a resuůt.
The Įnaů report, ƟtůeĚ Reǀieǁ oĨ ACT Wolicing’s tatch ,ouse KperaƟons was reůeaseĚ pubůicůy in :une 2007.
The reǀiew was unĚertaken by now Assistant Commissioner RuĚi >ammers ;A&W) anĚ Ms <atherine Campbeůů of the
Commonweaůth KmbuĚsman.

espite these concerns, the reǀiew team was impresseĚ by the personaů commitment to proǀiĚing high
stanĚarĚs of Ěetainee care shown by many of the staī who haĚ workeĚ at the tatch House.

An oĸcer monitors persons in custoĚy at the
ACT tatch House CCTs staƟon Ͷ 2007

An oĸcer Ěeůiǀering meaůs within the ACT tatch House
Ͷ 2007
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Woůice manage crowĚs on the ůawns of Warůiament House
Ͷ 2008

Canberra welcomes
sister city’s torch
As the naƟon͛s capitaů anĚ sister city of
Beijing, Canberra was inǀiteĚ to host the
Austraůian ůeg of the 2008 Beijing Kůympic
Torch Reůay, joining an esteemeĚ ůist of ciƟes
incůuĚing >onĚon, Waris anĚ San &rancisco.
AccepƟng this inǀitaƟon came with the responsibiůity
of proǀiĚing ůaw enforcement anĚ traĸc management
support for the eǀent, incůuĚing assistance in the
Ěeǀeůopment of the reůay route͖ the Ěeǀeůopment of a
traĸc management půan ensuring the safe anĚ
uninhibiteĚ passage of the reůay conǀoy, anĚ the
proǀision of ůaw enforcement anĚ other personneů for
crowĚ controů aůong the route anĚ at ceůebraƟon sites.
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ACT Woůicing͛s Speciaůist Response anĚ Security anĚ the Major ǀent Wůanning team
were taskeĚ with the ůaw enforcement půanning anĚ preparaƟon for the eǀent, with
the iniƟaů poůice resources aůůocateĚ to secure the reůay totaůůing onůy 70.
As the Kůympic &ůame commenceĚ its :ourney of Harmony aůong the 137 000
kiůometre route, it became apparent that the ongoing human rights issues
surrounĚing China͛s perceiǀeĚ ruůe of Tibet were making the Ňame a target for
protestors.
As a resuůt of inteůůigence obtaineĚ by poůice, eǀents oǀerseas anĚ tacƟcaů
informaƟon gůeaneĚ from other poůice serǀices, the půanning anĚ resourcing for the
Canberra ůeg of the eǀent rampeĚ-up signiĮcantůy in the two months prior to the
reůay.
The ůast few Ěays ůeaĚing up to the eǀent were ͚aůů hanĚs on Ěeck͛ as the
operaƟonaů půans were ĮnaůiseĚ anĚ ĚisseminateĚ, a fuůů conǀoy Ěress rehearsaů
was conĚucteĚ at the A&W Majura compůeǆ anĚ appropriate training was conĚucteĚ
for reůeǀant parƟcipaƟng members.

It’s quite obvious today
that there is one police
force in the world that
understands how to run
a major event, and that’s
the ACT police force.

S
Speciaů
ůegisůaƟon inǀokeĚ unĚer the Daũor ǀent ^ecurity Act ϮϬϬϰ for onůy the
thirĚ
t
Ɵme in the ACT ensureĚ poůice haĚ appropriate powers to maintain safety
within
w
the crowĚs, with onůy seǀen peopůe arresteĚ throughout the Ěay. The
eīorts
of poůice ensureĚ there were ǀery few probůems among the esƟmateĚ
e
40
4 000 peopůe who ůineĚ Canberra͛s streets aůong the reůay route, aůůowing both
pro-Chinese
p
anĚ pro-Tibetan supporters their right to Ěemonstrate peacefuůůy,
in
i cůose proǆimity to each other.
In
I the enĚ, a totaů of 518 A&W members were ĚepůoyeĚ to poůice the eǀent, not
incůuĚing
i
a number of other areas who carrieĚ out roůes on the Ěay as part of
ttheir core business acƟǀiƟes.
IIt is esƟmateĚ that 4176 poůicing hours were aƩributeĚ to preparing for the
reůay,
r
with members of the půanning teams ĚeĚicaƟng approǆimateůy 1800
s
staĸng
hours anĚ aƩenĚing an esƟmateĚ 50 meeƟngs oǀer tweůǀe months to
ensure
e
the safe passage of the torch.
&oůůowing
&
the eǀent, ;then) Chief Minister for the ACT :on Stanhope eǆpresseĚ
h
his ǀiew of how the A&W manageĚ the eǀent͗ ͙͞ it͛s quite obǀious toĚay that
there
is one poůice force in the worůĚ that unĚerstanĚs how to run a major
t
eǀent,
anĚ that͛s the ACT poůice force.͟
e

Kn the Ěay, the 16 kiůometre Torch Reůay proceeĚeĚ reůaƟǀeůy unimpeĚeĚ, with the
půanning anĚ preparaƟon enabůing runners to traǀeů unencumbereĚ by the cůose
security that haĚ markeĚ earůier ůegs of the torch reůay.

The
T Canberra ůeg of the Torch Reůay wiůů remain one of the ůargest eǀents eǀer
hosteĚ
h
by the ACT, anĚ one hosteĚ unĚer an intense internaƟonaů spotůight.
A protestor is taken into custoĚy by poůice at
Warůiament House Ͷ 2008
Athůetes prepare to take the Kůympic &ůame across
>ake Burůey 'riĸn as tater KperaƟons watch on Ͷ 2008

The 2008 Beijing Kůympic Torch
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Gungahlin Police
Station goes 24/7
Kne of Canberra͛s newest poůice
staƟons Ͷ 'ungahůin Woůice
StaƟon Ͷ began operaƟng
24-hours-a-Ěay, seǀen-Ěays-aweek in :anuary 2009 in response
to the area͛s consiĚerabůe
popuůaƟon growth.

Twenty-four aĚĚiƟonaů poůice anĚ an eǆtra two ĚeĚicateĚ patroů cars were announceĚ by Minister
for Woůice anĚ mergency Serǀices Simon Corbeůů to proǀiĚe 'ungahůin resiĚents with a permanent,
fuůů-Ɵme poůice staƟon.
The 'ungahůin Woůice StaƟon, which Įrst openeĚ in 1998, was preǀiousůy operaƟng from
7am to 11pm, seǀen-Ěays-a-week. The popuůaƟon of 'ungahůin haĚ ĚoubůeĚ from 16 000 to 32 000
resiĚents in this Ɵme.
Wrior to the staƟon operaƟng 24-hours-a-Ěay, seǀen-Ěays-a-week, Beůconnen patroů members anĚ
City Woůice StaƟon responĚeĚ to requests for poůice assistance aŌer hours in the 'ungahůin area.
Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT at the Ɵme Michaeů Wheůan saiĚ that by proǀiĚing an increaseĚ
poůice presence, 'ungahůin resiĚents wouůĚ see beƩer response Ɵmes to high priority inciĚents anĚ
a ĚeĚicateĚ poůice presence focusseĚ fuůů-Ɵme on their ůocaů neighbourhooĚs.
͞The aĚĚiƟon of 19 constabůes anĚ Įǀe sergeants to the 'ungahůin beat shows the importance
ACT Woůicing půaces on taiůoring our crime-ĮghƟng capabiůiƟes in accorĚance with community
trenĚs,͟ eputy Commissioner Wheůan saiĚ.
'ungahůin Woůice StaƟon conƟnues to operate as a shareĚ faciůity with the ACT mergency Serǀices
Agency.

StaƟon Sergeant Chris Meagher with former
Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT Michaeů Wheůan outsiĚe the
'ungahůin Woůice StaƟon Ͷ 2009
The front of 'ungahůin Woůice StaƟon as it remains toĚay
Ͷ 2013
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Largest seizure of
child exploitation
materials

Operation UNITE
KperaƟon hNIT Ͷ a uniteĚ
stanĚ anĚ weekenĚ of acƟon
by aůů Austraůian States anĚ
Territories against aůcohoů misuse,
ǀioůence anĚ anƟ-sociaů behaǀiour
Ͷ was ůauncheĚ in ecember
2009 in response to a growing
probůem Austraůia-wiĚe anĚ in
New eaůanĚ.

ACT Woůicing joineĚ Austraůian anĚ New eaůanĚ poůice serǀices to raise awareness of
aůcohoů-reůateĚ issues, responsibůe Ěrinking, responsibůe serǀice of aůcohoů anĚ to commit to
act coůůecƟǀeůy to tackůe aůcohoů-reůateĚ crime.
In the ůeaĚ up to KperaƟon hNIT, then eputy Chief Woůice Kĸcer Bruce Hiůů saiĚ that
aůcohoů misuse anĚ reůateĚ ǀioůence was one of the more serious sociaů chaůůenges facing
poůice, anĚ the community͗ ͞KperaƟon hNIT is about cracking Ěown on aůcohoů misuse anĚ
making peopůe feeů safe. It͛s about chaůůenging the cuůture of Ěrinking to eǆcess, anĚ taking
responsibiůity for acƟons to achieǀe change.͟
The inauguraů KperaƟon hNIT resuůteĚ in 45 arrests in the ACT anĚ thousanĚs naƟonaůůy.
A highůy ǀisibůe poůice presence of more than 100 oĸcers incůuĚing generaů ĚuƟes, tacƟcaů
response, canine, mounteĚ poůice anĚ traĸc operaƟons hit the streets for the operaƟon.

Woůice on the beat make an arrest as part of KperaƟon hNIT
Ͷ 2009

In :anuary 2010 a 52-year-oůĚ
man from Amaroo was arresteĚ
for haǀing one of the ůargest
coůůecƟons of chiůĚ eǆpůoitaƟon
images ACT Woůicing haĚ come
across.

A Ɵp oī from the &BI ;&eĚeraů Bureau of InǀesƟgaƟons) haĚ ůeĚ to a search warrant on
the man͛s house, where he was arresteĚ by ĚetecƟǀes whiůe in the process of
ĚownůoaĚing images.
A number of computers anĚ harĚ Ěriǀes were seiǌeĚ, as weůů as computer-reůateĚ
equipment, containing approǆimateůy haůf a miůůion images.
More than 800 harĚ-copy chiůĚ eǆpůoitaƟon images were aůso seiǌeĚ.
The man was chargeĚ with seǀeraů oīences incůuĚing the possession of chiůĚ abuse
images anĚ using a carriage serǀice to obtain chiůĚ abuse images.
In totaů approǆimateůy 1 miůůion images were founĚ, which ĚetecƟǀes Wauů Stewart anĚ
anieů tiůůiams haĚ to inĚiǀiĚuaůůy ǀiew anĚ cůassify.
It remains the ůargest seiǌure of eǆpůicit materiaůs in the ACT, a crime that has eǀoůǀeĚ
with the aĚǀent of technoůogy.

More than 5Tb of eǆpůicit images were seiǌeĚ by poůice in
2010
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Entering a new
digital era

167

ACT Woůicing͛s Įrst eǀer stanĚaůone website
Ͷ poůice.act.goǀ.au Ͷ was
ůauncheĚ in Apriů 2010 as part of
the A&W͛s website reĚeǀeůopment
anĚ a commitment to proǀiĚe
quaůity poůicing serǀices to the
ACT.

The new website was ĚesigneĚ to heůp keep the Canberra community beƩer informeĚ of poůicing
acƟǀiƟes in the ACT anĚ for the Įrst Ɵme, incůuĚeĚ news upĚates ;through Reaůůy Simpůe
SynĚicaƟon technoůogy), a ͚traĸc Ɵcker͛ ;which was ůater repůaceĚ by sociaů meĚia), aĚǀanceĚ
search faciůiƟes, a meĚia centre, anĚ informaƟon reůaƟng to traĸc anĚ roaĚ safety, crime
preǀenƟon anĚ generaů community safety.

In August 2010 two sociaů meĚia půaƞorms, ǀia TwiƩer, were ůauncheĚ. The Įrst was
ACTWoůͺTraĸc, informing Canberrans of reaů-Ɵme coůůisions, roaĚ cůosures anĚ traĸc
Ěeůays. The TwiƩer account proǀeĚ popuůar, anĚ aůong with generaů informaƟon about
traĸc ůaw enforcement anĚ roaĚ safety, the account was useĚ to proǀiĚe progress upĚates
for conǀoys anĚ motorcaĚes, incůuĚing the Conǀoy of No ConĮĚence the same year.

<ey features of CrimeStaƟsƟcs incůuĚeĚ an increase in
the crime types reporteĚ ;incůuĚing the categories of
homiciĚe anĚ traĸc oīences), the abiůity to search
anĚ ǀiew staƟsƟcs by suburb anĚ postcoĚe as weůů as
crime type, anĚ the abiůity to ǀiew trenĚs oǀer Ɵme.

The abiůity to report crime onůine, as weůů as to report a coůůision onůine, were aůso new features of
the site.

The seconĚ was that of the Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT Roman YuaeĚǀůieg Ͷ the Įrst
͚top cop͛ to use TwiƩer in Austraůia Ͷ useĚ to Ěistribute corporate informaƟon with a
personaů touch to proǀiĚe a Ěegree of authenƟcity.

&or the Įrst Ɵme the user-frienĚůy maps proǀiĚeĚ a
community engagement půaƞorm to improǀe on our
percepƟons anĚ fears of crime key performance
inĚicators, anĚ informaƟon once consiĚereĚ
operaƟonaůůy sensiƟǀe.

uring its Įrst three months the website receiǀeĚ more than 200 000 page ǀiews, the most
popuůar secƟons being the meĚia centre, Įrearms registry anĚ work for us.
The website was ACT Woůicing͛s Įrst step into the Ěigitaů era.

ACT Woůicing͛s Įrst website Ͷ poůice.act.goǀ.au Ͷ was
ůauncheĚ in Apriů 2010

In &ebruary 2012, aŌer pubůic consuůtaƟon, ACT Woůicing ůauncheĚ its mobiůe frienĚůy
CrimeStaƟsƟcs, interacƟǀe onůine crime maps, proǀiĚing the community with unĮůtereĚ
informaƟon about actuaů crime in their suburb.

Knůine interacƟǀe crime maps were introĚuceĚ in 2012
proǀiĚing suburb-by-suburb staƟsƟcs across seǀeraů crime
types

The three originaů purpůe RAWI cars ůauncheĚ in August
2010

A RAPID
expansion
The estabůisheĚ ůink between high-risk
Ěriǀing behaǀiour anĚ a ĚisregarĚ for
obeying the conǀenƟons of ůicensing anĚ
registraƟon was a cataůyst for creaƟng
one of the ACT͛s most eīecƟǀe traĸc
enforcement teams in 2010.
hsing the A&W͛s co-ĚeǀeůopeĚ technoůogy RAWI
;RecogniƟon anĚ Anaůysis of Wůates IenƟĮeĚ), a new
team was ůauncheĚ in August 2010 in which three
high-proĮůe, purpůe Traĸc KperaƟons ǀehicůes Ͷ two
seĚans anĚ a uƟůity Ͷ ĮƩeĚ with AutomaƟc Number
Wůate RecogniƟon ;ANWR) technoůogy, were reǀeaůeĚ.
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In ůate 2003 ACT Woůicing was the Įrst poůice jurisĚicƟon in Austraůia to Ěepůoy
ANWR technoůogy, anĚ haĚ ůater triaůůeĚ RAWI in 2009 to Ěetect unregistereĚ anĚ
unůicenseĚ Ěriǀers by scanning the number půates of Canberra motorists. It haĚ
founĚ that approǆimateůy one-thirĚ of fataů coůůisions in the ACT inǀoůǀeĚ
unregistereĚͬuninsureĚ or unůicenseĚ Ěriǀers, posing a signiĮcant risk on ACT
roaĚs.
The successfuů triaů of RAWI haĚ resuůteĚ in 1820 infringements issueĚ anĚ 200
ůicence suspensions or ĚisquaůiĮcaƟons. Recognising that a speciaůist RAWI team
wouůĚ be a reǀenue–neutraů, safety-enhancing outcome, the ACT 'oǀernment
injecteĚ Ψ4.1 miůůion oǀer four years to buiůĚ on the capabiůity of the RAWI team.
tithin 18 months of its ůaunch, the ACT recorĚeĚ siǆ roaĚ fataůiƟes in 2011 Ͷ the
ůowest ACT roaĚ toůů in 52 years. Between March 2011 anĚ Apriů 2012, there were
no roaĚ fataůiƟes recorĚeĚ in the ACT, an unpreceĚenteĚ 13 months without a roaĚ
Ěeath.

The AutomaƟc Number Wůate RecogniƟon technoůogy on a
RAWI car Ͷ 2010
InsiĚe RAWI, using in-car compuƟng to Ěetect unůicenseĚ
anĚ unregistereĚ motorists Ͷ 2010

In 2012 the RAWI capabiůity was introĚuceĚ to seǀeraů more poůice cars across the ACT Woůicing Ňeet, anĚ the
technoůogy conƟnues to půay a major roůe in reĚucing the number of Ěeaths on ACT roaĚs.

Within 18 months of
[RAPID’s] launch, the
ACT recorded six road
fatalities in 2011 — the
lowest ACT road toll in 52
years. Between March
2011 and April 2012, there
was no road fatalities
recorded in the ACT, an
unprecedented 13 months
without a road death.

&ormer Traĸc KperaƟons SuperintenĚent Mark Coůbran, who was the Ěriǀing force behinĚ the Ěeǀeůopment of
the RAWI capabiůity in its iniƟaů 12–24 months haĚ saiĚ͗ ͞thiůe primariůy a roaĚ safety tooů, RAWI has aůso
contributeĚ to generaů crime reĚucƟon in the ACT with a number of stoůen motor ǀehicůes recoǀereĚ as part of
RAWI operaƟons oǀer the past 12 months. It has aůso iĚenƟĮeĚ peopůe with outstanĚing warrants for arrest.͟
The ǀehicůes ;two &aůcon yR seĚans anĚ an yR uƟůity) featuring a striking purpůe ůiǀery with traĸc operaƟons
iĚenƟĮers, createĚ signiĮcant interest arounĚ Canberra as a resuůt of their high-proĮůe operaƟonaů Ěepůoyment.
In 2012 the RAWI capabiůity was introĚuceĚ to seǀeraů more poůice cars across the ACT Woůicing Ňeet, anĚ
conƟnues to půay a major roůe in reĚucing the number of Ěeaths on ACT roaĚs.
Since its introĚucƟon, RAWI has scanneĚ thousanĚs of number půates, anĚ has ĚetecteĚ more than 3000
unregistereĚͬsuspenĚeĚ ǀehicůes, more than 1200 uninsureĚ ǀehicůes, anĚ more than 700 unůicenseĚ Ěriǀers.

SuperintenĚent Mark Coůbran of Traĸc KperaƟons at the
Ɵme Ěemonstrates the RAWI capabiůity Ͷ 2011
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Mercury 10

Opening of the Exhibit
Management Centre

The Ěepůoyment phase of the
NaƟonaů Counter-Terrorism
CommiƩee͛s muůƟ-jurisĚicƟonaů
eǆercise Ͷ Mercury 10 Ͷ took
půace oǀer two Ěays in
August 2010 as part of Austraůia͛s
ůargest counter-terrorism training
eǆercise.

Kǀer the course of a 48-hour perioĚ, ACT Woůicing responĚeĚ to seǀeraů simuůateĚ aƩacks, incůuĚing
a stageĚ bombing of an eůectricaů substaƟon, anĚ a hypotheƟcaů compůeǆ hostage negoƟaƟon at a
buiůĚing ĚesignateĚ as New eaůanĚ͛s High Commission. As a resuůt, the Woůice KperaƟons Centre,
the Territory Crisis Centre anĚ the Wubůic InformaƟon CoorĚinaƟon Centre were stooĚ up to
proǀiĚe an operaƟonaů response anĚ a coorĚinateĚ whoůe-of-goǀernment approach to informaƟon
Ňow ;to the meĚia anĚ the ACT community).

The purpose-buiůt ǆhibit
Management Centre Ͷ situateĚ
in sicars Street, Mitcheůů Ͷ was
oĸciaůůy openeĚ for business in
Noǀember 2010.
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The preǀious eǆhibit management faciůity Ͷ the Beůconnen Wroperty Kĸce Ͷ was typicaů of
the era in which it was buiůt anĚ became increasingůy oǀercrowĚeĚ, anĚ unabůe to sustain the
eǆhibit requirements of a moĚern poůice serǀice.
The contemporary new faciůity is more than 3500 square metres in siǌe anĚ contains more than
3000 square metres of storage room͖ space requireĚ to accommoĚate the thousanĚs of items
heůĚ for criminaů inǀesƟgaƟons, aůong with ůost anĚ stoůen property.

ACT Woůicing workeĚ cůoseůy with both ACT anĚ Commonweaůth 'oǀernment agencies incůuĚing
the Austraůia efence &orce to resoůǀe the stageĚ ͚terrorist aƩacks͛.

The new centre aůso incůuĚeĚ the aĚĚiƟonaů capacity to hoůĚ more than 90 ǀehicůes on hoists,
342 meĚium storage containers anĚ approǆimateůy 570 paůůets.

The purpose of Mercury 10 was to proǀiĚe goǀernment agencies anĚ emergency serǀices with an
opportunity to put their counter-terrorism response training into pracƟce anĚ reǀiew eǆisƟng
processes anĚ responses to such inciĚents.

Some of the eǆhibits houseĚ in the new faciůity Ěate back to 1966, incůuĚing items reůaƟng to
the murĚer of Assistant Commissioner Coůin tinchester, the carpet which was useĚ in the
unsoůǀeĚ murĚer of Aůůen ReĚston anĚ a 2 metre sworĚ founĚ on an ACTIKN bus.

It aůso aůůoweĚ reinforceĚ the neeĚ to maintain cooperaƟǀe working reůaƟonships that are enjoyeĚ
with other State, Territory anĚ naƟonaů ůaw enforcement partners, anĚ the meĚia.

The ǆhibit Management Centre aůso proǀiĚeĚ oĸce space anĚ ameniƟes for ACT &irearms
Registry staī to check anĚ issue Įrearm ůicences͖ the ACT rug Registry which secures anĚ
transfers the anaůysis of aůů Ěrugs seiǌeĚ by poůice͖ anĚ the eǆhibit registrars, who secure, ůoĚge
anĚ store aůů eǆhibits coming into poůice possession.

More than 300 members of ACT Woůicing took part in Mercury 10, which remains the ůargest
muůƟ-jurisĚicƟonaů eǆercise unĚertaken.

Wůanning for the faciůity began in 2007 to cater for eǆisƟng anĚ future neeĚs of ACT Woůicing.
It took 25 Ěays to moǀe the 600 000-půus items from the preǀious faciůity, the majority of which
took půace at night to maintain ǀisitor conƟnuity through the Ěay at the ACT &irearms Registry.

More than 300 members of ACT Woůicing responĚ to Mercury
10 in the Woůice KperaƟons Centre Ͷ 2010

The ǆhibit Management Centre openeĚ in Noǀember 2010
to house more than 600 000 eǆhibit items, aůong with ůost
anĚ stoůen property anĚ the ACT &irearms anĚ rugs Registry
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‘Grow house’ haul

Liquor reforms

In Noǀember 2010 criminaů
inǀesƟgators seiǌeĚ 259 cannabis
půants, incůuĚing 104 mature
půants, from a home in Meůba.

An eǆtensiǀe anĚ sophisƟcateĚ hyĚroponics set-up with an automaƟc watering anĚ ĚucƟng system
was founĚ insiĚe the house. Most of the půants were ůocateĚ within the tripůe garage. Some of the
půants were as high as 1.5 metres anĚ were reaĚy to be harǀesteĚ.
The eůectricaů system of the house haĚ been highůy moĚiĮeĚ, with the meter boǆ bypasseĚ anĚ
about 80 transformers instaůůeĚ to power the growing ůamps anĚ fans insiĚe the premises.
A ůarge team of poůice were caůůeĚ in to remoǀe the půants oǀernight anĚ progressiǀeůy transport
the půants anĚ equipment to safe storage.
The půants haĚ a potenƟaů street ǀaůue of Ψ5 miůůion. The hauů remains the ůargest seiǌure of
cannabis from inĚoor cuůƟǀaƟon in the ACT.

The 10-person Aůcohoů Crime
TargeƟng Team came into
eīect on 1 ecember 2010 to
coinciĚe with the introĚucƟon
of the >iƋuor Act ϮϬ1Ϭ ;ACTͿ,
with the aim to enforce the new
ůegisůaƟon, anĚ reĚuce aůcohoůreůateĚ crime through eĚucaƟon
anĚ engagement.
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The new ůegisůaƟon was the Įrst major reform to the >iƋuor Act 19ϳϱ for aůmost
35 years anĚ introĚuceĚ ůaws making it an oīence to suppůy aůcohoů to an intoǆicateĚ
person anĚ oīering aůcohoů promoƟons which encourage rapiĚ consumpƟon. Kther
oīences introĚuceĚ incůuĚeĚ refusing to ůeaǀe a ůicenseĚ premises aŌer being askeĚ
to ůeaǀe, buying Ěrinks for an intoǆicateĚ person, anĚ abusing or threatening bar staī
for refusing serǀice of aůcohoů.
The reforms were an eīort by the ACT 'oǀernment anĚ Minister for Woůice anĚ
mergency Serǀices Simon Corbeůů to improǀe pubůic safety by tackůing anƟ-sociaů anĚ
ǀioůent behaǀiour associateĚ with eǆcessiǀe aůcohoů consumpƟon.
An amount of Ψ6.4 miůůion oǀer four years was aůůocateĚ to estabůish the Aůcohoů Crime
TargeƟng Team, the inǀestment to be recoǀereĚ by a new risk-baseĚ fee structure for
ůicenseĚ premises.
The moǀe saw a shiŌ of reguůatory responsibiůity from the Kĸce of Reguůatory
Serǀices to ACT Woůicing.
New poůice powers incůuĚeĚ the power to impose an emergency 24-hour suspension
of traĚe on the spot anĚ the proǀision for ůockouts at ůicenseĚ premises.
Woůice were now abůe to issue criminaů infringement noƟces, or on-the-spot Įnes, of
up to Ψ1100 for a ůicensee, Ψ220 for an empůoyee anĚ Ψ120 for a member of the pubůic
who suppůies ůiquor to another person who is intoǆicateĚ in ůicenseĚ premises.

InsiĚe the Meůba premises garage where cannabis půants
were being cuůƟǀateĚ Ͷ 2010

SuperintenĚent Mick Caůatǌis with members of the Aůcohoů
Crime TargeƟng Team patroůůing ůicenseĚ premises Ͷ 2010
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Random Roadside
Drug Testing

Counter-terrorism
capability boosted

RanĚom RoaĚsiĚe rug TesƟng
in the ACT began in May 2011
foůůowing Ěebate in the >egisůaƟǀe
Assembůy anĚ aŌer much
community consuůtaƟon anĚ
comment.

As of 13 ecember 2010 amenĚments to the Road Transport ;Alcohol and DrugsͿ Act 19ϳϳ enabůeĚ,
for the Įrst Ɵme, the ĚetecƟon of those who Ěriǀe a ǀehicůe aŌer consuming either aůcohoů or
Ěrugs.
The ACT 'oǀernment proǀiĚeĚ Ψ2 926 000 oǀer four years in the 2011–12 BuĚget to estabůish the
capabiůity, anĚ test for Ěriǀers with the presence of cannabis, methamphetamine ;speeĚ anĚ ice)
anĚͬor MMA ;ecstasy) in their system. The funĚing, aůong with the actuaů purchasing of Ěrug
tesƟng kits, was useĚ to estabůish the iniƟaů team of ĚeĚicateĚ poůice oĸcers anĚ associateĚ
goǀernance anĚ operaƟonaů requirements.
Sergeant Ron Meůis of Traĸc KperaƟons ůeĚ the impůementaƟon of RanĚom RoaĚsiĚe rug TesƟng
in the ACT using an oraů test Ͷ a saůiǀa swab Ͷ as the methoĚ to Ěetect Ěrug-aīecteĚ Ěriǀers.
The change in ůegisůaƟon meant that a Įrst oīence couůĚ ůeaĚ to a Įne of up to Ψ1100. &or those
Ěriǀers who repeateĚůy oīenĚ a Įne of up to Ψ2750, three months imprisonment, or both couůĚ be
imposeĚ. An oīenĚing Ěriǀer couůĚ aůso face a ůoss of their Ěriǀer͛s ůicence for a perioĚ speciĮeĚ by
the court.
In its Įrst 12 months of operaƟon, more than 700 motorists were testeĚ for Ěrug Ěriǀing. Ten peopůe
haĚ returneĚ a posiƟǀe roaĚsiĚe screening, incůuĚing a 16-year-oůĚ boy. More than 2000 motorists
wiůů be testeĚ annuaůůy unƟů the capabiůity matures into a reguůar roaĚsiĚe operaƟon ;ůike ranĚom
breath tesƟng).

Sergeant Ron Meůis of Traĸc KperaƟons unĚertakes the Įrst
ranĚom roaĚsiĚe Ěrug test in the ACT Ͷ 2011

In 2011 ACT Woůicing͛s Speciaůist
Response anĚ Security ;SRS)
enhanceĚ its bomb response
anĚ counter-terrorism capabiůity
through the receipt of two key
pieces of equipment Ͷ two
bomb response trucks anĚ the
armoureĚ rescue ǀehicůe ;the
Bearcat).
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ACT Woůicing introĚuceĚ its new speciaůist bomb response trucks in &ebruary 2011 to enhance the ACT͛s
capabiůity to responĚ to serious eǆpůosiǀe-reůateĚ threats.
The state-of-the-art trucks incůuĚeĚ custom-maĚe improǀiseĚ eǆpůosiǀe Ěeǀice Ěefeat ;I) poĚs which
were the Įrst of its kinĚ in Austraůia, anĚ were equippeĚ with cataůyƟc conǀerters to ensure
enǀironmentaůůy frienĚůy operaƟon. The trucks wouůĚ enabůe the quick Ěepůoyment of the SRS Bomb
Response Team if when the neeĚ arose, carrying aůů the equipment requireĚ Ͷ incůuĚing roboƟc ǀehicůes
Ͷ to aƩenĚ eǆpůosiǀe inciĚents anĚ situaƟons inǀoůǀing chemicaů, bioůogicaů anĚ raĚioůogicaů haǌarĚs.
SRS aůso took possession of the Bearcat in May 2011 Ͷ a hniteĚ States-buiůt ǀehicůe ĚesigneĚ to heůp
poůice Ěeaů with Ěangerous situaƟons such as hostage inciĚents, or the unůikeůy eǀent of a terrorist
situaƟon, where oĸcers, anĚ the pubůic, requireĚ protecƟon from gunĮre anĚ eǆpůosiǀes.
The Bearcat Ͷ purchaseĚ by the Commonweaůth AƩorney- 'eneraů͛s NaƟonaů Counter Terrorism
CommiƩee to buiůĚ on the operaƟonaů capacity of SRS TacƟcaů Response Ͷ was one of three in Austraůia at
the Ɵme anĚ cost approǆimateůy Ψ400 000. teighing nine tonnes, the 10-man tacƟcaů ǀehicůe is regarĚeĚ
as one of the worůĚ͛s most eīecƟǀe armoureĚ ǀehicůes anĚ boasts .50 Caůibre armour protecƟon,
360 Ěegree cameras, anĚ buůůet resistant casing anĚ tyres.

ACT Woůicing took receipt of the armoureĚ rescue ǀehicůe Ͷ
the Bearcat Ͷ in 2011
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World-ﬁrst approach to mental health
ACT Woůicing ůauncheĚ a worůĚ-Įrst triaů of embeĚĚing
mentaů heaůth cůinicians into ACT Woůicing KperaƟons
;communicaƟons Ěispatch centre) in :une 2011 to Ěirectůy
support frontůine members, anĚ proǀiĚe beƩer outcomes
to aīecteĚ inĚiǀiĚuaůs anĚ the community.
The ůaunch Ͷ part of the broaĚer Mentaů Heaůth Community Woůicing
IniƟaƟǀe Ͷ foůůoweĚ an eǆtensiǀe reǀiew into how poůice recognise,
reůate anĚ responĚ to peopůe with a mentaů iůůness when they come to
poůice aƩenƟon. The reǀiew iĚenƟĮeĚ the NSt Woůice &orce͛s Mentaů
Heaůth InterǀenƟon Team moĚeů as best pracƟce, anĚ recommenĚeĚ
the estabůishment of a team within ACT Woůicing to impůement a
number of reforms, incůuĚing the worůĚ-Įrst triaů, a taiůoreĚ training
package for frontůine responĚers anĚ the půacement of a Mentaů Heaůth
ACT worker ;psychoůogist) within ACT Woůicing to work aůongsiĚe the
Mentaů Heaůth Community Woůicing IniƟaƟǀe team.

The Ěeǀeůopment anĚ impůementaƟon of the iniƟaƟǀe anĚ its
associateĚ eůements was a signiĮcant step forwarĚ for ACT Woůicing
together with ACT Heaůth.
More than 300 members of ACT Woůicing, anĚ the broaĚer A&W, haǀe
now unĚertaken the four-Ěay speciaůist training to recognise how to
best responĚ to peopůe in the community with a mentaů iůůness. In the
Įrst 18 months of operaƟon, the cůinicians haĚ been caůůeĚ upon by
poůice in the ĮeůĚ more than 1500 Ɵmes. mergency acƟons ;where
mentaů heaůth paƟents are transporteĚ by poůice to hospitaů for
assessment) haĚ haůǀeĚ.

Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT Roman YuaeĚǀůieg anĚ
ACT Heaůth irector 'eneraů <aren Brasher sign an
agreement aůůowing cůinicians to work in ACT Woůicing
KperaƟons Ͷ 2011
Mentaů Heaůth ;ACT) cůinicians within ACT Woůicing
KperaƟons Ͷ 2011

Mentaů Heaůth ;ACT) cůinicians are now working aůongsiĚe ACT Woůicing
KperaƟons seǀen-Ěays-a-week. IniƟaůůy, cůinicians were onůy aǀaiůabůe
Ěuring ͚peak͛ perioĚs from ThursĚay to SunĚay. Two separate reǀiews
were the cataůyst for the eǆpansion of the triaů. The Įrst, an internaů
12-month reǀiew of the Mentaů Heaůth Community Woůicing IniƟaƟǀe
which recommenĚeĚ an increase in Ěays workeĚ by cůinicians, anĚ the
seconĚ, the oherty coroniaů inquest. Nathan oherty, who haĚ
suīereĚ from a mentaů iůůness for much of his ůife, was shot ĚeaĚ in
seůf-Ěefence by poůice in &ebruary 2011.

&ormer eputy Chief Woůice Kĸcer Bruce Hiůů, irector
Corporate Serǀices :uĚith <enĚrick, eputy Chief Woůice
Kĸcer aǀiĚ Mc>ean anĚ ACT Heaůth cůinicians at
ACT Woůicing KperaƟons with Sergeant 'reg Booth ;far right)
who was instrumentaů in Ěriǀing the iniƟaƟǀe Ͷ 2011

Woůice haǀe come to ǀaůue the reaů-Ɵme speciaůist support that onůy
the cůinicians can proǀiĚe. By haǀing access to the ACT Heaůth
Ěatabase, cůinicians can eǀaůuate a paƟent͛s history anĚ can proǀiĚe
aĚǀice about how to best approach a crisis situaƟon, meaning poůice
are beƩer informeĚ about inĚiǀiĚuaů circumstances.
SuperintenĚent >esa 'aůe, a Ěriǀing force behinĚ the Mentaů Heaůth
Community Woůicing IniƟaƟǀe, haĚ saiĚ the program was ĚesigneĚ to
support frontůine poůice who were increasingůy the Įrst responĚers to
inciĚents inǀoůǀing peopůe with a mentaů iůůness͗ ͞a beƩer
unĚerstanĚing of the circumstances we are Ěeaůing with can onůy
proǀiĚe beƩer outcomes for the community, anĚ those eǆperiencing a
mentaů iůůness.͟
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Introduction of
Tasers in the ACT

Colossal property
haul
In :uůy 2011 ACT Woůicing began
the ůengthy process of cataůoguing
what was suspecteĚ to be one
of the ůargest seiǌures of stoůen
property eǀer in the ACT.

The property was founĚ aŌer poůice conĚucteĚ a search warrant on a house in
>yons. Members of Criminaů InǀesƟgaƟons founĚ eǀery room in the house ĮůůeĚ
with property. In some cases, rooms were ĮůůeĚ from Ňoor to ceiůing with stoůen
gooĚs.
Sergeant :ohn 'iůes haĚ saiĚ that in aůů his eǆperience as a poůice oĸcer he haĚ
neǀer been inǀoůǀeĚ in a search warrant in which so much property was ůocateĚ.
͞The amount of property inǀoůǀeĚ makes the minĚ boggůe͖ anĚ I enǀisage that we
wiůů be cataůoguing property for many Ěays to come,͟ Sergeant 'iůůs saiĚ.
More than 400 items were seiǌeĚ, with a totaů ǀaůue arounĚ Ψ800 000. Items
incůuĚeĚ books, Cs, ss, cůothing, staƟonery, computer harĚ Ěriǀes anĚ
soŌware. The items haĚ been shopůiŌeĚ from stores arounĚ Canberra oǀer a
perioĚ of seǀeraů years.
A 49-year-oůĚ woman was subsequentůy arresteĚ.

ACT Woůicing announceĚ the
introĚucƟon of 15 conĚucteĚ
energy weapons, or Tasers, to
ACT Woůicing͛s most eǆperienceĚ
frontůine oĸcers in August 2011
foůůowing a reǀiew of its
use-of-force opƟons.

Tasers were issueĚ to traineĚ substanƟǀe sergeants onůy, eīecƟǀeůy proǀiĚing three units for each
poůice staƟon in the ACT at the Ɵme.
Tasers were introĚuceĚ to the ACT for speciaůist-traineĚ tacƟcaů oĸcers in 2004. The
recommenĚaƟon to issue Tasers to senior generaů ĚuƟes poůice foůůoweĚ a four-month reǀiew, with
ACT Woůicing becoming the siǆth Austraůian State or Territory poůice serǀice to equip its frontůine
oĸcers with Tasers.
The roůů-out of Tasers in the ACT foůůoweĚ intense controǀersy as a resuůt of eǆperiences, incůuĚing
Ěeaths, in other States anĚ Territories. But Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT Roman YuaeĚǀůieg was
conĮĚent in the measureĚ roůů-out to more eǆperienceĚ members, anĚ emphasiseĚ that Tasers were
a ůegiƟmate use-of-force opƟon for poůice to Ěe-escaůate ǀioůent situaƟons.
͞There are cůear operaƟonaů beneĮts of introĚucing Tasers which incůuĚe a high Ěeterrence factor
against ǀioůence, immeĚiate incapacitaƟon in threatening situaƟons, the abiůity to Ěepůoy a Taser at a
safe Ěistance anĚ the safety of our oĸcers as weůů as the pubůic,͟ Assistant Commissioner YuaeĚǀůieg
saiĚ.
The introĚucƟon of Tasers was an inĚicaƟon of the change in enǀironment in which poůice were
operaƟng. Woůice were Ěeaůing with a greater Ěegree of ǀioůence, anĚ oīenĚers aīecteĚ by Ěrugs
such as crystaů methyůamphetamine ;IC).
Tasers are now personaůůy issueĚ to sergeants, anĚ are now equippeĚ with camera technoůogy to
capture coůour ǀision anĚ auĚio when acƟǀateĚ.

Stoůen gooĚs were founĚ in eǀery room when poůice
conĚucteĚ a search warrant in 2011

The y26 Taser was introĚuceĚ to frontůine sergeants in 2011
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Her Majesty Yueen ůiǌabeth II waǀes to fans at
St :ohns Church in ReiĚ Ͷ 2011

An ofﬁcer, a Queen
and a gentlemen
Kctober anĚ Noǀember 2011 were busy months for
ACT Woůicing, půaying a signiĮcant roůe in the security
arrangements anĚ proǀiĚing escorts for a number of
high proĮůe ǀisits incůuĚing that of Her Majesty Yueen
ůiǌabeth II anĚ His Royaů Highness the uke of
Ěinburgh, the WresiĚent of the hniteĚ States Barack
Kbama, anĚ Wrince &reĚerick anĚ Wrincess Mary of
enmark.
In Kctober a gracious monarch toucheĚ the hearts of
Canberrans when Her Majesty the Yueen anĚ the
uke of Ěinburgh spent seǀen Ěays in the ACT as part
of the monarch͛s 16th ǀisit to Austraůia.
Touching Ěown at RAA& &airbairn in a chartereĚ BriƟsh
Airways Boeing 777 jet on teĚnesĚay 19 Kctober, the
royaů coupůe were met by hunĚreĚs of aĚoring fans,
anĚ began their ͚to see anĚ to be seen͛ tour.
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WroǀiĚing security for the royaů ǀisitors with ĚiscreƟon anĚ sensiƟǀity, ACT Woůicing
ensureĚ Her Majesty͛s eǀery moǀe was carefuůůy monitoreĚ anĚ her safety assureĚ
at aůů Ɵmes.
In stark contrast, a month ůater the ACT weůcomeĚ, with open arms, one of the
most powerfuů worůĚ ůeaĚers, WresiĚent of the hniteĚ States ;WKThS) Barack
Kbama.
&or ACT Woůicing, his 22-hour stay in Canberra was intense, with Ɵght security
arrangements in půace to protect WKThS.
The preǀious WresiĚent of the hniteĚ States to ǀisit Canberra was 'eorge t. Bush
in 2003, anĚ whiůe protest acƟǀity markeĚ the ǀisit, KperaƟonaů CommanĚer
Michaeů Chew ůikeneĚ the security arrangements of Kbama to that of his
preĚecessor.
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The entire security
package for Obama was
a stark contrast to that
of the Queen, and as
expected, more like that
of Bush’s visit in 2003.

͞tith this type of security package the speeĚs in which the motorcaĚe traǀeůs are aůso increaseĚ ;for protecƟon
purposes). te workeĚ cůoseůy with the hS Secret Serǀice to ensure aůů necessary arrangements were maĚe to
protect the WresiĚent.͟
>eaĚing up to anĚ Ěuring the ǀisit the Bomb Response Team manuaůůy searcheĚ 90 kiůometres of unĚergrounĚ
tunneůs, Ěrains, ůight poůes, roaĚs to anĚ from ǀarious ůocaƟons, aůong with hoteů ůiŌ weůůs, guƩers, ůinen cůosets
anĚ rooms.
Security at aůů ǀenues was Ɵght, anĚ the Ěistance between the pubůic anĚ WKThS much greater than that
normaůůy aīorĚeĚ to Ěignitary ǀisitors. Warůiament House was ůockeĚ Ěown anĚ roaĚs were cůoseĚ both ways
Ěuring eǀery motorcaĚe moǀement, which incůuĚeĚ route security. The skies were patroůůeĚ Ěay anĚ night ;by a
RAA& Įghter aircraŌ).

͞The enƟre security package for Kbama was a stark contrast to that of the Yueen,
anĚ as eǆpecteĚ, more ůike that of Bush͛s ǀisit in 2003,͟ ;then) SuperintenĚent
Chew saiĚ.
&or Kbama, there was a ǀisibůe tacƟcaů response capabiůity, with Speciaůist
Response anĚ Security members aůso part of the motorcaĚe aůong with Kbama͛s
personaů security team, custom-buiůt CaĚiůůac anĚ Shss.

Aůways in the backgrounĚ, but with the worůĚ watching, ACT Woůicing ĚeůiǀereĚ a series of highůy professionaů
͚escorts͛, through the Counter Terrorism anĚ mergency Management team, 'eneraů uƟes, Search anĚ Rescue,
tater KperaƟons, ACT Woůicing Inteůůigence, the Bomb Response Team, Woůice MeĚia anĚ Traĸc KperaƟons.
Constabůe Ian SƟǀaůa conĚucts a search of the Cariůůon prior
to the WKThS ǀisit Ͷ 2011
Woůice proǀiĚe a motorcaĚe escort to ensure the security anĚ
protecƟon of Her Majesty the Yueen whiůe en route Ͷ 2011
/mage courtesy oĨ The Canberra Times

In uniform from ůeŌ͗ Sergeant tiůůiam ;Biůů) ǀans, ;then)
Senior Constabůe Aaron Steī, anĚ ;then) SuperintenĚent
Michaeů Chew with WresiĚent Kbama͛s CaĚiůůac Ͷ 2011

&rom ůeŌ͗ Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT Roman YuaeĚǀůieg,
Minister for Woůice anĚ mergency Serǀices
Simon Corbeůů, Chief Minister for the ACT <aty 'aůůagher
anĚ A&W Commissioner Tony Negus, with members of the
Beůconnen Woůice StaƟon anĚ A&W Wipes anĚ rums at the
oĸciaů opening of the new staƟon Ͷ 2012

Opening of a new
Belconnen Police
Station
In a rare anĚ auspicious occasion, A&W
Commissioner Tony Negus anĚ Chief Woůice
Kĸcer for the ACT Roman YuaeĚǀůieg
were joineĚ by Chief Minister for the ACT
<aty 'aůůagher anĚ Minister for Woůice
anĚ mergency Serǀices Simon Corbeůů to
oĸciaůůy open the Ψ23.5 miůůion
Beůconnen Woůice StaƟon on 30 March 2012.
The opening of the poůice staƟon markeĚ the start of
a new era for poůicing in the Ěistrict. The new
purpose-buiůt, uůtra-moĚern energy eĸcient buiůĚing
was a Įrst in sustainabiůity, anĚ ĚesigneĚ to serǀe the
present anĚ eǆpecteĚ neeĚs of a moĚern poůice
serǀice.
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CommanĚer Michaeů Chew, piǀotaů in the staƟon͛s Ěesign, saiĚ ͞our aspiraƟon for
the new staƟon was to Ěeǀeůop a contemporary workspace that aůůoweĚ for greater
Ňeǆibiůity anĚ space, increaseĚ moraůe anĚ ůongeǀity, anĚ one that met the neeĚs
of poůice ;operaƟonaůůy) anĚ the community͟.
&eatures incůuĚe Įǀe hoůĚing ceůůs, Įǀe secure interǀiew rooms, Įǀe ͚soŌ͛ interǀiew
rooms ;for members of the pubůic or ǀicƟms of crime), a famiůy counseůůing room,
change rooms anĚ a gym, staī kitchen anĚ breakout area ;courtyarĚ), a saůůyport
;custoĚiaů transiƟon faciůity) anĚ the pubůicůy aǀaiůabůe community meeƟng room.
Soůar paneůs were instaůůeĚ to ensure the buiůĚing͛s energy raƟng was ampůiĮeĚ,
with the staƟon infuseĚ with naturaů ůight anĚ spacious open půan areas. High
ceiůings with passiǀe chiůůeĚ beams run water to keep airŇow circuůaƟng, anĚ white
sun Įůter paneůs angůeĚ Ěue east to reŇect bright sunůight oī the buiůĚing keeps it
cooů Ěuring Canberra͛s summer.
AĚǀanceĚ energy-saǀing measures, such as eǀacuateĚ tube-type soůar technoůogy
to generate the hot water suppůy, haǀe been aĚĚeĚ to further reĚuce the staƟon͛s
energy ͚footprint͛.
WresenƟng an open anĚ frienĚůy appearance to the generaů pubůic was aůso a
prerequisite for the buiůĚing Ěesign. ǆtensiǀe wooĚ paneůůing anĚ Ňooring in pubůic
waiƟng areas giǀes a soŌness whiůe the harĚ areas where hoůĚing ceůůs anĚ
interǀiew rooms are ůocateĚ are, out of necessity, more Ěurabůe.

Members of Beůconnen Woůice StaƟon hoůĚ an honour guarĚ
at the oĸciaů opening Ͷ 2012

The Įǀe interǀiew rooms anĚ hoůĚing ceůůs are containeĚ within what is known as the ͚harĚ area͛ of the staƟon,
with each ceůů haǀing naturaů ůight anĚ an eůement of priǀacy whiůe sƟůů saƟsfying custoĚiaů neeĚs.

Our aspiration for the
new station was to
develop a contemporary
workspace that allowed
for greater ﬂexibility and
space, increased morale
and longevity, and one that
met the needs of police
(operationally) and the
community.

A&W Wipes anĚ rums ůeaĚ Beůconnen Woůice StaƟon
members as part of the StaƟon Kpening WaraĚe aůong
Benjamin tay Ͷ 2012

The priǀate centraů courtyarĚ forms the hub of the staƟon anĚ proǀiĚes a sanctuary for ACT Woůicing oĸcers Ͷ
anĚ the resiĚent ůiǌarĚs Ͷ when neeĚeĚ.
It was someƟme Ěuring the 1980s that the Įrst Tiliqua scincoides scincoides ;Bůue Tongue) ůiǌarĚ arriǀeĚ at the
Beůconnen Woůice StaƟon. A Beůconnen patroů member is saiĚ to haǀe founĚ an injureĚ ůiǌarĚ on Ěuty anĚ
brought it back to the staƟon to heaů. Not ůong aŌer, the now 10 ůiǌarĚs became part of the ͚furniture͛, anĚ much
thought was giǀen to them when Ěesigning the new staƟon͛s courtyarĚ.
Aůong with the ůiǌarĚs, members of Beůconnen Woůice StaƟon moǀeĚ into their new ͚home͛ on 31 :anuary 2012.
As part of its oĸciaů opening the Beůconnen Woůice StaƟon openeĚ its Ěoors to the pubůic on 31 March. More
than 5000 members of the community took the opportunity to tour the new state-of-the-art staƟon anĚ enjoy
the Ěispůays anĚ entertainment.
The oĸciaů opening was the cuůminaƟon of four years of consuůtaƟon anĚ work between the ACT 'oǀernment͛s
:usƟce anĚ Community Safety irectorate, buiůĚing architects BsN Architecture, buiůĚing contractors St Hiůůiers
anĚ ACT Woůicing.

Kĸcer-in-Charge of Beůconnen Woůice StaƟon MaƩ CorbiƩ
raises the staƟon͛s Ňags together with Sergeants
Mike Barber anĚ Caroů hhe, symboůising the partnership
between poůice, the goǀernment anĚ community Ͷ 2012
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Introduction of
load bearing vests
>oaĚ bearing ǀests became
aǀaiůabůe for operaƟonaů
members in May 2012, proǀiĚing
an aůternaƟǀe to the
8 kiůograms accoutrements beůt.

>oaĚ bearing ǀests were
introĚuceĚ in recogniƟon off
the neeĚ for operaƟonaů
members to be reaĚy to facee
any moĚern Ěay poůicing
chaůůenge. They are ĚesigneĚ
Ě
uīs a baton,
baton KC spray,
spray a spare
to be equippeĚ with hanĚcuīs,
magaǌine ;for the Įrearm) anĚ a poůice issueĚ raĚio. TraineĚ
frontůine Sergeants are aůso equippeĚ with an eůectricaů incapacitate ;Taser).
The ǀests were ĚesigneĚ to reĚuce the ůoaĚ carrieĚ arounĚ the waist anĚ hips by
the traĚiƟonaů poůice beůt introĚuceĚ in the 1980s, anĚ accommoĚates aůů
accoutrements eǆcept the Įrearm. Before the traĚiƟonaů poůice beůt, oĸcers useĚ
to sůiĚe a hoůster anĚ a hanĚcuī pouch on to their trouser beůts, anĚ půaceĚ their
baton in a speciaů ͚sůip pocket͛ cut in to their uniform-issueĚ trousers.
The assessment for the aĚopƟon of ůoaĚ bearing ǀests began in 2009, anĚ incůuĚeĚ
a ůengthy consuůtaƟon perioĚ, anĚ eǆtensiǀe triaůůing of the new ǀest for
occupaƟonaů heaůth anĚ safety as weůů as operaƟonaů reasons. KperaƟonaů safety
training was aůso moĚiĮeĚ to ensure oĸcers who wore the ǀest were re-traineĚ in
the Ěepůoyment of accoutrements.

The ůoaĚ bearing ǀest was introĚuceĚ to frontůine oĸcers in
2012
The hoůster that oĸcers wouůĚ sůiĚe onto their beůts
Ͷ circa 1970s

The ǀests, which were thought to ůook too ͚tacƟcaů͛ at Įrst, are a stark contrast to
the hanĚbag poůicewomen carrieĚ for their gun anĚ hanĚcuīs in the 1960s.
Simiůar ǀests are useĚ by testern Austraůia, NSt anĚ sictoria Woůice.

The A&W͛s Speciaůist Response 'roup ;SR') commenceĚ operaƟon
on 1 :uůy 2012 through the amaůgamaƟon of two speciaůist poůicing
eůements within the A&W͖ ACT Woůicing͛s Speciaůist Response anĚ
Security ;SRS) funcƟon anĚ the InternaƟonaů epůoyment 'roup͛s
KperaƟonaů Response 'roup ;KR').
The SRS haĚ been estabůisheĚ in 2002 to aĚĚress the speciaůist neeĚs of the ACT,
whiůe the KR' was estabůisheĚ in 2005 to fuůĮů the requirements of the
A&W͛s naƟonaů anĚ internaƟonaů operaƟons.
The SR' was estabůisheĚ as a resuůt of recommenĚaƟons from two separate
reǀiews ;>eahy anĚ Beaůe Reǀiews), to consiĚer a more eĸcient anĚ eīecƟǀe
operaƟng moĚeů for the Ěeůiǀery of speciaůist poůicing serǀices by the A&W.

2012

Launch of the
Specialist Response Group

The amaůgamaƟon compůeteĚ a two-anĚ-a-haůf-year project to impůement the two
key reforms of centraůising the KR' in Canberra from Brisbane anĚ Meůbourne, anĚ
its subsequent merger with ACT Woůicing͛s speciaůist tacƟcaů funcƟon.
The creaƟon of the SR' ůauncheĚ Austraůia͛s ůargest speciaůist capabiůity funcƟon,
anĚ proǀiĚes tacƟcaů operaƟons anĚ response ůocaůůy in the ACT, naƟonaůůy anĚ
internaƟonaůůy.
The group comprises tacƟcaů response, poůice negoƟators, canines, bomb response,
water operaƟons anĚ air support.

TacƟcaů members at the ůaunch of the Speciaůist Response
'roup Ͷ 2012
A&W Commissioner Tony Negus with Minister for Home
Aīairs anĚ :usƟce :ason Cůare speak to the meĚia at the
ůaunch of the Speciaůist Response 'roup Ͷ 2012
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Woůice search the Mugga >ane Ɵp in an eīort to ůocate
&rank Campeůů͛s cůothing anĚ murĚer weapon Ͷ 2005

A step to solve the
unsolved
The ůargest rewarĚs package in the ACT of Ψ2 miůůion
was announceĚ by Minister for Woůice anĚ mergency
Serǀices Simon Corbeůů in September 2012 for
informaƟon reůaƟng to four unsoůǀeĚ homiciĚes in the
ACT.
&our Ψ500 000 rewarĚs for the brutaů murĚers of
Irma Waůasics ;ageĚ 72) in 1999, <athryn 'rosǀenor
;ageĚ 23) in 2002, Susan tinburn ;ageĚ 45) in 2004,
anĚ &rank Campbeůů ;ageĚ 45) in 2005 wouůĚ be paiĚ
for informaƟon that ůeĚ to the arrest anĚ subsequent
conǀicƟon of the person or peopůe responsibůe for the
respecƟǀe murĚers.
thiůe ĚetecƟǀes haĚ been working harĚ on the cases,
in some instances for more than 10 years, the rewarĚs
were posteĚ as a Ěeůiberate incenƟǀe for peopůe with
informaƟon that couůĚ heůp soůǀe the crimes to come
forwarĚ.
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WHO KILLED

FRANK?
The four cases haĚ been iĚenƟĮeĚ anĚ were consiĚereĚ by ACT Woůicing͛s Criminaů
InǀesƟgaƟons funcƟon as capabůe of being soůǀeĚ because of the aǀaiůabůe eǀiĚence
anĚ circumstances surrounĚing each case.
In the case of <athryn 'rosǀenor anĚ Susan tinburn the rewarĚ was ĚoubůeĚ from
preǀious rewarĚ oīers of Ψ250 000 each. The rewarĚ for Irma Waůasics increaseĚ
from Ψ400 000͖ anĚ a rewarĚ was oīereĚ for the Įrst Ɵme for informaƟon reůaƟng
to the murĚer of &rank Campbeůů in his Mawson unit in May 2005. He ĚieĚ as a
resuůt of bůunt force trauma to his heaĚ anĚ was ůast seen at the Mawson Cůub the
night of his murĚer at about 9.45pm SunĚay 1 May.
etecƟǀe SuperintenĚent BreƩ McCann Ͷ who haĚ iniƟaůůy workeĚ on the
'rosǀenor case Ͷ haĚ saiĚ that ͞poůice haĚ iĚenƟĮeĚ persons of interest͟ with
respect to each of the four cases, anĚ that poůice beůieǀeĚ that suĸcient
informaƟon eǆisteĚ within the community͗ ͞giǀen that a number of years Ͷ seǀen
in the most recent case Ͷ has ůapseĚ since these murĚers took půace, those peopůe
who haǀe that ǀitaů informaƟon may now be in a Ěiīerent situaƟon than they were
preǀiousůy, anĚ therefore prepareĚ to come forwarĚ,͟ etecƟǀe SuperintenĚent
McCann saiĚ.

Woůice recoǀer the boĚy of <athryn 'rosǀenor near
zarraůumůa Bay Ͷ 2002
Minister for Woůice anĚ mergency Serǀices Simon Corbeůů
with etecƟǀe SuperintenĚent BreƩ McCann at the press
conference ůaunch of the Ψ2 miůůion rewarĚ package Ͷ 2012

<athryn Anne 'rosǀeno
<athryn
<
'rosǀenor was founĚ ĚeaĚ, weigheĚ Ěown by a concrete boůůarĚ in >ake Burůey 'riĸn
on 9 March 2002. Ther
There was an unconĮrmeĚ sighƟng of Ms 'rosǀenor at the 'eorge Harcourt Inn in
N
Nichoůůs
ichoůůs on 3 March 2
2002. She ĚieĚ of muůƟpůe stab wounĚs.

Given that a number of
years — seven in the most
recent case — has lapsed
since these murders took
place, those people who
have that vital information
may now be in a different
situation than they were
previously, and therefore
prepared to come
forward.

Irma
founĚ ĚeaĚ in her Mc<eůůar premises on SaturĚay 6 Noǀember 1999 foůůowing a
Ir
rma Waůasics was fou
home
h
ome inǀasion, anĚ ĚieĚ as the resuůt of a serious assauůt.
SSusan
usan ůiǌabeth ti
tinburn was founĚ ĚeaĚ insiĚe her 'orĚon premises at 81 <noke Aǀenue about
12.40pm on Tue
TuesĚay 13 :anuary 2004. Ms tinburn was ůast seen aůiǀe at the rinĚaůe
Shoppin Centre, tanniassa. She ĚieĚ as a resuůt of neck compression.
Shopping
R warĚ posters, pubůic appeaů ǀiĚeos, crime scene footage, images, anĚ informaƟon
Re
RewarĚ
about
a out the four murĚers was pubůisheĚ onůine, through ǀarious meĚia outůets, anĚ
ab
Ě
istri
ĚistributeĚ
across the ACT anĚ NSt.
t
thiůe
hiůe a number of informaƟon reports were receiǀeĚ by homiciĚe ĚetecƟǀes, aůů
four
fo
our murĚers remain unsoůǀeĚ.
Two
Tw oth
other murĚers Ͷ that of siǆ-year-oůĚ Aůůen ReĚston founĚ ĚeaĚ neǆt to a creek
beĚ
be
Ě in
in CurƟn in 1966, anĚ 20-year-oůĚ <eren RowůanĚ in 1971 Ͷ aůso remain unsoůǀeĚ.

The rewarĚ poster for &rank Campbeůů who was murĚereĚ in
Mawson in 2005
A pair of eůectric bůue půaƞorm boots simiůar to those <athryn
'rosǀenor was ůast seen wearing in 2002 haǀe neǀer been
ůocateĚ
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Looking back to move
forward
The year 2013 began with
an intense focus on three
major boĚies of inǀesƟgaƟǀe
work Ͷ KperaƟon :AYN,
the efence Abuse Response
Taskforce ;ART), anĚ the Royaů
Commission into InsƟtuƟonaů
Responses to ChiůĚ Seǆuaů Abuse.

The Įrst of these inǀesƟgaƟons was triggereĚ in Noǀember 2012, foůůowing an announcement by
the Minister for efence Stephen Smith. ART, of which A&W Assistant Commissioner RuĚi
>ammers is a member, was formeĚ to coůůect anĚ assess aůůegaƟons of seǆuaů anĚ physicaů abuse
within the Austraůian efence &orce that occurreĚ prior to 11 Apriů 2011.
tith more than 1100 historicaů cases iĚenƟĮeĚ by recent reǀiews, the taskforce, comprising two
ĚetecƟǀes from ACT Woůicing͛s Criminaů InǀesƟgaƟons team, wiůů assess misconĚuct aůůegaƟons to
refer to reůeǀant State or Territory poůice serǀices for inǀesƟgaƟon.
In the same month ;Noǀember), a seconĚ major naƟonaů enquiry was iniƟateĚ when Wrime
Minister :uůia 'iůůarĚ announceĚ the Royaů Commission into InsƟtuƟonaů Responses to ChiůĚ Seǆuaů
Abuse. The Įrst hearing of which took půace in Apriů 2013.
The Royaů Commission has been chargeĚ with eǆamining the seǆuaů abuse of chiůĚren in the
conteǆt of insƟtuƟons throughout Austraůia, anĚ how such insƟtuƟons Ͷ goǀernment agencies,
schooůs, sporƟng cůubs, orphanages, reůigions organisaƟons Ͷ haǀe manageĚ anĚ responĚeĚ to
aůůegaƟons of chiůĚ seǆuaů abuse anĚ reůateĚ maƩers.

Cůoser to home, ĚetecƟǀes began reǀiewing hunĚreĚs of archiǀeĚ Įůes reůaƟng to the inǀesƟgaƟon
into the 1989 shooƟng murĚer of Assistant Commissioner Coůin tinchester ;Chief Woůice Kĸcer for
the ACT at the Ɵme), anĚ the subsequent conǀicƟon of aǀiĚ HaroůĚ astman in 1995.
A new inquiry into astman͛s guiůt was orĚereĚ by :usƟce Shane Marshaůů in August 2012 aŌer a
witness cůaimeĚ to haǀe borroweĚ astman͛s car to go rabbit shooƟng anĚ půaceĚ his .22 riŇe in
the boot, resuůƟng in gunshot resiĚue which Ěirectůy ůinkeĚ astman to the murĚer.
thiůe the astman conǀicƟon is famiůiar to some anĚ aŌer more than 20 years, a ǀague anĚ Ěistant
memory to most, KperaƟon :AYN began in :anuary 2013 with the Ěigitaů cataůoguing of the
thousanĚs of pages of statements, submissions, images, forensic reports anĚ Ěiary notes. In aůů,
some 400 boǆes of eǀiĚence wiůů haǀe been assesseĚ in the ůeaĚ-up to the enquiry, with fresh
materiaů such as baůůisƟcs tesƟng, to foůůow.
>ike aůů three major inǀesƟgaƟons, aŌer a turbuůent start marreĚ with aůůegaƟons of bias anĚ
conŇicts of interest, the enquiry into astman͛s murĚer conǀicƟon is ůikeůy to take some years
before those inǀoůǀeĚ, anĚ his famiůy, can once again moǀe forwarĚ.

'iǀen the massiǀe scope, scaůe anĚ seriousness of the Royaů Commission, which is ůeĚ by :usƟce
Weter McCůeůůan AM, a further Įǀe Commissioners were announceĚ to support the inquiry, each
appointeĚ for a perioĚ of three years. A number of poůice-ůeĚ inǀesƟgaƟons are certain to resuůt in
each State anĚ Territory.

Kĸcers cataůogueĚ boǆes of eǀiĚence, statements anĚ
images for KperaƟon :AYN Ͷ 2013

Assistant Commissioner Coůin tinchester, murĚereĚ in 1989
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1927-2013

Chief Police Ofﬁcers
The inauguraů ͚Canberra poůice͛ feůů unĚer the auspices of the
Commonweaůth Woůice ;&eĚeraů Capitaů Territory) unƟů 1938 when
the name changeĚ to Commonweaůth Woůice ;Austraůian Capitaů
Territory). At this Ɵme, the Ɵtůe Chief Kĸcer was useĚ.

Name

Year

Title

Name

Year

Title

HaroůĚ . :ones

1927–38

Chief Kĸcer of Commonweaůth Woůice
;&eĚeraů Capitaů Territory)

Weter awson

1992–95

Assistant Commissioner Ͷ ACT,
Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

1938–43

Chief Kĸcer of Commonweaůth Woůice
;Austraůian Capitaů Territory)

:im Aůůen ;jointůy)

1995

eputy Commissioner,
Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

Robert ReiĚ

1943–55

Chief Kĸcer of Commonweaůth Woůice
;Austraůian Capitaů Territory)

Mick Waůmer ;jointůy)

1995

Commissioner, Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

TeĚ RicharĚs

1955–57

Commissioner Ͷ Commonweaůth
Woůice ;Austraůian Capitaů Territory)

Biůů Stoůů

1995–99

Assistant Commissioner Ͷ ACT,
Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

1957–66

Commissioner Ͷ ACT Woůice

1999–2000

Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT ;ACT
Woůicing), Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

:ohn Murray

2000–04

Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT ;ACT
Woůicing), Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

:ohn aǀies

2004–05

Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT ;ACT
Woůicing), Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

AuĚrey &agan

2005–07

Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT ;ACT
Woůicing), Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

Shane Conneůůyͬ
AnĚy Hughes

2007

AcƟng Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT
;ACT Woůicing), Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

Mike Wheůan

2007–10

Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT ;ACT
Woůicing), Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

Roman YuaeĚǀůieg

2010–13

Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT ;ACT
Woůicing), Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

The Ɵtůe of Commissioner for the ACT Woůice was introĚuceĚ in 1957 anĚ changeĚ
to Assistant Commissioner, ACT, with the creaƟon of the A&W in 1979.
In 1999 the Ɵtůe Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT was introĚuceĚ, anĚ remains unƟů
this Ěay. The posiƟon has at Ɵmes carrieĚ the rank of eputy Commissioner.

>en Wowůey

1966

Commissioner Ͷ ACT Woůice

Roy tiůson

1966–77

Commissioner Ͷ ACT Woůice

The Chief Woůice Kĸce for the ACT reports to the Minsiter for Woůice anĚ mergency
Serǀices aůong with the A&W Commissioner Tony Negus, who was sworn in to the
posiƟon on 7 September 2009.

Reg <enneĚy

1977–79

Commissioner Ͷ ACT Woůice

Aůan taƩ

1979–82

Assistant Commissioner Ͷ ACT,
Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

saů McConaghy

1982–87

Assistant Commissioner Ͷ ACT,
Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

Coůin tinchester

1987–89

Assistant Commissioner Ͷ ACT,
Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

Brian Bates

1989–92

Assistant Commissioner Ͷ ACT,
Austraůian &eĚeraů Woůice

&ormer Chief Kĸcer Ͷ Commonweaůth Woůice ;&eĚeraů
Capitaů Territory anĚ Austraůian Capitaů Territory) Coůoneů
HaroůĚ  :ones, who estabůisheĚ Canberra͛s Įrst poůice force
Ͷ circa 1930s
&ormer ACT Woůice Commissioner TeĚ RicharĚs Ͷ 2011
&ormer Assistant Commissioner Ͷ ACT, Weter awson
eputy Commissioner Michaeů Wheůan Ͷ 2013
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Australian Federal Police
insignia
Since 19 Kctober 2006 a singůe generic shouůĚer patch Ͷ
comprising the A&W baĚge on a bůack backgrounĚ with subĚueĚ
white piping Ͷ is worn on aůů A&W uniforms.
&or most of the 20th century, Austraůian poůice serǀices foůůoweĚ the BriƟsh poůice
pracƟce of uniformeĚ oĸcers Ěispůaying few tangibůe signs of poůice insignia, apart
from the hat baĚge anĚ cheǀrons or shouůĚer boarĚs with insignia for senior
oĸcers.

Elements of the AFP insignia
The Cheǀron
Cheǀron is an architecturaů term ĚenoƟng the raŌers of a roof meeƟng an angůe at
the upper apeǆ. The cheǀron in heraůĚry was empůoyeĚ as a baĚge of honor to
mark the main supporters of the heaĚ of the cůan anĚ it came to be useĚ in ǀarious
forms as an embůem of rank for knights anĚ men-at-arms in feuĚaů Ěays.
>egenĚ has it that the cheǀron was awarĚeĚ to a knight to show he haĚ taken part
in capturing a castůe, town, or other buiůĚing, anĚ the cheǀron resembůeĚ the roofs.
It is beůieǀeĚ this resuůteĚ in its use as an insignia of graĚe by the miůitary.
thiůe cheǀrons haǀe their origins in heraůĚry, the methoĚ of ĚenoƟng sub-oĸcers
rank is borroweĚ from the miůitary, which Įrst aĚopteĚ it in the present form in
1813.

In the 1970s, a graĚuaů moǀe occurreĚ in which each Austraůian jurisĚicƟon
introĚuceĚ some form of shouůĚer patch which iĚenƟĮeĚ the serǀice the oĸcer
was from. This moǀe was a copy of uropean anĚ American pracƟces.

The Įrst poůice force to use this methoĚ of inĚicaƟng rank was the Royaů Irish
Constabuůary.

By the ůate 1970s, each State anĚ Territory poůice force haĚ ĚeǀeůopeĚ a shouůĚer
patch that incůuĚeĚ either the serǀice͛s ůogo, crest or jurisĚicƟon͛s Coat of Arms,
ůike the ACT Woůice patch.

St ĚwarĚs Crown
Aůso known as the Yueen͛s Crown, St ĚwarĚs Crown is one of the most important
items of royaů regaůia anĚ has been the oĸciaů crown useĚ on poůice, goǀernment
anĚ serǀice insignia since Her Majesty Yueen ůiǌabeth II ascenĚeĚ the throne in
1952.

Bath Star
The Bath Star ;pip) is an aĚaptaƟon of the insignia worn by the <night 'ranĚ
Cross of the Miůitary iǀision of the Most Honourabůe KrĚer of Bath. It is the
highest orĚer of BriƟsh <nighthooĚ ĚaƟng back to 1603.
The Bath Star is composeĚ of rays of siůǀer, chargeĚ with an eight-pointeĚ
;Maůtese) cross. In the centre, on a siůǀer backgrounĚ, are three imperiaů
crowns surrounĚeĚ by a banĚ in which the KrĚer͛s moƩo, Tria iuncta in uno
;>aƟn for three joineĚ in one) is inscribeĚ. This centraů Ěeǀice is surrounĚeĚ by
two branches of ůaureů.
The moƩo was Įrst useĚ in the reign of :ames I ;anĚ sI of ScotůanĚ) anĚ was
historicaůůy thought to refer either to the hnion of ngůanĚ, ScotůanĚ anĚ
&rance, or to the hnion of ngůanĚ, ScotůanĚ anĚ IreůanĚ, or to the Hoůy Trinity.

The treath anĚ CrosseĚ Batons
The wreath represents ǀictory. In Roman Ɵmes a ǀictor, be it in baƩůe or in
sport ;e.g. chariot racing), was awarĚeĚ a wreath which was worn on the heaĚ
as a crown of ǀictory. The batons, aůso of Roman origin, represent authority,
howeǀer, they are saiĚ to be baseĚ on the Ɵpstaǀes useĚ by >onĚon͛s Bow
Street Runners in the miĚ-1700s. The staǀes were useĚ primariůy as a weapon.
It was aůso rumoureĚ that the Runners carrieĚ their warrants insiĚe them, but
in reaůity this was not the case.

Ranks and insignia
There are nine ranks within ACT Woůicing͖ beginning with Constabůe, anĚ the
highest that of the Chief Woůice Kĸcer for the ACT as an A&W Assistant
Commissioner.

The A&W shoulder patch worn ďy oĸcers pre-200ϲ ;leŌͿ and
post-200ϲ ;rightͿ

The former ACT Woůice shouůĚer patch was introĚuceĚ in the
miĚ-1970s

Rank

Level/Experience

EpauleƩes

Commissioner

Commissioner

treath anĚ crosseĚ
batons surmounteĚ by a
pip anĚ crown

eputy
Commissioner

eputy Commissioner

treath anĚ crosseĚ
batons surmounteĚ by a
crown

Chief Woůice Kĸcer
for the ACT

Assistant
Commissioner

treath anĚ crosseĚ
batons with a pip

eputy Chief Woůice
Kĸcer

CommanĚer ;SS BanĚ Three pips in a triangůe
1)
surmounteĚ by a crown

SuperintenĚent

BanĚ 9

Wip surmounteĚ by a
crown

StaƟon Sergeant

BanĚ 8 – Sergeant ;in
roůes ĚetermineĚ by
the Commissioner)

Crown anĚ wreath with no
cheǀrons

Sergeant

BanĚ 6 – 8

Three cheǀrons, a crown
anĚ a wreath

>eaĚing Senior
Constabůe

BanĚ 5, Senior
Constabůe

Two cheǀrons with a bar

Senior Constabůe

6н years ;to BanĚ 5)

Two cheǀrons

&irst Constabůe

4 – 6 years

Kne cheǀron

Constabůe

0 – 4 years

Bůank

>eŌ to right͗ Constabůe &irst Cůass, Senior Constabůe,
>eaĚing Senior Constabůe, Sergeant,
StaƟon Sergeant ;Kĸcer-in-Charge), SuperintenĚent,
CommanĚer, Assistant Commissioner ;Chief Woůice Kĸcer)
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As the sun surely sets, dawn will see it arise, for service above self, demands its
own prize. You have fought the good ﬁght, life’s race has been run, and peace your
reward, for eternity begun.
And we that are left, shall never forget, rest in peace friend and colleague, for the
sun has now set. We will remember.

Honour Roll
The NaƟonaů Woůice Memoriaů in <ings
Wark, Canberra, ůists the names of 750-půus
oĸcers who haǀe ĚieĚ in the ůine of Ěuty.
Kf these oĸcers, 11 of the ĚeceaseĚ either
unĚertook feĚeraů poůicing ĚuƟes or ůiǀeĚ
anĚ workeĚ in the ACT.
The NaƟonaů Woůice Memoriaů was ĚeĚicateĚ on 29
September 2006 Ͷ NaƟonaů Woůice Remembrance
ay.
The memoriaů pays tribute to Austraůian poůice oĸcers
who haǀe been kiůůeĚ on Ěuty or haǀe ĚieĚ as a resuůt
of their ĚuƟes, anĚ to recognise the unique nature of
poůicing anĚ the Ěangers poůice face in their Ěaiůy
pursuits.
The stone waůů features a cast bronǌe paneůs
;touchstones) inscribeĚ with the names of eǀery faůůen
oĸcer since the aĚǀent of poůicing in Austraůia.
The ranĚom composiƟon of the touchstones
represents the uneǆpecteĚ nature of the ůoss. The
uneǀen Ňoor, represenƟng the uncertainty of poůicing,
is inscribeĚ with inspiraƟon quotes chosen by famiůy,
frienĚs anĚ coůůeagues.
Constabůe Robert :ohn Bishop was the Įrst oĸcer to
be kiůůeĚ in the ACT.

Hasten the Dawn
Constable Frederick :ames Bannear ;Commonwealth Peace KĸcerͿ
2ϱ :uly 1ϴϴ2 – 9 September 19ϰϱ

Assistant Commissioner Colin Stanley Winchester APM
1ϴ Kctoďer 1933 – 10 :anuary 19ϴ9

WrotecƟve Service Kĸcer Adam unning
20 &eďruary 1ϵϳϴ ʹ 22 ecemďer 200ϰ

Constabůe Bannear was a Commonweaůth Weace Kĸcer, anĚ was struck anĚ fataůůy injureĚ by a ůocomoƟǀe train
Ěuring shunƟng operaƟons whiůe working in &remantůe.

Assistant Commissioner tinchester is Austraůia͛s most senior poůice oĸcer to haǀe
been kiůůeĚ in the ůine of Ěuty. At the Ɵme of his Ěeath he was the Assistant
Commissioner in charge of community poůicing within the ACT. He was shot anĚ
kiůůeĚ as he parkeĚ his car in the Ěriǀeway of his neighbour͛s house in eakin.

WrotecƟǀe Serǀice Kĸcer AĚam unning joineĚ the A&W in Apriů 2003 anĚ ĚepůoyeĚ
as a member of the Regionaů Assistance Mission to the Soůomon IsůanĚs in 2004. He
was shot anĚ kiůůeĚ whiůe on patroů in Honiara, Soůomon IsůanĚs.

Constable Robert :ohn Bishop ;ACT PoliceͿ
ϴ February 19ϰϲ – 10 February 19ϲϴ
Constabůe Bishop was sworn into the ACT Woůice in August 1965 anĚ was aƩacheĚ to the 'eneraů uƟes Branch
anĚ AcciĚent SquaĚ. He ĚieĚ from injuries suīereĚ when his poůice ǀehicůe coůůiĚeĚ with a tree on Canberra
Aǀenue.

Constable Richard Leslie Norden CM ;ACT PoliceͿ
2ϰ August 19ϰϴ – 30 Kctober 1972
Constabůe NorĚen was in Recruit Training for the ACT Woůice at the Ɵme of his acciĚent. He ĚieĚ as a resuůt of
injuries sustaineĚ in a poůice motorcycůe acciĚent.

Senior Constable :ohn Michael egenhagen
2ϱ March 19ϰ9 – ϰ August 19ϴϰ
Senior Constabůe :ohn egenhagen joineĚ the Commonweaůth Woůice in :anuary 1974. thiůe on poůice Ěuty on 9
:une 1978, he suīereĚ serious injuries sustaineĚ in a ǀehicůe coůůision whiůe engageĚ in ipůomaƟc anĚ Consuůar
Security. He ĚieĚ as a resuůt of those injuries.

The NaƟonaů Woůice Memoriaů in <ings Wark, Canberra, was
ĚeĚicateĚ in September 2006

Constaďle avid Anthony ,answyk
23 :une 19ϲ3 – 12 May 1990
Constabůe aǀiĚ Hanswyk workeĚ in 'eneraů uƟes anĚ the Centraů Traĸc Branch
in the ACT. He ĚieĚ as a resuůt of injuries sustaineĚ in a poůice motorcycůe acciĚent
in Canberra.

Superintendent Robert Edmund Shepherd
ϲ September 19ϰϲ – 19 May 1993
SuperintenĚent Robert ShepherĚ was among 132 passengers kiůůeĚ in an air crash
in Coůombia. At the Ɵme he was on operaƟonaů ůiaison ĚuƟes.

Federal Agent Stephen Richard ,ill
17 November 19ϱϴ – 13 March 199ϲ
&eĚeraů Agent Stephen Hiůů joineĚ the A&W in 1980. He serǀeĚ as a uniformeĚ oĸcer
in Canberra before moǀing to naƟonaů poůice ĚuƟes in SyĚney, Canberra anĚ Werth.
He ĚieĚ in a twin-engine Cessna air crash whiůe on a Ěrug operaƟon.

&ederal Agent Mark avid ScoƩ
ϵ Kctoďer 1ϵϲϱ ʹ ϳ March 200ϳ
&eĚeraů Agent Mark ScoƩ joineĚ the A&W in 1987 iniƟaůůy serǀing in the ACT. &ůying
as a member of an aĚǀance team for a ministeriaů ǀisit to zogyakarta, he was
among 21 passengers who ĚieĚ as a resuůt of a crash ůanĚing.

Federal Agent Brice Steele
11 August 1971 – 7 March 2007
&eĚeraů Agent Brice Steeůe was appointeĚ to the A&W in 1990. &ůying as a member
of an aĚǀance team for a ministeriaů ǀisit to zogyakarta, he was among 21
passengers kiůůeĚ as a resuůt of a crash ůanĚing.
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